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Abstract

Towards an Atlas-Based Generalized 3D Visualization Framework for Biomedicine: Biolucida

Wayne Warren

Chair of the Supervisory Committee:
Professor James F. Brinkley III
Biomedical Informatics and Medical Education

Today’s biomedical research endeavors often entail exposure to a daunting amount of expressive data, much of it spatially attributable. These data must be effectively comprehended and communicated, and it has been well established that visualization is a powerful means of doing so. Because these data are often associated with structures of anatomy that can be represented as computer-generated 3D models, it is possible to create a biomedical atlas which can be leveraged as an effective visualization motif. This style of presentation not only conveys spatial relationships inherent in the data, but also provides a natural representation which is easily understood by a wide audience. Many systems have been produced which can be considered computer-based biomedical atlases, some of which have been used to visualize data and to illustrate spatially complex concepts. However, the development of these systems has been costly due to the fact that many, while similar in features and design, have been built from the ground up as single-purpose applications. A next-generation visualization system, Biolucida, has been developed as a generalizable framework which is designed to meet the 3D visualization needs of the biomedical community through its comprehensive feature set and its extensible architecture. Biolucida has been implemented as a client/server Java-based system, which allows developers to create plugin modules which govern the functionality and content of immersive 3D visualizations, requiring only a fraction of the time it would take to develop a use-case-specific system.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

1.1 Overview

Today's biomedical research endeavors often entail exposure to a daunting amount of data, the digestion of which is often intractable not only because of its sheer volume [114], but also because current research protocols offer highly expressive results which demand more sophisticated analyses than can be performed without equally sophisticated tools. Significant biomedical research endeavors are no longer limited to investigating the behavior of a single biomarker molecule in vitro. Instead, today's researchers employ methods which yield data characterizing the behavior of thousands of entities throughout an organism, and therefore the extraction of salient insights is challenging and often takes a great deal of time and resources.

The need to analyze data more effectively is second only to the need for more efficient and expressive communication. From new surgical procedures to descriptions of complex physiological phenomena, the modern biomedical researcher has a need not only to comprehend, but also to communicate complex concepts with both colleagues and with the public. There is a prominent opinion in biomedicine that informaticists must develop ways to better accommodate both these current needs and those yet to come [74], and to enable communication and analysis in a manner where the speed of comprehension is markedly increased. Doing so would not only allow researchers to speed up the pace of innovation, but also to gain insights which would otherwise remain hidden.

It has been well established that visualization is a powerful conduit for analyzing, representing, and communicating complex concepts and dense datasets. Visualization techniques have been applied to a growing need for searching through dense collections of information for the purpose of conceptualizing relationships among the data by filtering via visual cues, thus revealing trends that would have otherwise gone unnoted. Such “visual data mining” activities prove especially useful when connected to real-time interactive interfaces which facilitate the search and filtering processes. The field of computer graphics applied to visualization has given the biomedical research community a collection of tools with which it can represent data using a number of styles, as it has traditionally done with figures, graphs, and tables. However, static 2D visualizations lack the illustrative power to sufficiently describe concepts which have precise and expressive spatial characteristics, such as in the case of illustrating the functional activation patterns of the brain while performing a particular task, animating the choreographed steps of a surgical procedure, or the displaying graphical output of a physiological simulation.

One of the more well-established styles of 3D visualization, supported by decades of developments in medical imaging and grounded by our familiarity with the visible structures of the body (and of model organisms), is the biomedical atlas. The traditional view of the biomedical atlas has changed quite a bit throughout its history of more than 450 years. Early on, beginning with the printing of Vesalius’ De Humani Corporis Fabrica, published in 1543 (Cushing, 1943; Saunders and O'Malley, 1950) early atlases primarily had an anatomy education focus, with
particular interest in the human organ systems. The atlas has since evolved beyond the printed classics penned by Henry Gray and Joseph Hyrtl [60, 44] to the realm of computer graphics and animation, significantly increasing an atlas’ capability to impart information onto and offer interaction with the user. The use of such atlases has been able to grow beyond their traditional confines within a hospital’s radiology department, to the biomedical research community through innovations in computer graphics which have raised the capabilities of typical desktop machines [51].

Whereas 3D display capabilities were previously the domain of only high-end professional workstations, such as those used by radiologists and CAD designers in the 1980’s and early 1990’s, later developments in more affordable hardware acceleration and available software libraries have made personal computers effective 3D display platforms. The application of 3D computer graphics to the rendering of scenes of human anatomy on average desktop computers was largely pioneered in the 1980’s, and has since produced a number of computer-driven atlases of anatomy. Originally, these applications were distributed with predetermined content and curricula via CD-ROM [1, 42, 54, 92, 108], and while somewhat interactive, were composed of static content which was, for the most part, “what you see is what you get”. To effectively utilize such technology in the biomedical research field required more customizable content, interactive environments, and the creation of a new form of visualization that puts a new perspective on an old art: interactive 3D biomedical atlases.

Many in the biomedical community tend to relate biomedical atlases to collections of images for educational purposes, an interface to a framework of information organized and accessed spatially or pictographically, or simply a collection of illustrative representations. The transition of atlases from pen and ink to computer graphics has led Biomedicine to create atlas-based applications serving a number of purposes: education, data analysis via visualization and as query interfaces to datasets. Electronic atlases of all kinds, from compendiums of radiological images to collections of representations of non-human model organisms have been built to serve a variety of users throughout the biomedical research community.

A number of recent atlas implementations have been deployed through Virtual Reality (VR) based systems. The release of graphics libraries such as OpenGL [150] and Direct3D [11], have allowed those with enough technical knowledge to access low-level 3D display APIs. Software developers, informaticians, and computer scientists have responded by creating a variety of systems which produce 3D representations of a wide array of different datasets. VR systems (or interactive 3D systems, for the purposes of this discussion), offer a method of implementing both sophisticated visualization techniques and highly interactive control over a customizable 3D world. These VR systems not only offer free navigation as well as interaction with the scene’s contents, they can also display a variety of multimedia data, offering a degree of flexibility which suits the growing types of data which are found within the biomedical information landscape. The potential returns of properly utilizing these technologies within biomedicine are well documented.

While there exists a common theme between the biomedical atlas applications developed to date, their use of content and implementation strategies lack a strong sense of consistency. Therefore the adoption of such systems has been
slow, a phenomenon possibly due to the high level of effort required to develop the software and the learning curves associated with mastering their use. The biomedical informatician suffers from the lack of systems and frameworks which allow the construction of visualization workflows easily [125]. Without in-depth knowledge of scenegraph APIs and proprietary syntaxes associated with lower-level APIs, the construction of a 3D visualization application is a difficult, if not impossible task.

The existence of these challenges is surprising, given the amount of previous work completed in the informatics field. One would expect that the development of atlas-based visualization systems to be serial in nature, with earlier projects powering the advancement of more modern systems through the re-use of their model content, rendering technology, and scene management modules. This, however, has not been the case. Software developers have since made less than ideal gains in the advancement of the field by developing systems in a semi-parallel nature, without the reuse of code or the leveraging of common libraries and frameworks. This phenomenon has occurred despite the existence of such toolkits [36].

This fragmented development strategy has negative effects on the users as well as the developers. The user, or biomedical researcher, experiences the costs of learning to use tools which have been developed as approaches to address only very specific biomedical questions. As very specialized applications, these systems are limited in their content and scope and can be used to analyze only specific types of data. Moreover, the same software cannot be leveraged to help communicate these findings through the production of animations and other helpful media and cannot be applied to other model organisms or even different anatomical structures than what the system already contains. Thus, one may have to become familiar with a number of visualization tools to investigate research topics in any given biomedical discipline.

1.2 Problem statement.

Clearly, the biomedical research community would benefit from a common and generalizable visualization system which has a low barrier to entry from the perspective of both the developer and the user. Additionally, the system should have the appropriate expressivity and extensibility to apply itself to the application needs of biomedicine’s subdomains: education, task-based training, data visualization, and simulation. Biolucida is a biomedical atlas-based visualization framework that aims to meet these requirements.

1.3 General requirements of a domain-wide visualization framework.

Clearly, the challenges to building a domain-wide biomedical visualization system lie in creating a 3D application framework that is: (1) expressive – it can display whatever content is needed, (2) accessible – the system must be easy to work with in terms of making extensions it its functionality, (3) flexible – the system can be changed to adapt to new technologies, content, and data to ensure longevity, and (4) have wide appeal – the system should be functional on a wide array of platforms and should be easy to operate for its end users. The system’s architecture
will also have to exhibit features which enable the level of agile development required to handle a potentially massive number of individual application needs.

1.4 Biolucida as an extensible visualization framework.

Because Biolucida aims to serve as a generalizable atlas-based visualization system, yet a central development team cannot be aware of all possible current and future application needs of the biomedical research domain, Biolucida is deployed using an extensible plugin architecture, where a great deal of focus is placed on the design abstractions which make the system’s core functionality accessible, yet plugin development is constrained in ways that guarantee the core system’s reliable operation. Several plugin visualization systems have been developed as proofs of concept. Each of these visualization clients differs in the data it can represent, as well as in the features and tools that it offers the user. Together, they represent a broad demonstration of Biolucida’s capabilities.

1.5 Thesis outline.

The following chapters describe the significance of this work, Biolucida’s implementation details, and the results of these efforts. Chapter two describes previous works in the field of visualization, which are precursors to and seminal examples of atlas-based visualization. Chapter three outlines the requirements for a generalized atlas-based biomedical visualization system, and goes on to describe the challenges associated with the implementation of the proposed software. Chapter four illustrates the architecture of the Biolucida system at a very high level, while chapter five gives a more specific description of the client and the characteristics that enable the creation of different client permutations to meet a variety of application needs in biomedicine. Chapter six contains detailed descriptions of the components and processes of the client and server involved in the creation of virtual anatomical scenes, and other core operations in the visualization process. Chapter seven describes the operations on the server that are responsible for the processing and handling of datasets which drive the production of visualizations, and chapter eight elucidates the mechanisms through which developers and users control the attributes of those visualizations. Chapter nine describes the development and evaluation of four types of visualization plugin systems which leverage the Biolucida core as a toolkit. Finally, chapter ten discusses the broader significance of this work, philosophical considerations, and possible future work to extend Biolucida.
CHAPTER 2

Background and Context: Biomedical Atlases as Visualization Platforms

2.1 The data-driven imperative of biomedicine: more efficient comprehension and communication.

The pace of biomedical research data production has evolved to the point where the amount of information to be processed, represented, and comprehended by the research community each year has become very daunting. In many disciplines, the volume of data being produced by today’s high throughput protocols, imaging methods and meta-analyses has grown far beyond our ability to comprehend these findings unaided. No matter how fast our instruments and computers can analyze and present these data, the pace of discovery will be limited by the viscosity of uptake inherent in human users. Moreover, there exists a compounding problem of dealing with the cumulative data of any discipline, since researchers are often expected to be familiar both with seminal legacy findings and recent advances in the field. As the volume of data grows with each progressive step forward in the perpetual march toward discovery, so do the barriers to comprehension and an understanding of provenance which is critical to gaining new insights.

In addition to the increasing volume of research data, the complexity of the biomedical information landscape has increased considerably as well, especially when one compares the types of data produced today versus those of thirty years ago. Whereas researchers in the past were focused on endeavors such as translating nucleotide and protein sequences, we find ourselves now attempting to interpret the spatial distribution of biomarker molecules and inferring relationships among hundreds of genes which were sampled simultaneously. So, not only is there more information to digest, interpretation of these more expressive data has become a burdensome task as well. Clearly, biomedicine would benefit significantly from innovations in the way in which we manage, communicate, and analyze such information.

Endeavors which seek to augment our ability to understand large amounts of data have been cited as keys to future progress in biomedicine [26]. One author states that "the methods of portraying ... [biomedical research] results in ways that researchers can understand and interpret need improving" [109]. A possibility for such improvements exists in how the data are represented, because proper modes of presentation will not only increase the rate of information absorption, but will also augment the effectiveness of analyses and the degree of comprehension. Norman et al. recognize that our ability to describe various concepts is limited by the functionality and expressivity of the cognitive artifacts we use to represent them [100]. Like many of its fellow domains, the biomedical sciences have traditionally relied on figures, images, and tables to communicate complex information in publications. While these methods have sufficed for some time, there is now a demand for more expressive modes of illustration.

2.2 Visualization has consistently proven itself as a method of presenting large datasets and complex ideas in an effective and efficient manner.
Due to its slow serial-based method of absorption in the brain, the limitations of communicating information solely by narrative and discreet text are well documented [75]. Visualization is a high-speed transport mechanism for information to enter the mind, and it is especially efficient in allowing a user to appreciate densely populated information spaces [133]. This is because visualization of information reduces the cognitive load on the viewer, transferring much of the processing required to absorb information from the human cognitive system to the perceptual system. A reduction in the viscosity of uptake that we normally experience with our absorption of text is achieved by leveraging the parallel processing power of the human visual cortex [106], allowing users to devote more attention to understanding and analyzing the data. Moreover, a well-designed visualization has a high capacity to reveal trends in data because it can limit the information presented to the viewer to only that which is relevant.

The information visualization discipline has a well-established history using a variety of two-dimensional illustrative techniques to communicate insights from a chaotic dataset. Graphs, figures, and illustrations have been used to communicate insights for a majority of the existence of our scientific disciplines. There are several examples of projects which have proven their effectiveness in using visualization in such areas as software engineering [35, 34], and more arbitrary analytics [2, 80, 128, 137, 139, 143, 148]. While visualizations can be more effective than any other method of presenting the same data, this claim is especially true when the data lends itself to representation by spatial metaphor. Interestingly, the aforementioned types of data produced in modern biomedical research protocols lend themselves to representation using such spatial metaphors. Yet, the needs of modern biomedical researchers have pushed beyond simple two-dimensional representations, presenting a need for 3D illustrations and time-series animations revealing the salient characteristics of more complex sets of information. Therefore, informaticists are presented with the challenge of understanding in what manner 3D representation best illustrates a number of types of research data. As Johnson stated, a “top” problem in scientific visualization is the integration of scientific research and information visualization methods [69].

A perfect example of the aforementioned advances in biomedical research methods is the development of the microarray, a protocol which yields a relative analysis of the expression levels of thousands of gene products from a tissue sample in one experimental “run”. Such data are valuable in understanding clusters of genes which are differentially expressed (compared with a control) in samples representing disease states such as cancer, viral infection, and toxicity conditions. This information is extremely valuable for subsequent analysis, but its sheer volume requires that it often be comprehended by proxy – using some type of illustration which highlights features that differ significantly from the rest of the population and therefore may reveal potential conclusions. However, these abstract visualizations (such as those in figure 2a) carry the risk of ignoring critical insights that can be gained through the appreciation of not what data was produced, but where it came from: its spatial and/or semantic dimensions. Within these data is not only information describing numerical measurements, but spatial and temporal information which are best represented in a manner which departs from the established methods of data visualization.
2.3 **Visualizations as effective communication media for biomedicine.**

Visualizations can serve not only as a means of analysis, they can also become a method of communicating insights to an audience. Moving beyond molecular investigations, one finds that both progress in technology and shifts in culture have presented a need for many types of 3D visualizations which enhance communication between physicians, colleagues, and patients. Video and animation can be a very powerful method of *showing* rather than simply *describing* the details behind complex concepts [51]. Animations of medical procedures have been proven to enhance the trust felt between physicians and their patients [53] when shown in an effort to educate and obtain informed consent. There are also many well-documented cases of the effectiveness of sharing visualizations of procedures between colleagues [110, 68, 79] to gain a better understanding of new techniques. Lastly, one cannot ignore the increased attention which new 3D technologies have received within the domain of medical education, mostly in anatomically-based instruction [22, 122, 55, 90, 24, 147, 78]. These modes of communication and learning can also be applied to the task of presenting results from the aforementioned microarray studies, which may require an appreciation for spatial, time-dependent, and otherwise complex concepts when communicating with colleagues.

The evolution of 3D computer-based visualization technologies in research has been marching forward since the 1980’s where pioneering systems such as the Application Visualization System (AVS) [136] and IBM’s OpenDX [63] implemented the earliest examples of 3D scene rendering for data visualization purposes. To understand the power that such visualizations can bring to biomedical research, one must specifically grasp the importance of spatial analyses to the research field, as there are many applications which are best served through the use of 3D representation. Applications such as the calculation of proper angles of radiation beam paths used in the treatment of tumors [30], calculating penetrating wound trajectories in trauma cases [12, 104, 105], genetic analyses of both human and model organisms [99], and the visualization of simulation models [29] all involve 3D spatial analysis. Fortunately, some areas of biomedicine have already established 3D visualization as a core part of their discipline.

2.4 **Three-dimensional visualization applications beyond the confines of traditional clinical imaging.**

Three-dimensional visualization in medicine has become a key technology in clinical imaging, where the analysis and presentation of image data from acquisition methods such as CT and MRI [50] have spawned an entire
discipline devoted to the visualization of human anatomy to enable a higher standard of care. However, visualizations of these data have traditionally been very specialized in their scope due to the highly capable hardware they require to render images and the limited audience that these visages were designed to serve, specifically surgeons and radiologists. The high level of resources required to display 3D medical images arises from the expressive manner in which they are represented and rendered, compared with the simpler way in which general 3D computer graphics are handled.

Two types of 3D rendering strategies most commonly in use today [123] are volume rendering and surface rendering, found most commonly in medical imaging and general graphics applications, respectively. In volume rendering, the visualized space is represented as a matrix of three-dimensional cubes, or voxels, as in the case with CT and MRI data where serial sections of 2D image data have been interpolated to produce the voxel matrix. Rendering a view involves establishing the position and orientation of a virtual “camera” and casting a series of rays for the displayed image’s pixels - lines of sight between the visualized content and the camera. Surface rendering, associated with more general 3D graphics applications such as simulation and gaming, involves representing and rendering only the surface of 3D shapes. A “mesh”, consisting of points in 3D space and the edges which connect them, produces an array of polygons which are imbued with appropriate appearance attributes such as color, texture, and transparency. The resulting mesh is shaded by a rendering algorithm which considers the angle and distance of light sources to their constituent polygons in the production of a final image [76].

Volume and surface rendering differ greatly in their demand for processing power when rendering images to the user’s screen. Volume rendering requires a great deal more time and resources to produce images [134], where interactive viewing of these 3D datasets may not be possible on some platforms. Interactive, or “real time” animation and navigation require that a 3D display system render at least 24 frames per second, so that the user has the impression of smooth movement, rather than perceiving changes in screen content from one frame to the next, just as in viewing a video or film. Such is the cause for medical images being confined to specialized hardware, that is, until fairly recently.

Advances in the graphics capabilities of desktop computers [20], innovations in software engineering, and the increased availability of medical image content have catalyzed the creation of many software systems designed to allow biomedical researchers, educators, and even patients to view 3D medical image data for a variety of purposes on common hardware. A number of such software projects have brought valuable tools to the research community in the last twenty years [115]. In the late 1980s, general 3D volume viewing tools such as the commercial package Slicer Dicer from Visualogic [126], funded by Apple Computer and the NSF, allowed a user to view many types of 3D data including clinical images. Interactivity and control over the rendering was limited, but the ability to view such datasets on an average machine represented a quantum leap forward at the time. Subsequent software projects catered more to the biomedical field’s needs, such as offering tissue coloration and interactive threshold control. Slicer [111] and Osirix [132] are two popular 3D image rendering packages used in biomedical research which incorporate some of these features. Still, other systems changed the manner in which the application could be
delivered to a user [84], or the way in which the user was able to manipulate and interact with the displayed 3D image [67].

2.5 The development of content-based visualizations.

Equipped with the ability to display and interact with virtual anatomical structures in 3D, software developers have produced systems which addressed very specific challenges in biomedicine, mostly in the area of medical education to start. A 3D scene of a virtual human body offers the possibility of replacing (or at least reducing) the resource-intensive practice of classical dissection using cadavers. Yet, applications which seek to present didactic material on the subject of anatomy must be deliberate in regard to the content presented to the user. No longer implemented as simple viewers, these systems met the challenge of delivering both a set of content, and a means for display and interaction.

Some anatomical instruction/representation systems such as EVA [110] were designed to focus on a particular area of the human body. Still, others would seek to widen the scope while constraining the amount of detail, such as The Visible Man [73], and the 1993 prototype that would eventually become the well-known Voxel-Man project [121, Schiemann, 2000, 56]. More recent endeavors have focused on creating more realistic renderings [47], or on providing a more comprehensive set of features and fine detail [103]. Other anatomy scene generators sought to enable the user as an author of more customizable scenes. Both the Dynamic Scene Generator [149], and the SCAN project [19] used a knowledge-based model which allowed for user-specified inclusion of various surface models representing anatomical structures, from clinical sources and the visible human female, respectively, into a fully navigable scene.

More advanced anatomical visualization systems sought to go from simply representing a fixed library of canonical content which may have limited utility [86], to introducing a measure of realism by incorporating the concept of anatomical variability from one individual body to another. Such representations were attempted through predefined discreet changes in morphology [102], or by implementing parametric models which use randomness to create slight dissimilarities between instances [46], as suggested by Trelease, et al [131].

2.6 Converting scenes into data visualizations: the use of the atlas motif.

While the aforementioned systems can produce some rich and informative scenes of human anatomy, it is our opinion that they don’t qualify as visualizations in their own right. A visualization is a graphic depiction which uses visual metaphor to represent the attributes of underlying data. While not qualifying as visualizations per se, the aforementioned projects’ ability to display 3D anatomical objects have contributed to the evolution of a form of data visualization using the structures of both model organisms and humans as a framework on which to illustrate the characteristics of attributed datasets: biomedical atlases. Looking beyond the borders of computer science and graphics, maps and the collective works of atlases have been used to produce some of the most effective visualizations in human history, and much can be gained by applying their concepts to creating both software
systems and the types of visualizations that the biomedical research community clearly needs. A number of recent successful system deployments within the biomedical informatics community have been somewhat based on the atlas motif [138, 38, 77]. However, we believe that a closer look at the acclaimed assets of cartography and GIS can provide necessary guidance for the creation of still more effective visualizations.

Maps, used in human society for thousands of years, are visualizations which use the arrangement of various items of interest to convey their relationships primarily through the use of a spatial metaphor [8]. Traditional maps depict regions of land, countries, and cities as the items of interest, while distance and direction can be thought of as data attributed to those items. Illustrations such as these mimic the previously discussed anatomical scenes produced by educational and radiological applications, where the concept of “place” equates to anatomical structure. However, a map’s power can be augmented by the inclusion of several other dimensions of data attributable to the “mapable” items of interest – data such as population, climate, and gross domestic product.

Maps can be thought of as substrates for visual analytics when their spatial data are combined with other information, adding additional dimensions. These foreign data can be correlated with the map in two very distinct ways: via coregistration or by object-based attribution. The former method involves overlaying an image containing spatially-oriented data, such as a weather satellite photo, onto a map representing the same physical area. The combination of the two sets of data produces an informative visualization from which a viewer can glean insights, and in this case, of the weather patterns of various cities, states, and countries. Object-based attribution involves the association of data directly with regions of interest within the map, treated as whole entities (i.e. countries, states, etc. – the objects). The retinal attributes (color, transparency, etc.) of these entities can be used to represent information that is attributed to the spatially designated entity. This style of data visualization offers tremendous flexibility because the data need not have any inherent spatially relevant information by themselves. Only a reference to a spatially relevant entity in the map is needed. Such is the case when information such as disease incidence rates for various countries is represented via coloration. As a result, non-spatial datasets are given spatial significance.

When visualizations are formed from the convergence of a map with abstract data, they can make for very effective representations. In object-based maps, a level of summarization and simplification is offered via the semantics. In
the case of a GDP map, the countries have now become icons that simply refer to the GDP data, conveyed by coloration. Visual representation of these datasets makes appreciation of trends and relationships almost trivial, and has led to the formation of an entire discipline, Geographical Information Systems, or GIS. GIS allows the illustration of various datasets using the framework of the earth’s surface and its features – physical, political, and otherwise. The use of common geospatial references can integrate otherwise heterogeneous data, allowing the viewer to perceive relationships among previously unrelated information, and appreciate general trends in these data which may otherwise lay beyond cognitive reach.

2.7 From GIS to biomedical visualization.

It can be argued that the types of analyses and representations required of the biomedical research community today necessitate the use of tools like maps, but in an entirely different scope. The concept of “location” has become much more complex than in the days of John Snow, who is best known for his novel use of primitive GIS methods to identify the contaminated water wells which spread cholera throughout London in the 19th century [70]. Physiology and microbiology have created their own microcosmic definitions of “location”, necessitating the analysis of spatial trends involving the body and its tissues. It is important to note that biomedicine is not entirely unfamiliar with such artifacts. Chromosomal and plasmid maps, medical illustrations depicting various aspects of human physiology, and even diagnostic scanning technology could qualify as samples of modern biomedical “maps”. The concepts of modern biomedical maps and atlases have been brought to fruition in a number of recent development projects. Those projects that have the most in common with modern GIS techniques involve the fusion or overlay of multiple datasets.

Technological advances in medical imaging have yielded a number of different acquisition techniques, each designed to reveal different information about the structure and function of anatomical area of interest. It is common practice in cancer treatment to merge a set of multimodal images such as CT and PET scans, in order to establish the treatment volume of a tumor [61]. Reminiscent of our aforementioned map and satellite photo combination, the different modalities contribute structure, tissue attributes, and metabolic information to a composite image which allows a clinician to determine the appropriate treatment volume for a tumor. This is a task which is not possible to accomplish by reviewing any of the images by themselves. Other projects have integrated less common data into the fusion process, producing novel visualizations. For example, MEDIMAG is designed to merge simulated electrical fields with an anatomical atlas [49]. These examples of data fusion mimic image overlay practices that form the foundation of GIS research. Biomedicine, however, has additional challenges which are not encountered within GIS.

In the above biomedical examples, all data are taken from the same patient. Therefore, while proper registration of these images is critical to the composition’s accuracy, it is a tractable task. Biomedical atlas visualization begins to depart from the foundational concepts of GIS when visualizations begin incorporating images taken from different subjects. While there is one canonical representation of the surface of the earth, there can be drastic differences in morphology between individual organisms. Such anatomical variation occurs less in simpler model organisms, but
is more common in higher primates, as they exhibit an appreciable degree of morphological heterogeneity making proper image registration a challenging task. However, a great deal of insight can be gained from visualizations which combine images from different subjects, as noted in Barrillot’s work [6].

Visualizations involving data taken from different subjects are currently produced in both the domains of developmental molecular biology and clinical medicine, involving model organisms as well as human subjects. The action of warping a set of models so that the morphology of one organism matches another’s is a common approach to achieving proper registration between two individuals. However, many of the analyses we see today involve samples from a great number of individuals. A common approach for the combination or comparison of data from such a large group is to register the images to a canonical set of morphology, representing an “average” organism. Implementations of both approaches are utilized in a number of projects that create atlas-based visualizations which combine data from disparate individuals.

2.8 Overlay biomedical atlases providing high-fidelity representation of spatial phenomena.

A great deal of biomedical research protocols result in datasets which contain raw spatial information, such as images and point clouds. Some of the most prominent examples of these data are in situ hybridizations and fMRI studies. These types of data require an overlay and registration approach to produce an atlas-based visualization, unless either computer vision technologies or human intervention is employed to attribute the sampled points in the data to the name of the anatomical structure which that point in space represents.

A recent explosion of image data taken from in situ hybridization (ISH) studies which reveal the distribution of expressed gene products throughout an organism at a point in time has given researchers the ability to understand the actions of the chemical cascades which are responsible for proper morphological and physiological development of an embryo into a functional organism. Recently, there have been launches of many systems which allow the management, analysis, and visualization of these data, from whole-mount protocols in which the entire organism is visualized [38] to those with resolution at the cellular level [145].

One of the most prominent examples of the combination of anatomical models with ISH molecular studies is the EMAGE project [4], and its derivatives. The EMAGE/EMAP system, based on the mouse model Mus musculus, combines a comprehensive developmental Theiler stage atlas [129] of canonical 3D models derived from optical projection tomography (OPT), an ISH image repository, and tools which allow contributors to specify arbitrary regions of gene expression by “painting” data from their research findings onto scanned serial sections from which the Theiler atlas is derived. The resulting 3D regions are stored in a searchable database which now allows for spatial querying [138] and arbitrary geometry-matching capabilities [113] which allow a researcher to draw a region of interest and initiate a search for expression patterns which most closely match the query shape.

The development of the EMAP/EMAGE system has given the research community one of its first examples of a common biomedical atlas framework on which novel types of visualizations can be built by extending aspects of the
system. The EMAP/EMAGE system has therefore spawned a number of other OPT/ISH projects which seek to model the developmental gene expression of other model organisms such as the chicken, the medaka killifish, the Xenopus frog, and zebrafish [27, 9]. The BIRN project, a multi-institution collaboration centered at UCSD, has developed a mouse atlas system [17, 91, 153] which, like EMAP and EMAGE, visualizes mouse anatomy in both 2D slices and 3D reconstructions and gives the user the ability to view gene expression patterns which reside in the BIRN database, or from additional datasets which can uploaded at runtime. Going a step further, several projects have applied the same approach to the analysis of human development. OPT/ISH studies using human embryo material have analyzed gene expression in the brain [120, 85], producing informative visualizations as a result.

Figure 2c. Images of the EMAGE system (left), the Allen Brain Atlas (center-left), and Brain Explorer 2 (center-right), and MouseBIRN (right)

Another ISH-based atlas visualization system, the Allen Brain Atlas project [25], has created its own visualization platform which takes a very similar approach to the EMAGE system but uses a greater number of experimental protocols to derive gene expression data which focuses on the neural development in mice and in humans. Like the EMAGE project, the Allen Brain Atlas has spawned its own set of spin-off projects which use the Allen Brain Atlas framework to produce novel visualizations, including applications which offer similar spatial search capabilities [83].

Any discussion of atlas-based visualization systems would be remiss without the mention of the innovations made by functional MRI (fMRI) visualization software projects. Based on the idea that imaging the increase/decrease presence of water can be analogous to measuring blood flow, fMRI images the fluctuations in activity of various areas of the brain while the subject is alive, awake, and functional. Elimination of the requirement of euthanization, or even sedation of the subject, allows for these measurements to be taken while performing various tasks which help answer questions regarding which areas of the brain are activated during the performance of different types of activities. Systems, such as BrainVoyager [41] and ImageSurfer [37], are among many systems which create visualizations fusing multimodal data with an atlas of the brain’s anatomical structures, as well as provide tools for the query and analysis of the data in the visualization.
2.9 Object-based biomedical atlas visualization

While there are many projects which focus on fusing image data to create an overlay presentation, showing insights through the spatial correlation among the datasets, other systems take a more object-attribution oriented approach. This approach, referred to in this work as semantic attribution, endeavors to assign data to discreet entities in the scene. Instead of simply registering a satellite photo showing heat distribution over a political map, semantic attribution might assign average temperatures to zip codes or counties, treating these as discreet entities in the resulting visualization. One can see how such an approach would be appropriate for a biomedical atlas, especially in the case where its contents were composed of discreet surface-based models.

Many biomedical visualization projects have taken the approach of using semantic attribution in the creation of atlas-based visualizations. IBM’s Zurich lab uses an atlas-based visualization as an interface with the electronic medical record [62]. The project is attempting to use technology similar to Google Earth [43] as an exploration interface for the human body. This would allow physicians to interact with a visualization of data found in a patient’s EMR by constructing a visualization which attributes appropriate information to the corresponding anatomical structures. Likewise, HealthCyberMap [72] is a system developed to visualize available information resources containing information related to various concepts in the human body. It uses an iconographic depiction of the human body, to which color is applied to represent the area of relevance and the number of sources of information available to the user.
Garb, et al, used GIS methods to visualize failure rates, or lesion frequency, of TEM surgery for colorectal polyps and the locations at which the polyps were present [39]. This system was responsible for mapping the data from over 4000 patients to a universal coordinate system. The authors coregistered data from over 4000 patients by dividing the rectum into four identifiable anatomical regions, and summary data was collected and visualized by attributing the frequency of lesions to given regions. This gave the plot a somewhat object-based style which circumvents the difficulties posed by anatomical variation between patients, yet still allows the viewer to appreciate trends in the data. ANET, an automated system for calculating blood flow through microvascular networks [118], was designed to model the damage to microvasculature following ionizing radiation treatment for cancer. Scenes were assembled via digitizing frames from fluoroscopic video images. Data was attributed using an object-based method where section of the vascular network was treated as a node which was populated with attributable data from an external simulation database. Bartling, et al, have created a system that is capable of building a scene using individual patient anatomic structure to create annotatable dental charts [7], implemented in a GIS system. The anatomical entities within the chart are populated (or annotated) with clinically relevant information, thus producing a complete patient chart which, rather than being represented using ideal anatomy which does not account for anatomical variation, duplicates each patient’s unique morphology.

2.10 Addressing the lack of generalizability in anatomically-based display, presentation, and visualization systems.

We have briefly reviewed a number of software systems which are responsible for the 3D display of virtual anatomical entities and the creation of novel visualizations to drive the process of discovery in biomedicine. While the atlas visualization systems produced to date are very effective in approaching the research questions for which they were designed, it is unfortunate that they lack the required extensible architecture which would allow these systems to be utilized in related areas of research. For example, an ISH visualization engine sits upon technology that could be leveraged by another system which manages tumor scans in the same model organism. In fact combining the data might reveal very informative results.
The construction of so many disparate visualization projects has its detrimental effects on the pace of innovation within biomedical informatics. Nevertheless, the field of biomedical visualization has not fully embraced the adoption of generalized visualization toolkits, even though they do exist [36]. It is possible, that those already in use in other fields lack the full scope of features which allow them to be general graphics toolkits, and research applications as well. Therefore, many projects have continued to “reinvent the wheel” with respect to the creation of a number of subsystems that they have in common with one another. Based on the current trend in software engineering of leveraging libraries and toolkits, one would expect that many of the systems described would incorporate modularized components, libraries, and toolkits of earlier systems. Closer examination of these systems reveals that they are all constructed with the following modules in common:

- **Scene Rendering and Management System** – The system responsible for the drawing of screen images based on the parameters of the scene, visual attributes and geometry of the models, and viewpoint of the camera. This framework also manages the creation, deletion, saving, loading, and management of the contents of a scene.

- **User-scene interaction manager** – The system which manages events such as object selections, camera movements, “hover” events, and other user-generated interactions with the scene, so that the system can respond appropriately

- **Content repository** – The storage mechanism by which content is made available to be placed into the scene, as well as serving as a container into which content may be added to or removed from the system’s catalog

The more feature-rich systems which are responsible for producing data-driven visualizations have a need for these additional modules:

- **Data access and attribution system** – The system responsible for acquiring data and managing its attribution to an anatomical concept, whether implemented as an automated process or as a utility requiring human operation

- **Concept knowledgebase** – An ontology system that allows for inference with regard to how the anatomical structures in the scene relate to one another

An appreciation for the identification and description of the above application modules is a critical part of constructing a general biomedical visualization system. The proposed Biolucida system must not only implement these modules but also must provide programmatic access to their functions if the system is to be extended by external software developers. In the next chapter, we will discuss the requirements and challenges that Biolucida faces in offering what seems to be a full feature set capable of meeting the visualization and communication needs of the biomedical research community.
CHAPTER 3
Preliminary Design Phase: Functional Requirements, Architectural Features, and Arising Challenges

3.1 Underutilization of current systems

In the previous chapter, we reviewed many projects which were considered pioneering endeavors in the field of 3D visualization in the biomedical sciences, and highlighted their salient characteristics. While these systems have each contributed value to an array of research endeavors, they remain underutilized for a number of possible reasons. In fact, in 2008 a literature search for references to the visualization system GenePaint [3] revealed only 37 citations versus the 4000 qualified subject area articles that the authors felt should have interest in the system [27]. These findings were not accounted for by a lack of use of online tools and data repositories. The aforementioned study found over 5000 citations for the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) [33]. Reasons for the lack of use of a number of prototype visualization systems of the past could include steep learning curves or lack of awareness of the systems. However, we believe that the true causes are more design-oriented: limited usefulness beyond a focused application domain, limited features, and a lack of customizability.

3.2 Application domain specificity related to technology adoption

Biomedical research has used 3D visualization for a variety of purposes, from simply displaying 3D medical images and the implementation of anatomy education instruction systems, to visualizations showing functional data overlaid with structural models. All of the surveyed visualization systems were created to solve specific research problems, where the authors had intimate knowledge of the proper approaches to the problem, of the data sources involved, and of the project’s stakeholders. Specialization allows for a group of developers with this knowledge to implement the right solution. Specialization has its advantages, but in Biomedicine, it also has its costs.

From the potential user’s perspective, the gene expression visualization systems developed to date offer utility to researchers in a very specific field. For example, consider EMAGE. The system will prove useful only to those investigating the genetically-related developmental phenomena in the mouse. Out of luck are the researchers who may be interested in enhanced features such as animations to communicate any findings, different data sets such as fMRI images combined with gene activity in an adult mouse, or the expression data applied to an atlas with much finer detail. With so much invested in the EMAGE system and the enhanced functionality it offers, it is unfortunate that it is limited in scope only by the fact that its architecture is not that of a framework, instead of an application with a limited degree of extensibility.

One would assume that, given modern software engineering practices, many of the aforementioned systems would share technology, each building on advances made before it. However, this is not the case. Even though much of the software projects have common features, each system’s technological underpinnings are quite unique, despite the
availability of toolkits and other frameworks [36]. The more recently developed gene expression visualization systems do not use the same high-level rendering technologies, 3D asset management systems, or even the same set of 3D models in cases where the atlas subject is the same species.

While a great deal can be said for allowing a high number of projects to blossom in hopes that one will arise superior to all others, more can be said for avoiding the reinvention of the wheel. For each application produced there is a sizeable labor investment in working with lower-level rendering libraries, such as DirectX [11] and OpenGL [124], to construct content and render the results. Unfortunately, many of the applications which were surveyed have reproduced similar approaches for doing so, but do not share code. While there are some shining examples of general purpose systems such as VTK [140], most toolkits and libraries exhibit a learning curve which is very much like that of gaining familiarity of working with the lower-level graphics rendering engines themselves.

A system developed as a toolkit or framework, provides the capability to “wrap” a core set of modules which offer common general functionality within a system which has implemented more specific features to solve an application-specific problem. For instance, a core atlas system may display the anatomical parts of a mouse, but an ISH application allows additional regions of gene expression to be visualized within that atlas. Designing a visualization system as such would abstract away the details of 3D rendering and scene manipulation, model repository management, and many other lower-level aspects of such a system. Doing so would allow developers who have an intimate familiarity with the unmet functional needs of a potential set of users to focus on higher-level application features, without having to re-implement the common features of the core framework. Frameworks such as Drupal differentiate between “core” development and “contrib” development [32], where the latter builds upon the former. The widespread successful use of many libraries, toolkits, and frameworks is a testimony to how this strategy works well, and should therefore be used more often in biomedical applications, especially in more complex and sophisticated implementations such as 3D visualization systems.

3.3 Functional requirements determination through a survey of other systems

To better understand what is entailed in the construction of a common framework which has the ability to form the foundations of many types of systems, one must first understand the feature set that must be offered, and gain an appreciation for the manner in which it will be used when released to its diverse population of users. We have therefore looked to the large body of literature comprised of prototype system descriptions. Our survey found that the informatics and computer science fields have supported the development of over 200 different visualization systems (see Appendix A) associated with biomedical applications over the last 25 years. An analysis of these systems reveals that they tend to fall into three categories in terms of their use and purpose:

1. **Volume data visualization and fusion.** Many systems have been designed which simply render DICOM image volume datasets. They represent exploratory efforts using novel platforms, simultaneous rendering with complimentary image modalities, or incorporation of novel user-interaction capabilities.
2. **Instruction, task performance, and evaluation.** These systems focus on the educational value of visualization, where a system is designed to “show and tell” or provide an environment for a user to perform a task and the means to subsequently assess whether the task was performed correctly.

3. **Fusible and Attributable data visualization.** A host of systems have been developed for the purpose of creating novel visualizations of domain-specific data which has some relation to the anatomical structures which can be rendered in a 3D scene. From microarray data, to ISH images, and metabolic pathway visualization systems, all are used for specific purposes.

### 3.3.1 Use-case-based requirements analysis

Assuming that the systems reviewed above were created in response to the needs of their proposed users, they serve as testimonials to a latent collective set of features which a common visualization framework must offer. However, it is best to not only understand the features required of the system, but also who will be using the application and for what purpose. Therefore, it seems a most informative approach is to create several use cases to “flesh out” the manner in which Biolucida might be used. Four typical use-cases were identified which serve to best describe how a generalizable visualization system might be used in the biomedical research community, listed below.

1. **Anatomy education.** A professor of gross anatomy is instructing medical students in the identification of the components of the cardiovascular system, and in their function together. The professor desires to create a visualization of the parts of the human cardiovascular system, display it during class, identifying each part, using custom coloration and other visual cues to show areas filled with oxygenated/deoxygenated blood.

2. **Informed consent.** A surgeon is presented with a case where the patient can choose between three interventions to remove a tumor located in his or her skull. In order to get informed consent for one of the three options, the surgeon desires to produce an animation showing the series of events in each intervention. The animation is to be in a format that the patient can take home with them and use as a discussion tool with his/her family.

3. **Visualization of gene therapy targets.** A researcher is developing an approach to deliver a therapeutic cDNA molecule via an attenuated virus vehicle to combat Hepatitis C. There are potential complications with the treatment if the cDNA interrupts functions in other bodily structures. The virus targets a particular protein receptor known to be expressed in the cells of the liver. The researcher must understand if the protein is expressed anywhere else, as this will inform the choice of delivery and/or targeting method for the cDNA treatment.

4. **Multilevel visualization of patient data from the medical record.** An ER physician is testing out the latest augmented-reality optics, and desires to see a visualization of a recently admitted patient, derived from their medical record. The record may contain demographic data, basic vital signs, 3D and 2D images, and recent prescriptions received. The visualization is designed to give the physician a gestalt appreciation for the patient at first, followed by detail, if desired.
3.3.2 Required features of the visualization environment

When these use cases are analyzed in detail, a set of requirements presents itself that will be discussed specifically in later chapters. The high-level requirements of the proposed visualization system are as follows:

- **Anatomy education**
  a. *The system must be platform-independent.* Compulsory requirements for either authors or students to use specific hardware to use the system will limit its appeal.
  b. *The system must allow for interactive real-time 3D displays.* It has been proven that real-time interaction with the scene is necessary for users to gain the full benefit of learning in 3D environments [65].

- **Informed consent**
  a. *The system must provide a means for publishing universally viewable content.* The proposed system must produce output which is readily viewed by a number of programs, and not limited to proprietary products. The latter condition would limit its use for obvious reasons.

- **Visualization of gene therapy targets**
  a. *The proposed system must allow for the capture of data, yet be independent of the data used.* The system must provide a general set of mechanisms for data importation, yet allow developers to determine which data is to be parsed for visualization, and how it is processed. This removes the burden of providing parsing methods and means of acquisition for innumerable types of data that may be sought after in the biomedical research field.
  b. *The system must allow for the attribution of data to the objects in the scene.* The connection of the data to the 3D anatomical objects in the scene forms the basis for producing meaningful visualizations. However, such correspondences are neither always one-to-one, nor exact. Therefore the proposed system must provide a method for handling such situations.
  c. *The system must allow user control over the visualization parameters used to produce a desired representation.* The developer community can be counted on to do only so much. The users should be given a measure of control over selected parameters of the visualization. Some datasets, especially large datasets like gene expression databases, can be represented in a number of different ways to highlight their salient characteristics.

- **Visualization of patient record data**
  a. *The system must provide a means for transforming the data into new and relevant data types when necessary.* Translational medicine has revealed that communicating knowledge across domains is a critical process that speeds discovery and delivery of innovations [119]. The proposed system should allow for the transformation of data, such as test results into diagnoses.
  b. *The system must support the display of multiple types of media to the user within the scene.* Interactive visualizations may include the playing of sound (such as a heartbeat recording or a
physician’s recorded notes), display of volumetric and model content (from CT, MRI, or PET scans), as well as images and movies (ultrasound, X-Rays, etc.).

This brief list of requirements has not only helped to identify the selection of platform, display technology, and informed other architectural choices, it brings into sharp relief some areas of data visualization research which will be addressed in subsequent chapters. However, a high level description of the resulting putative visualization system reveals a novel application which uses interactive 3D displays to allow the user to build scenes of human anatomy as a substrate for rich visualizations.

3.4 Implementation choices and justification

Informed by the aforementioned analysis of other systems and the subsequent derivation of required features, a set of decisions were made during the design phase of constructing the Biolucida prototype. What follows is a discussion of those decisions and their justification.

3.4.1 Use of an X3D-based VR environment for rendering and scene management

Visualizations prove especially useful when presented within real-time interactive interfaces which facilitate the search and filtering processes [2, 28, 64]. Virtual Reality (VR), a term coined by Jaron Lanier, describes an interactive and immersive environment produced by a computer which allows a user to interact with information in a true three-dimensional manner. VR systems offer a method of implementing both sophisticated visualization techniques and highly interactive control, where the basic goal is to create an interface that offers a more intuitive operation by attempting to be an imitation of a real-life scene.

VR systems provide the user a very intuitive representation using an established notion that high usability arises from designing the conceptual model of a system based on users’ previously learned mental models [100]. In this case, the users’ mental model is the world around them, or reality itself. In other words, VR systems mimic reality, and thus they are easier to use [40]. Scene description languages which are VR-based, such as X3D [144] and VRML [141], offer flexibility in terms of the interactions they offer with the user, and the type of data which can be displayed. These VR systems can also display a variety of multimedia data, offering a degree of flexibility which suits the growing types of data in the biomedical research information landscape.

While VR systems attempt to encourage more intuitive operation through an imitation of reality, they have also been criticized for their poor ease-of-use compared to their two-dimensional counterparts. While such a criticism is well-founded, the comparison is unfair. Much of the usability of two-dimensional interfaces is due to the greater maturity of the 2D interaction techniques and to a wider user familiarity with 2D interfaces due to a high market penetration of desktop-style user applications and operating systems. The shift from command-line interfaces to the now ubiquitous graphic desktop metaphors originated by Alan Kay allowed more widespread use of computers by groups who lacked the knowledge required to control a command-based textual system. The ease of use of these GUI environments is bolstered by the fact that the control “widgets” with which the user interacts, such as scrollbars and
combo-boxes, have undergone a form of standardization over the last twenty years. This allows users to move from one system to another with the ability to make assumptions that the controls of one system will behave similarly to another's. This is not the case with 3D systems, given their lack of maturity and their limited use by research institutions and large-scale industrial endeavors. Recently, however, 3D technology has achieved a lower barrier to entry and has become more popular among both researchers and consumers. These observations suggest that dismissing 3D interfaces due to low usability might be premature. Rather, we can take two alternative approaches. First, allow sufficient time and development for their interaction metaphors to mature. Second, design interaction metaphors which already match the current expectations of prospective users.

Interactive virtual environments (IVEs) take advantage of a user's naturally developed sense of how to move and navigate through a given world, and how to interact with its objects. Such interactive visualization systems offer complete control over the user's point of view (POV). Since 3D representations may be inspected from arbitrary points of view, it is quite possible that the user can navigate to particularly disorienting viewpoints, or become disoriented in their current POV, making proper navigation challenging. While other earlier 3D systems constrained navigation by requiring the user to specify the camera's position using an alternative method of input such as manually entering the coordinates and view angles, or choosing a location on a two-dimensional proxy, this design leads to a time consuming repeating cycle of specify \( \rightarrow \) evaluate \( \rightarrow \) specify where the user arrives at a correct POV only after substantial trial and error.

It is clear that interactive navigation is the preferred way-finding method for the proposed system, and the aforementioned navigational challenges can be overcome using a few simple controls allowing the user to reposition the camera and establish canonical views. Canonical views, however, have more benefits than simply making navigation easier. Norman, et al [101] investigated the advantages of using interactive navigation with novice leaners in the subject of teaching anatomy. The authors suggested using a novel hybridization of a fully navigable virtual anatomical scene and canonical views. Their "canonical views with wiggle" allowed the solidification of posterior, superior, and other views in the student's mind while allowing the "wiggling" of the structure to convey a true sense of its spatial attributes. This hybrid method of navigation lead to the highest performance in anatomical knowledge tests compared with free navigation and the control group.

3.4.2 Abstraction of rendering technology from the core system

One possible explanation for the repeated development-from-scratch phenomenon that has been the strategy of so many visualization systems is the persistent rapid evolution of 3D display technologies. Whereas earlier systems were built upon custom rendering software, this approach gave way to using OpenGL and Direct3D as APIs to the new GPU systems. On top of these abstraction layers have evolved many methods of describing models and entire scenes, such as XAML [94] and Collada [23], and many higher-level renderers and game engines like Unity [135], LWJGL [88], and Jogre [66]. Now the development community is witnessing the birth of still other technologies such as the new WebGL canvas specified in HTML5 [81]. When one considers the pace of innovation and the variety of technologies already in existence, it is clear that the module which handles Biolucida’s rendering must not
only be flexible, it must be abstracted away from the larger system so that it can be replaced, if necessary, with newer technology.

### 3.4.3 Model catalog selection

Much of our society’s discoveries about the basic processes of life are driven by a curiosity to understand the inner workings of our own body. Therefore, it seems only natural that a majority of the endeavors in biomedical research focus on concepts which, in some way, eventually relate to human function, and therefore, human structure. Today, it can be said that a significant percentage of the research data produced has direct relation to human physiology and structure. From human diseases to the basic functions of ion channels, an overwhelming portion of concepts in biomedicine can be related in some way to human form and function.

Many modern research protocols produce datasets which are best represented in the context of the three dimensional human anatomy. For instance, a researcher who desires to investigate the clinical outcomes of surgery on tumors based on the depth of location within the colon would do well to visualize such data within the context of the colon itself. Therefore, Biolucida’s model set was built from a number of human-based sources available to us at the time of the prototype’s construction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Creation Method</th>
<th>Models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zygote, Inc. – Human Male</td>
<td>A set of commercially produced surface-mesh models depicting structures throughout the entire body.</td>
<td>CAD Drafting</td>
<td>694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UW Human Skull Series</td>
<td>A set of models produced from CT scans of a live patient’s skull at UW Medical center.</td>
<td>Tiling Serial Sections</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UW Human Thorax Series</td>
<td>A set of models produced from serial sections of a cadaver thorax at UW Medical center.</td>
<td>Tiling Serial Sections</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UW Human Brain</td>
<td>A set of models produced from serial sections of a cadaver brain at UW Medical center.</td>
<td>Tiling Serial Sections</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3a. Descriptions of the model sets loaded into the Biolucida prototype system.

### 3.5 Challenges to be met in implementation

The implementation of a general atlas-based visualization system, given the design decisions discussed above, clearly presents challenges which were identified during the design phase. These informatics challenges composed the main research questions of the Biolucida project, and their resolutions are described in subsequent chapters.
3.5.1 Creating an agile yet robust system

Biolucida is designed to be a general tool for use within the biomedical research community, which may present innumerable application needs. A single core development team of any size would not be well suited to approaching such diverse requirements, and would lack a sufficient familiarity with biomedicine’s subdomains to meet such needs. Instead, Biolucida has been developed as a framework or toolkit, to enable those closest to biomedicine’s problems to develop appropriate solutions, without the substantial investment in building applications from the ground up. This toolkit approach depends on the involvement of external developers to extend the capabilities of the system through a process called crowdsourcing.

Crowdsourcing, a term originally coined by Jeff Howe in the popular technology periodical *Wired* [57], is also known as “distributed participatory design” [31] in the informatics field, though the latter term is less focused on public participation in the performance of tasks. Crowdsourcing is the offering of a task or problem in an “open call” fashion to the public. It is thought that working in this fashion tends to encourage the participation of those who are most fit, equipped with novel approaches, and having a vested interest in a solution participate in the effort. In the world of software development, crowdsourcing tends to be successful in circumstances where a central development team produces a system with sought-after core capabilities and outside developers produce complementary software modules (plugins) which depend on the core. These modules then extend the system’s capabilities in ways where the central team was unaware of such a need, lacks the domain or technical knowledge to develop a solution, or lacks access to a market of users to whom such a module can be delivered. By exposing the APIs of their software systems, a development team can realize the benefits of leveraging the talents of the vast numbers of software developers world-wide. Some shining examples of successful crowdsourcing have come from plugin development for many standalone software applications such as Blender [116], and a large number of frameworks such as Drupal [18]. Biolucida, therefore, implements a plugin architecture which supports such distributed development efforts through crowdsourcing.

The primary challenge behind creating an agile framework such as Biolucida, is developing a system architecture which isolates the components which represent customizable application-specific modules from those that form the common core capabilities of the system. A visualization system is particularly complex where doing so requires significant design effort, and a familiarity with how such a system can be used in a number of subdomains within biomedicine.

3.5.2 Providing ample functionality via library elements and API access

To serve as an effective visualization framework, Biolucida must provide a range of functionality to the developer which provides a great deal of functionality for manipulating elements within the 3D visualization scene, building datasets, and driving the visualization process. Moreover, encouraging adoption of the framework entails constructing many “default” elements, such as pre-made GUI objects and default illustration styles which a developer only references to build entire visualizations.
3.5.3 Providing support knowledgebase support

In reviewing several atlas visualization systems associated with ISH, de Boer et al [27] cited the importance of the use of ontologies in these systems. The implementation of ontologies within an atlas-based visualization application allows for inference with regard to not only how the system’s concepts relate to one another, but also how they potentially relate to other concepts from external systems and datasets. The role of such knowledge within a visualization system ranges from intelligent scene generation and manipulation to providing inference capability during the data attribution process. Ontologies have also been implemented in the Hudsen Atlas (uses the Puelles ontology), and within EMAGE (both a custom ontology and the Gene Ontology [9]). Given that Biolucida is designed to process and visualize arbitrary datasets, the inclusion of an ontology system is critical to its successful implementation.

3.5.4 Implementing adequate mechanisms for data attribution

The structure of the human body provides an intuitive framework on which to organize heterogeneous data to produce informative visual output. Yet, there are challenges which need to be addressed in order to (1) properly associate data with a human anatomical framework, and (2) create proper and accurate visual metaphors to illustrate the attached heterogeneous data. These challenges represent worthwhile research areas which promise to advance the medical informatics and data visualization fields, fueling discovery in the process. Biolucida is forced to grapple with data attribution to its anatomical models and concepts using a variety of different methods discussed in chapter seven, given that it does not use simple overlay techniques to construct its visualizations.

Biolucida uses an alternative to the common combinatorial overlay approaches that GIS typically uses to create its visualizations. Instead, Biolucida uses a method which will be referred to in this work as semantic attribution, shown in figure 2b. Semantic attribution refers to attributing the data to anatomical structures not by spatial colocation, but through identification of identical structures in the data and in the atlas. For example, in the case of the OPT/ISH studies, instead of warping the ISH image directly to attempt to match the atlas models, images are instead interpreted, creating datasets that state the activity of studied genes in the various tissues represented in the atlas. Actually, several ISH projects already perform these tasks, storing the results in an accessible database [3, 142]. Attributing data in this fashion not only circumvents any registration challenges, it offers a number of other benefits.

Semantic attribution confers a number of advantages onto a visualization system in that it allows (1) the use of data that is not explicitly spatial in its raw format, (2) the use of surface models instead of volumetric representations for more efficient interactive scenes, and (3) allows the use of inference for integrating incoming data. Given the advantages of using semantic attribution, and the fact the many systems which use overlay technology end up investing human labor in semantic attribution, Biolucida has been implemented to use this approach in its data visualizations.
3.6 Conclusion of preliminary design analysis.

Analysis of the requirements of the proposed visualization system have presented a wide scope of features which must be implemented if Biolucida is to serve as a generalizable visualization framework for biomedicine. Initial analysis of this feature set have guided a number of design decisions which narrow the scope of questions during the implementation phase. A number of challenges, however, present themselves and must be overcome in order to properly implement the proposed system. The subsequent chapters discuss the implementation of Biolucida, describing the software architecture and processes involved in addressing these challenges.
CHAPTER 4
System Design and Implementation

4.1 Overview

The Biolucida visualization system enables the knowledge-based creation of interactive three-dimensional scenes composed of a set of anatomical structures, relying on a novel set of visualization methods to construct them. These scenes can be used for a variety of purposes, from the depiction of a surgical procedure for informed consent to the animation of blood flow throughout the body for educational purposes. Biolucida is ideal for any application where the main purpose is to convey spatial relationships, as standalone applications offering dynamic display abilities and true 3D representations have been found to be powerful for such goals in the CAD/CAM community [71, 13]. However, Biolucida departs from traditional anatomy visualization applications by allowing the user to create custom content. The application allows the user to specify many parameters which will fit their needs, such as anatomical entities’ appearances and discreet camera movements in an animation, in addition to allowing the importation of data which drives the creation of data visualizations.

When used as a basic scene generator, Biolucida’s key differentiator is that it uses knowledge-based scene creation methods. Knowledge-based scene creation is a departure from the standard methods of selecting anatomical structures from a database in “line-item” fashion. Since such an iterative process can become laborious, a layer of abstraction allowing the user to specify the contents of the scene in a more intuitive fashion has been implemented using an ontological framework. Commands such as “show me all of the parts of the heart”, and “show me all blood vessels continuous with the aorta” are used to construct a scene. These intuitive commands query an anatomical knowledgebase internal to Biolucida, the results of which describe a list of anatomical structures which fit the query criteria. The data required to produce a basic prosaic, or plain face-value, scene include a list of anatomical structures from the knowledgebase, the necessary information specifying the transform and 3D shape of the structure from the model database, and a set of default appearances from the central server.

![Figure 4a. Example Scenes From Biolucida](image-url)
As a visualization system, Biolucida leverages similar composition methods used to create 3D scenes via user interaction in order to create rich 3D data visualizations driven by anatomically attributable datasets. Data is acquired, parsed, and brought into an analyzable format where records are attributed to anatomical structures. The resulting models have appearances and behaviors differentially applied according to their attributed data, creating informative and distributable interactive visualizations.

Figure 4b. Workflow in Basic Scene Construction (left) and in Data Visualization Construction (right)

4.2 System description

Biolucida is a follow-on to earlier work, the Dynamic Scene Generator (DSG) [149], in which the idea of constructing scenes from 3D anatomical primitives was first proposed and implemented. The DSG was implemented in LISP and run on an IRIX platform, which constrained its portability and maintainability. Moreover, the previous DSG lacked functionality supporting the aforementioned use-cases, which became apparent after the implementation of the system, such as a higher level of interactivity, more authoring capabilities, and a better user interface. Biolucida’s early stages of development addressed these issues.

4.2.1 Basic scene construction components

The Biolucida system is implemented in a traditional three-tier architecture, composed of: 1) The authoring/viewing client, 2) the central Biolucida server, and 3) the Biolucida database. All components cooperate to assemble and render a virtual scene according to an anatomist author’s design.

Figure 4c. Components of the Central Server used in scene construction
4.2.2 Authoring/viewing client

The client is a Java application, which is deployed as either an Applet or a Webstart application. The client is responsible for both rendering the scene, and for allowing the author to manipulate the scene via a set of Java Swing control panels. From the user’s point of view, the authoring interface is composed of two distinct panels. One panel serves as a canvas on which to render and interact with the scene. The other panel represents a display area for a variety of control modules (fig 4d), offering a level of interactivity and control over the scene that is best managed by two dimensional widgets and text. Selecting from the menus, a user can control a variety of modules which create animations, alter the appearance of objects in the scene, add annotations, and execute many other authoring tasks.

![Figure 4d. Authoring/viewing client interface](image)

Both the server and the viewing client are implemented in Java because of its platform-independent nature, and because of the utility of the SAI (Scene Access Interface) of X3D, which allows external applications to easily communicate with the X3D scene. The scene itself is rendered using the open source XJ3D library provided by Yumetech [58]. Xj3D is a Java-based, open source API for creating VRML 97 and X3D applications.

4.2.3 Biolucida central server

The central server, which is implemented in Java, manages communication between the client, the in-memory representations of the working scene, and the Biolucida Database. The central server is responsible for managing the scene’s content and state. It manages additions and deletions to the scene, determines appearances of anatomical structures, and processes the abstract scene graph into format-specific content which is sent to the client to be
rendered, as well as acting as a translation apparatus when the client requests to download its content in a particular format.

4.2.4 Biolucida database

The Biolucida database is implemented in PostgreSQL, and includes information such as the concept catalog for the entire system, the ontological framework used for inference, correspondences between concepts and models, as well as information describing user accounts and privileges. With regard to 3D models, the database stores assignments between concepts and specific model file paths. Moreover, the storage of summary spatial information regarding the surface mesh representations of these “primitive” anatomical structures (leaf nodes) allows for rapid spatial calculation, such as transform and “bounding box” data. The current prototype database contains 759 anatomical models, representing structures found within the skull and chest cavity, as well as engineered models from the Zygote corporation [154].

4.3 Basic scene construction workflow

In order to illustrate how the Biolucida application works, it is best to use an example. Consider an anatomist using the system to create a scene containing the basic parts of the skull.

First, a query is issued from the client, requesting the addition of “all structures which are part of the skull”. Concepts with assigned 3D models are inserted directly into the scene, while those which lack such representations are inserted as grouping nodes or empty leaf nodes in appropriate places in the mereological relation which forms the underpinning of the scenegraph (found within the ontological framework). The collection of entities is then transmitted to the client where they are then translated by a content factory, which translates each into format-specific content (i.e. VRML, X3D). The formatted content (in this case VRML97) is then rendered in the scene for the author/user to view.
4.3.1 Data acquisition and management systems

When building data-driven visualizations, the central server is responsible for acquiring the source data, which is then parsed and analyzed before becoming attributed to the anatomical concepts which will become the structures populating the scene. There are several components which play a role in this process, depicted in figure 4e. While the fundamental process of building a visualization scene is similar to the one described above, the data, not the user, becomes the primary driver in selecting the set of concepts on which to construct the scene.

The data visualization process consists of the user sending a command to the system which instantiates a data handler, thus beginning the process of data extraction and parsing. The scene is then built by inserting the models which represent the anatomical concepts referenced by the records in the resulting dataset. Each of the following components has a role to play in this process.

Data handlers. Data Handlers are primarily responsible for accessing a data source and extracting the relevant content to be brought into the Biolucida server in a tabular format. The Data Handler is also responsible for assigning a standardized field definition to each column. These field definitions contain metadata such as the data type, name, description, and other information. This metadata becomes important to Biolucida while executing various processes during the construction of a visualization.

Data attributors. The data attributor is responsible for assigning a Biolucida-native concept to each record in the processed data set. In order to perform this task, access to the ontological framework is required where inference and customizable program functionality are used to determine the correct concept to assign to each record. Once
such attribution has been performed, the anatomical concept is injected into the growing scene with its attributed data in tow. If the anatomical concept already exists in the scene, the record is attributed to the existing entity.

**Data propagators.** The data propagator’s functions are described in detail in chapter 7. In summary, the Data Propagator creates new records from source records already attributed to entities, moving between nodes along a single Biolucida ontological relation, spawning new data according to rules set by the developer of the propagator.

**Visualization Schema Set.** When all data have been processed and assigned appropriately, each entity is then passed through a customizable set of visualization schemas, which implement the variables (color, position, animation) of the resulting visualization. Visualization schemas analyze the data attributed to the entities in the scene and, in response to certain conditions set forth by the developer of the schemas, affect changes in the appearance, location, size, selected-3D model, companion content selection, and dynamic behavior of each entity. A visualization schema set is composed of the following schemas.

1. **Appearance schema.** Makes appropriate elections for emissive, diffuse, and specular color, along with alterations in transparency, shininess, and ambient intensity.
2. **Transform schema.** Enacts changes in the scale, position, and rotation
3. **Behavior schema.** Applies the appropriate dynamic behavior to apply to an entity
4. **Contextual schema.** Selects and inserts “companion” 3D models into the scene to provide context
5. **Instance depiction schema.** Selects a more appropriate model in response to the data attributed to an entity, rather than simply using the model associated with the concept alone. This schema is used only when data affects the morphology of the model, as in the case with sequence data suggesting genetic mutations such as birth defects.

### 4.4 Beyond inference: Biolucida's ontological framework

An internally stored ontology allows Biolucida to perform inference in both scene manipulation and data attribution operations. Biolucida uses its ontological framework for a variety of such purposes, such as: (1) intelligent scene creation, (2) proper referencing of entities using semantic level of detail, (3) bulk manipulation of entities such as changing transform attributes or appearances, (4) proper selection of entities from which to compose a visualization, and (5) making proper inferences for assignment of the incoming source data to aid in the process of visualization creation. This wide variety of roles required of Biolucida's ontological framework makes it necessary that it is extensible and flexible in its design. Therefore, the administrator is not only allowed to create an arbitrary number of relations, but to edit them whenever needed to meet the needs of the application domain for which Biolucida is used.

### 4.4.1 Concepts and the ontological framework

All things, which are either grouping anatomical terms, anatomical terms to which data can be attributed, abstract terms, or terms which are represented using 3D models, are considered *concepts* in the Biolucida system. As within most ontologies, concepts, such as “biventricular part of the heart”, and “skull” exist as unique and describable ideas
or entities within the given domain of application. In the prototype system’s case, the domain of application is human anatomy. Biolucida implements its concepts as entries in the system’s `inc_ble_concepts` table, where each concept is assigned a unique numerical identifier, along with its name and description. Each concept’s numerical identifier is used to link 3D models, appearances, textures, and other relevant information to the original concept, and to create relations between concepts.

Biolucida’s capability to describe relations between concepts lends its users, among other things, the ability to quickly build scenes, and to make inferences about attributing data to its concepts beyond what is described in the incoming source data. Biolucida implements its ontological relationships using a very simple approach: via an entity-attribute-value table. The `inc_ble_relations` table serves as catalog of the relations currently known to the system where the relations are assigned a name, description, and attributes such as transitivity. Each relation is given a unique ID, and therefore the catalog can store an arbitrary number of relations. The `inc_ble_concept_relations` table stores the relations between concepts, using a “from concept id”, “relation id”, “to concept id” entry.

![Figure 4g. Selection of the Biolucida Database Relating to the Ontological Framework](image)

For example, a typical mereological entry may be “left atrium”:*-“part-of”:*-“heart”, though numerical IDs would be used. While such an approach may be inefficient for storing large numbers of relations, Biolucida is not designed to manage and use the entirety of a reference ontology, such as the FMA [117], but rather uses a smaller view. The ontological framework must exist both on the server and on the client, both because of the speed required for ontological query execution while displaying an interactive 3D scene, and because the server is responsible for managing the data-centric operations in the production of Biolucida’s visualizations.

Semantic Web technologies are a viable alternative to our chosen database implementation of concept-relational knowledge representation. Syntaxes such as RDF are expressive, as well as readily parsed and queried by a number of stable libraries which could be integrated into Biolucida’s core. However, such technologies were not as mature, when Biolucida’s prototype server module was reaching completion of its design and development phase, as they are now. The storage method used in the current implementation maps to the concept of “triples” within RDF quite well, and therefore the database can be exported to such a format. However, the database backing store offers a level of security and stability that a file-based method of storage may not offer.
4.4.2 Server-side ontology management

Ontological relations managed by the server-side are loaded into memory as graph data structures. On startup, the concept relations table is processed in its entirety and each graph built containing all appropriate concept nodes and relational edges. This initialization need only happen upon startup of the server, as each graph is serialized into XML and stored for subsequent download by the clients. If a relation is altered by the administrator at any point, the server must be restarted for those changes to take effect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From_concept</th>
<th>To_concept</th>
<th>relation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right Lung</td>
<td>Lobe of Right Lung</td>
<td>has part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lungs</td>
<td>Left Lung</td>
<td>has part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lungs</td>
<td>Right Lung</td>
<td>has part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thoracic Viscera</td>
<td>Lungs</td>
<td>has part</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4h. Depiction of the Server-Side Ontological Framework and Concept Instance Management

Each concept node is designed as a container which will later hold scene-attributable instances, when the server is given a command to insert such an instance into a given scene. So, the server is responsible for holding a graph containing the instances of all scenes, while the client copy of the graph structures is solely responsible for instances contained in its own scenes.

4.4.3 Client-side ontology management

Like the server, the Biolucida Client keeps its ontological framework as a set of in-memory graphs for speedy access during navigation and manipulation of its scenes. The initial material from which the in-memory graphs are built is downloaded from the server at sign-on in the form of an XML stream which is parsed appropriately. Given that Biolucida must support an unknown number of and types of relations, the default client supplied by the server contains an ontology editing module used to create and edit the contents of an arbitrary number of relations.
4.4.4. Rationale of custom ontology creation.

As mentioned earlier, Biolucida is a generalizable biomedical visualization system which is designed to be used within many domains of application from surgical simulation research to molecular biology studies of human tissue samples. Given the unpredictability of the needs of such a wide array of users, and of the knowledge which they will endeavor to represent, it seems only fitting that Biolucida be equipped with the ability to create, edit, and copy ontological data. There are significant arguments as to why the “single truth” of a reference ontology should be used as the framework on which to organize a visualization’s contents and the attributed data. However, this view is incompatible with how the system would be used in the following situations.

1. **Novel concepts.** Consider a researcher who is identifying areas of the colon which exhibit different risk levels for surgical removal of tumors. These regions represent discreet concepts to which source data can be attributed. Yet, as a part of a legitimate research endeavor, such concepts would not be part of the established knowledgebase and therefore would be absent from any reference ontology. Moreover, such novel concepts may represent ideas which may not integrate properly into established relations occurring within a reference ontology.

2. **Novel relations.** While a reference ontology such as the FMA accounts for standard relationships such as “continuous with”, “is a”, and “regional part-of”, one cannot amass all possible desired relations to be included in a research tool no matter how exhaustive the reference ontology may be. The most direct example might be what we will call “phenomena-based” relations. Consider a visualization illustrating a model of metastasis for a type of cancer. While connectivity relations for the blood vessels and lymph ducts may allow some inference to suggest where cancer cells may travel, other relations may prove interesting to include in the analysis, such as “provides invasion path to” in order to suggest the potential for cancer cells to arrest fluid-born travel and propagate through the lumen of one structure in order to gain access to another.

3. **Defunct or disputed data.** While reference ontologies are meant to represent the current state of knowledge in a given domain, there are no guarantees that such knowledge is either current or unanimously
agreed upon. Users may wish to update their own ontologies to reflect evolutions in knowledge and change requests that have been approved, rather than wait for the appropriately responsible development team to update a widely-distributed reference ontology. Though it is quite contestable to claim that separate groups should be able to maintain disparate ontologies to reflect disagreements in the representations, we feel that freedom should be given to the authors to answer this question.

4. **Hypothesis testing/experimentation.** Biolucida’s data propagation and transformation capabilities may, in addition to aiding in the construction of informative visualizations, serve as a framework with which to test hypotheses. Consider a dataset which gives initial conditions of a puncture wound received at a given point on the heart, and the goal of the user is to create a time-series visualization of the injury propagation resulting from the initial wound. It may be necessary to maintain several version of an ontology to test hypotheses about how injury conditions propagate, comparing the different versions to assess which is able to best explain observed phenomena.

5. **Modeling abnormal conditions.** While the prototypical human may be the focus of most research endeavors which may utilize Biolucida, it is safe to say that modeling aberrant conditions such as disease, developmental abnormalities, and genetic mutations is of significant interest to a subset of potential users. These situations may present conditions where a “normal” reference ontology must be altered in some way to appropriately represent the abnormalities of the condition of interest.

This is not to say that Biolucida is incapable of standardization using reference ontologies, for there are mechanisms implemented within the system that allow for view extraction from such ontologies as the Foundational Model of Anatomy. The FMA is an ontology, represented in Protégé, that consists of over 70,000 concepts and 110,000 anatomical terms. Its 168 relationship types yield over 1.5 million relations between its concepts. The FMA is made available to other programs by means of a query service, where requests are formulated in the SPARQL query language and the service provides RDF responses. The Biolucida Server is designed to extract views based on the set of seed concepts already resident in the concepts catalog, thus creating a view of the reference ontology used in construction of scenes, data propagation, and in manipulating scene contents in real time.

4.5 **Plugin architecture**

In order to offer critical domain-specific functionality, a generalizable system like Biolucida must allow its feature set to be extended and enhanced by developers who may know more about a given domain’s requirements than the core authors. After all, the original development team cannot “solve the world” by anticipating all possible needs. Therefore, Biolucida has been developed with a plugin architecture to support the incorporation of new reference ontologies, Data Handlers, Visualization Schemas, Data Attributors, and Representations.

To review, the table below describes the primary responsibilities of each class of plugin, along with the functionality which the developer is able to customize. Each plugin class is developed using a library which is a small subset of Biolucida’s codebase, primarily composed of the interfaces and abstract classes which the new plugin objects will implement and extend, respectively.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plugin Class Type</th>
<th>Customizable Functionality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference Ontology Handler</td>
<td>Interfaces with a reference ontology to extract a functional view based on the concepts contained within Biolucida’s concept catalog. The Reference Ontology Handler is responsible for querying its designated data source and inserting novel relations into Biolucida’s ontological framework.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Handler</td>
<td>Data Handlers, described above, can be modified to access data sources which are remote, file-based, database-driven, or even accessed through customized APIs. The developer has full control over the execution of all aspects of the data parsing process. It is expected that the data handler yield a dataset in Biolucida’s native format for subsequent presentation to the other classes in the data processing pipeline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representation</td>
<td>A representation is a user interface definition, along with functional capabilities afforded by the Representation’s event processing logic. For example, Biolucida has basic 3D representations, which offer simple navigation within a 3D visualization, and “Constructive” 3D Representations, which allow an author to alter every aspect of the scene to their liking, using input events such as keystrokes, menu selections, and interactions with objects in the scene.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualization Schema/Schemaset</td>
<td>Visualization Schema Sets are described above. When made available to the system, a user can choose to include these schemas in building their own visualizations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Attributor</td>
<td>Custom coding to the data attributor can create alignment between unknown terms which may occur in a dataset, and native terms which are resident in the Biolucida system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All externally developed plugins are exported into jars which bear the fully qualified name of the main class which implements the appropriate plugin interface. The jars, when copied into the designated subdirectories of Biolucida’s installed location, are loaded upon server initialization and all constructors are called via reflection, so that instances of each type of plugin are loaded into memory and made available to the system.
CHAPTER 5
General Client Systems, Processes, and Representations

5.1 General concepts of client-side extensibility

As we discussed earlier, biomedical research is a broad field with numerous potential domains of application for a visualization system such as Biolucida. Therefore, Biolucida is designed with extensibility in mind, so that it can be applied to many areas of research using straight-forward extensions to its abstract user interfaces, event model, and representation frameworks. In doing so, a developer is able to create innumerable possible client applications with minimal investment. It is understood that these extensions need not be made by those who are familiar with the core application code, but can be constructed by external developers who have access to Biolucida’s abstract frameworks and well-defined interfaces. This chapter describes the core architecture of Biolucida’s client systems, with a focus on extensibility. There is a great deal of abstraction used throughout the client architecture and what follows is a description of these design conventions. First, it is proper to explain the relationship between clients, data, and Representations.

The Biolucida system is composed of both client and server components, communicating via XML-based commands and responses. The primary task of the client is to allow the user to create and interact with a Representation – an interactive visage of a dataset (or blank dataset) which may consist of an interactive 3D world (the focus of this project), contained within the client’s Java interface containers. The contents of a Representation are left up to the developer. Representations function as small semi-independent modules, defining much of their own UI elements, event processing and user interaction logic, and visualization conventions. Clients can manage a number of Representations, allowing the user different views of the datasets which they describe.

![Figure 5a. The ASA client (left) and the Datagen client (right) are two of the many derivative clients that can constructed by extending the Biolucida visualization framework.](image)

5.1.1 Extensible client applications

A novel Biolucida Client can be developed by extending an abstract client class which is defined in Biolucida’s core package. This abstract class offers a wide array of methods used to perform basic tasks such as communicating with the server, managing representations, etc. Additionally, clients may use a number of standard UI elements available
within the core library to construct toolbars, control widgets, and entire panels of data displayed for the user. Clients may also offer custom functionality implemented by the developer to serve the needs of the domain for which the client is being developed.

5.1.2 Representations defined

Biolucida is designed with the idea that a dataset can be represented in a variety of ways. It can be said that a “Representation” is a visual abstraction of its underlying data, rendered in its own unique way. Earlier in this thesis, we covered two-dimensional visualizations such as tables, graphs, and a vast collection of pictorial representations which help the viewer appreciate various salient attributes of the data. Though Biolucida was developed with three-dimensional visualization in mind, it is adequately capable of building such two-dimensional depictions, simply because a “Representation” is a library composed of a well-defined set of classes which, when implemented by the developer, enable the presentation of, exploration of, and interaction with graphic abstractions of the data. Developers are free to draw (no pun intended) resources from graphing libraries, GIS mapping packages, and charting services, rather than use Biolucida’s included 3D visualization environments. Developers may still include rules for building these graphic abstractions, and an event processing pipeline to provide interactive functionality to the user. However, the remainder of this work will focus on the use of Biolucida’s 3D Representation environments.

5.1.3 Simplified plugin architecture

Biolucida implements its extensible framework via a simplified system of using Java reflection to invoke instances of Representations, DataHandlers, and several other custom designed modules on which much of its functionality depends. The deployment of a plugin consists of a jar export, named using the fully qualified object class name which is to be instantiated. This jar is placed into the correct server directory, denoting which type of Biolucida resource it represents. In the case of Representations, the Biolucida server loads all appropriate Representation definitions by scanning the its representations directory, and using reflection to instantiate the description classes of each Representation, thus building a catalog of available representations for the users to select from. Each Representation archive will contain a description class which helps to define its capabilities both on the client and server side.

Figure 5b. Depiction of the deployment strategy and contents of Representation plugins
As you can see in the above figure, a Representation is composed of both client and server implementations. The server-side implementation usually contains classes which are necessary to maintain the state and persistence of the Representation’s contents. All visualization construction routines which happen in response to the import of a dataset are implemented only on the server-side. Since the representation is actively viewed only on the client-side, UI elements are defined only for the client-side implementation.

Representations are implemented through the extension of abstract Representation classes which define many of the rudimentary capabilities to deliver an interactive 3D scene. These pre-constructed frameworks are especially helpful in 3D representations, due to the complexity of creating and managing a scenegraph, all of which is handled by the Biolucida core client classes (and the 3D graphics module) and incorporated Xj3D libraries. The core system is capable of not only displaying the scene’s entities, but also provides a mean of handling events issued to and from the scene itself. The features of each Representation offered to a user differ by means of the event processing pipeline logic and the required user interfaces which are implemented by the developer.

5.2 Client architecture in detail

The framework of the Biolucida client defines the following components which determine the appearance, behavior, and functionality of the client application:

- **User interface.** A Biolucida Client must define a set of user interface classes which will be used as the main display window, the function menu, and the function options panels.

- **Event logic.** The client must define two event processing pipelines which determine behavior and functionality when the user interacts with the scene, or issues events by using the keyboard or other non-navigational input devices. Each client, therefore, has the ability to handle events in a different manner, calling core standard Biolucida functions as a result.

- **Initialization operations.** It is assumed that each client must execute a set of preliminary functions in order to achieve an initial “ready” state. Such functions are defined in the client’s design and are executed upon initialization.

![Figure 5c. Two different clients, the Anatomy Scene Instruction client and the Datagen client, developed as extensions to the Biolucida core client system.](image-url)
5.2.1 User interface

The standard client’s implementation framework defines a set of configurable user interface systems which allow a
developer to create core pieces of functionality and program behavior which can differ significantly from client to
client. These interface modules are composed of four main classes which are Java Swing containers: (1) the main
UI toolbar, (2) the representation panel, (3) the functional options panel, and (4) the ancillary options panel.
Developers have the option of selecting predefined command objects and UI elements from the Biolucida library, or
may define their own.

Main UI toolbar and menu. The UI toolbar and JFrame menu define high-level operations such as signing in/out,
saving and loading datasets, saving/loading representations, and many other basic client functions. Implementing
the ability to customize these UI elements was prompted by the fact that not all client applications require the same
set of these basic features. For instance, clients which focus exclusively on building and interacting with anatomical
scenes, such as surgery simulators, do not require the creation of backing datasets, and therefore do not present such
functions to their users.

Representation panel. The representation viewing panel is responsible for rendering the scene, and for handling all
user interaction with the entities contained therein. Again, the developer of a client application may use the standard
client panels provided within the Biolucida library, or may opt to include a different rendering UI object. However,
it is required that such an object is capable of being hosted within a Java UI container. More detail on the rendering
component’s architecture which is used for 3D Representations is given later in the chapter.

Functional options panel. The abstract UI framework which is extended to build a Biolucida Representation
provides a “popup” UI panel which is displayed in response to a right-click event issued by the user from within the
scene. The panel is designed to contain a menu of options such as navigation mode selection, entity
insertion/removal, and other functions which are specific to either view control or the scene’s contents.

Ancillary options panel. For operations which require a user interface that is more expressive than the smaller
functional options panel, and for operations which involve non-scene-related operations such as viewing source
data, the client UI framework also includes an ancillary options panel. Functions such as appearance change
controls, scene inventory tables, and animation construction elements are placed into this container. The developer
supplies the contents of this panel in order to implement a Representation’s custom functionality.
5.2.2 Event processing pipeline

The customizable UI elements designed for user interaction do not offer any functionality without the appropriate event processing pipeline which is responsible for taking action on user commands, and reacting to events which arise from within the representation itself. There are two distinct event processing systems which are implemented in Biolucida’s 3D representations: the controller event pipeline and the scene event pipeline.

The controller event pipeline is designed to handle keystroke and mouse events issued by the user. This system processes these events appropriately into commands acted on by the Biolucida client. There are several input controllers which are implemented in a Representation. Although the Biolucida system offers generic implementations of each, the developer has the option of either extending and customizing them, or developing their own from scratch, provided that the appropriate interfaces are implemented.
5.2.2.1 Supplied default controllers.

**Key command controller.** The key command controller registers itself as a key stroke listener with the main Representation panel, so that keystroke commands can be used to move the camera, grab and move entities, insert and guide a cutplane, and many other in-scene operations.

**Input device controller.** The system must be able to react to a variety of events which arise from the pointing device operated by a user. Biolucida was designed not only to support a variety of display systems and their appropriate user input devices (such as mice, 3D mice, haptic instruments, etc.), but also to be resistant to inevitable changes in technology. A “Device Interface” abstraction layer is used receive and translate events from a pointing device to the actual Input Device Controller. The Input Device Controller then issues events to the scene, communications system, or to other modules in the form of “Pointer Clicked”, “Pointer Right-Clicked”, “Pointer Entered”, “Pointer Exitd”, and “Pointer Moved”.

Though the aforementioned input device events offer such a general description of what has occurred when the user has, Biolucida has implemented a set of Event Managers which are responsible for broadcasting more specific events to objects which have been registered as listeners. For example, the Entity Interaction Event Manager uses the combination of events from the scene of a 3D Representation (“Entity Moused-Over”) and the events from the Input Device Controller (“Pointer Right-Clicked”), to issue an “Entity Right-Clicked” event to the listener pool. The client system then takes appropriate action. In this case, an entity-specific Representation Options panel is displayed. These more specific event managers are grouped into a Common Event Management System, which make these events easily accessible to other classes, simply by registering themselves as listeners with the appropriate manager. The following Event Managers offer any class within the Biolucida Client the ability to take action on the following events:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Manager</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animation Manipulation Event Manager</td>
<td>Manages events where the contents of animations are added to, pruned, or otherwise updated, keeping registered listeners informed of the new information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera Viewpoint Event Manager</td>
<td>Manages events where the camera’s position and/or orientation has changed, alerting registered listeners with the updated transform information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataset Event Manager</td>
<td>Manages events where the dataset associated with the user’s current session is created, removed, or updated, informing listeners of the change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity Change Event Manager</td>
<td>Manages events where an entity is added, deleted, moved, rotated, or its appearance changed, keeping listeners informed of these changes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity Interaction Event Manager</td>
<td>Manages events where an entity is selected, moused-over, double-clicked, and other device-based interactions that originate from the user.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghost Interaction Event Manager</td>
<td>Manages events where a ghost is added, deleted, moved, or rotated which is usually associated with changing the attributes of an action in an animation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Content Event Manager</td>
<td>Manages events where new content has been added to the scene, which includes contextual content as well as entities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representation Event Manager</td>
<td>Manages events where a new representation has been created, destroyed, saved, loaded, etc..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representation Keystroke Event Manager</td>
<td>Manages events where the user has pressed a key to invoke a particular action, announcing the execution of the action to its listeners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representation Mouse Event Manager</td>
<td>Manages events where the pointing device has been “clicked”, moved, “right-clicked”, “double clicked”, etc, generally within the display of the currently active representation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scene Event Manager</td>
<td>Manages events where the camera has collided with, approached within a critical distance of, or gained or lost visibility of a given entity in the scene,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporary Object Event Manager</td>
<td>Manages events where a “temporary” object, such as a label, axes, or waypoint/viewpoint is added, deleted, moved, or rotated.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 5f. The grab and rotate functions of the ASA’s controllers in action.**

**Semantic LOD controller.** The Semantic LOD Controller was designed separately from the other controllers because of the amount and the complexity of the logic it contains, which manages the navigation between the semantic levels of detail (SLOD) within the current scene. SLOD is parallel to the established concept of graphic level of detail, often used in computer graphics and in GIS technologies [97]. Graphic level of detail is used to provide varying levels of fidelity to graphic representations of an object which are dynamically toggled based on the appropriateness of each rendition to certain conditions [21], such as the distance of the camera from the object. SLOD, however, represents dynamic semantic groupings of models in a scene, allowing the system to change the granularity with which the user interacts with and views a set of concepts.

Described in the next chapter, the display and navigation of semantic level of detail is a required capability of any extendable visualization system to be used within Biomedical research. It describes a conceptual hierarchy of entities, often modeled by a mereological relation, which the user can focus upon for manipulation or viewing. The storage and management of ontological relations was discussed in the previous chapter, and SLOD depends upon a single chosen relation among those modeled within BioLucida, acting as a framework where the active selected and displayed concept in the Representation is changeable by moving between concepts along that relation. For
example, in a scene composed of the thoracic viscera, the user may have selected a bronchopulmonary segment of the left lung, but can easily move from this concept to a lobe of the left lung, the left lung as a whole, or the lungs as a pair.

![Figure 5g. Pictorial representation of Semantic Level of Detail](image)

The Semantic LOD Controller currently uses keys to change the current SLOD, with a timed highlighting event to show the user that the current SLOD has changed, and to provide a visual queue as to what structures the current SLOD might include. The underlying details of the management of SLOD navigation and proper display of concepts at different SLOD levels is discussed later in the text.

5.2.3 Client communication systems

As previously mentioned, the Biolucida System operates using a \textit{client command/server response} methodology. All classes within the Biolucida Client have static access to a set of Command Sources, which are responsible for sending XML commands to the server, where they are processed by Command Processors, and the appropriate XML responses sent to and parsed at the client. This set of commands forms a basic API where the Biolucida Server could possibly be used as a service by more clients than those designed under the constraints of the Biolucida Client framework. The available commands and their descriptions is available in Appendix B.

5.3 Workflow customizations: initialization operations

Initialization operations can differ from client to client, where a series of predefined command objects are invoked after the client has been properly authorized. The developer of a given client may automate certain initial operations such as the creation of a given scene or representation, the adding of certain entities to the representation, or the application of behaviors to those entities. In the case of the most basic scene construction client, the initialization operations include the creation of a blank dataset (since no representation can be without one), followed by requesting a 3D representation of that dataset – a world containing no entities. The author is then free to begin
constructing a custom scene. In the case of the Datagen client, the user is prompted to specify a Data Handler, and a number of attributes relating to the incoming dataset and the resulting Representation before a scene can be viewed.

5.4 Flexibility and longevity through abstraction: The 3D framework architecture

As previously discussed, all technologies will continue to evolve due to the nature of innovation. Systems which are designed to be resistant to obsolescence must be designed to incorporate these changes easily. One of the best methods of implementing this philosophy in software is through modularization and abstraction. While abstraction is required in a number of functional areas within the client to ensure flexible modular design, one of the modules which promises to benefit most from such abstraction is the system responsible for rendering and managing interactions with the scene. In chapter 3, we noted that graphics technology was rapidly evolving and that Biolucida must remain unbiased toward its implemented graphics-systems to ensure its own longevity. In an effort to separate its 3D systems from other elements of the client core, Biolucida uses the Model-View-Controller (MVC) development paradigm to provide convenient and well-defined ways of accessing and controlling the scene without tying itself too closely to the renderer. Such an architecture allows a fairly simple substitution of one 3D technology (such as Xj3D with OpenGL), for another (such as LWJGL).

![Graphical depiction of Biolucida’s MVC implementation of the rendering module](image)

5.4.1 Detailed description of the Web3D-based 3D representation framework

The default 3D Representation framework offered for implementing a variety of types of interactive visualizations is based on Web3D standards, or more specifically, on X3D. X3D is an XML-based ISO ratified scene description language which provides file syntax, interface definitions, and viewer requirements for the definition and display of interactive graphics. X3D is an open standard so that it can support the widest array of domains and their applications.
X3D has a rich set of componentized features that can be tailored for use in engineering and scientific visualization, CAD and architecture, medical visualization, training and simulation, multimedia, entertainment, education, and more. X3D [16] has evolved from its beginnings as the Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) [141] first implemented in 1993. Unlike other scene description languages which confine their scope to geometry and appearance, X3D includes a complete event model, a standardized Scene Access Interface (SAI), and a scripting component enabling logic specification within the scene itself. As a means of expressing 3D scenes, X3D clearly meets our earlier listed requirements as it supports dynamic behavior, image and movie textures, programmatic access to the scene, and currently is undergoing standardization on a volume-rendering component within its specification.

5.4.2 Default 3D framework components

The next chapter will describe key processes of creating and interacting with 3D scenes produced by a Biolucida client. In order to get a better understanding of this process, it is best to first describe the components involved.

**Xj3D browser.** Having an expressive scene description accomplishes very little without a means of displaying it. Xj3D [58] is an Open Source X3D and VRML browser produced by the Web3D Consortium’s Source Working Group, with Yumetech, Inc. and The Naval Post Graduate School leading the effort. Xj3D is deployed as a highly componentized Java toolkit which provides application developers an embeddable viewer for Web3D content, as well as various graphics file and scene analysis utilities. The default 3D framework uses Xj3D embedded within a Java Swing container to render the content of the 3D scene. Direct interaction between the user and the scene, such as in moving the viewer’s position and orientation, is accomplished by functionality inherent in the Xj3D browser. Programmatic interaction with the scene, such as changing the position and appearance of an entity in the scene, is accomplished via Xj3D’s implementation of the SAI.
**Scene Access Interface (SAI).** The SAI is part of the ISO conformance standard for X3D browsers, where it specifies a standard set of interfaces, methods, and services which are to be made available to the developer so that they may access and modify the scene graph at runtime. The means by which these services are made available are not specified by the standard and so therefore there can be different SAI “flavors” available, such as a Java SAI, Javascript SAI, or a C# SAI. In the case of the standard 3D Biolucida framework, the Java SAI is used to enable the X3D Scene Mediator and its components to interact with the scene.

**X3D Content Factory.** The X3D content factory is primarily responsible for the translation of the abstract scene model, composed of Biolucida’s native primitives such as Entities, Animations, etc., into X3D syntax so that they can be inserted into the Xj3D browser’s scenegraph.

**Scene Event Manager.** The scene event manager is responsible for the registration of sensors contained within the X3D specific nodes of the scenegraph, located both within Entities populating the scene and within the virtual world at large. The scene event manager is responsible for broadcasting events received from these sensors to the appropriate event managers within the Biolucida client.

**X3D Node Cache.** Speed is a critical factor in an interactive 3D display system, and searching for entities embedded within the scenegraph can consume valuable resources leading to poor performance. Such access is required for manipulation of Entity appearance, position/rotation, and for the registration of interaction events with an Entity’s touch and proximity sensors. To optimize Biolucida’s ability to locate Entities within the X3D scenegraph, “handles” to the X3D implementation-specific nodes are stored within a hash map for rapid access.

---

**Figure 5j.** Schematic of the Web3D scene management module
CHAPTER 6
3D Representation Construction Processes

6.1 Introduction

At its most basic level, Biolucida is an interactive 3D scene generator which is capable of building an immersive virtual world containing specific entities that have a variety of desired spatial and appearance attributes selected by the author. Scene construction involves a series of coordinated operations which makes the task of intelligently assembling Entities in an interactive 3D world easier for the user to accomplish than with other more expert-oriented applications. The previous chapter discussed the modules and the architecture of the client, in addition to the default 3D representation framework. Here we will describe the processes of building and customizing 3D scenes.

6.2 Client/server process execution through direct communication loop

Every client/server interaction involves the same basic communication and execution process, which moves from the client module making a request or issuing the command, to a statically-accessed Command Source which assembles a Command object and serializes it into XML for transmission to the server. The server then receives the Command and parses it to return it to its object form. The Command contains the command name, all necessary parameters, and the name of the processing class which is to handle it. The server routes the command to the appropriate processing object using this class name, where it is acted upon, and a Response object is created, sent back to the client, and the client acts upon the encapsulated Response data in whatever fashion is necessary.

![Figure 6a. Schematic depiction of a typical command response cycle in Biolucida between the server and a client](image)

6.3 The main processes in scene creation

Now that a high level server architecture and a detailed client architecture has been previously described, it is now prudent to show in further detail how the two interact to allow an author to create and customize scenes of anatomical structures. These operations are best highlighted in the use of the Anatomical Scene Authoring (ASA) client, though it is important to keep in mind that these operations can and do occur in an automated fashion when building data driven visualizations using clients such as the DataGen Client.
6.3.1 Example: scene initialization

The first step in the process of building a scene (following login and initialization of the client), is to “load” an empty scene. This step may seem trivial at first glance, but it becomes clear that it is much more complex when considering the conventions of an X3D world, which forms the basis of the default 3D Representation Framework.

![Diagram of interaction between client and server](image)

**Figure 6b.** Schematic depiction of the interaction between the client and the server when an empty 3D Representation is loaded. Client components are shaded red and server components are shown in green.

The request of the content necessary to load a base empty scene is one of the more basic processes in the Biolucida system, and it serves as a prototypical implementation of the aforementioned communication/processing loop. In this task, the Representation Manager (for any Abstract 3D Representation) receives a command from the system to initialize. The Representation Manager then calls a static method in the Representation Management Command Source to request the necessary X3D content describing a base scene for this Representation. The server receives and processes the request, where the Representation Management Command Processor pulls the necessary X3D content from the X3D Content Factory, transmitting it back to the client packaged in a serialized Response object. The Representation Manager then injects the new scene content into the Xj3D browser via a simple SAI method, `createX3DFromString`.

An empty scene contains some base content which not only provides a defined framework for the addition of entities, contextual objects, and temporary content, it also allows the Representation’s event model to register with certain sensor nodes in the scene which provide vital information for proper client function. This base content also contains scripting components to enable camera position updates and a gyroscopic compass to inform the user of their general orientation. The structure of the scenegraph of a base world is pictured in figure 6c.

The scenegraph structure gives us several well-defined containers (or grouping nodes) in which to place a variety of content. Each container requires its own Transform node to allow for unified motion of each content category independent of one another such as in the case of providing scaling/registration between contextual content models and entities, or moving a clip plane in relation to the rest of the objects in the world. A few special-purpose nodes allow us access to events and information which enable enhanced functionality in the client. These nodes are accessed through the SAI by either gaining reference to their exposed fields through the Xj3D SAI interface or by registering a listener which is kept informed of changes in the status of its monitored field/event.
Figure 6c. X3D node hierarchy of an empty scene

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global Proximity Sensor</strong></td>
<td>Proximity sensor node which monitors the position and orientation of the user’s camera view. A script node embedded within the base world transmits updates to the Camera Transform Node’s translation and rotation fields.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Camera Transform Node</strong></td>
<td>Stores updates of the camera’s position and orientation for query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HUD Layerset</strong></td>
<td>Stores 3D entities, such as the gyroscopic compass which remain in front of the camera in a “heads up display” (HUD) manner regardless of the user’s change in position and orientation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clip Plane Transform</strong></td>
<td>Holds the clip plane and enables it to be held in place while the other “containers” are translated along any of the three axes, independent of the clip plane itself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global Entity Transform</strong></td>
<td>The container which holds all Entities in the scene, receiving such events from the scene mediator as “add children” and “remove children”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global Contextual Content Transform</strong></td>
<td>The container which holds all contextual content, or what are normally considered props – objects which have visual depictions in the scene but are not representative of concepts in the Biolucida system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global Temporary Object Transform</strong></td>
<td>The container which holds all temporary objects, which are objects that are used as visual aids for client functions such as axes, entity and camera ghosts, waypoints, paths, and labels.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6a. Listing of the main nodes of an empty 3D Biolucida scene/Representation

References to these nodes are instantiated and cached when the browser signals it is done loading the world. Following this step, commands which pass to these nodes are then handled by the X3D Scene Mediator.
6.3.2 Inserting Entities into the scene

One of the most fundamental operations used during the construction of a scene, is the addition of new Entities. This operation involves a multi-stage process involving both the aforementioned direct communication, as well as an indirect inline method of communication meant to transfer larger amounts of data from the server’s repositories to the client by means of a simple URL reference (since the inline Shape is the default Shape for Biolucida entities). This method is used to efficiently transfer the data contained in 3D meshes, large images, movies, and sound files from the server to the client.

The insertion of any Entity into the scene is an eleven step process which has been optimized for speed. When Biolucida was implemented in its first version, this process was vastly different and would take as much as 45 minutes to build a scene containing the human body described by 692 models. Now, that process reaches completion using the same hardware in under 3 minutes. The steps in the optimized process are as follows:

1. **Entity addition request made by a Biolucida Client module.** In this case the request is made when the user selects a set of concept names from a displayed catalog panel in response to requesting entities be added to the scene.

2. **Transmission of concept IDs.** The set of concept IDs is transmitted as parameters of the command requesting to add Entities to the current scene. Since the Biolucida Server manages multiple user sessions and therefore multiple scenes/Representations, the Representation ID is also a necessary parameter.

3. **Command processing.** After the command is received and processed, the Biolucida Server uses its data access objects to retrieve shape and appearance information from the model database, and assembles a set of complete Entities.

4. **Server-side insertion.** The newly formed Entities are inserted into the server-side Representation where they are assigned unique IDs to guarantee that they can be referenced appropriately.

5. **Instance ID set delivery.** The new Entity IDs are sent back to the Biolucida Client, and the Command Source subsequently sends a command requesting the serialized entities by their new IDs.

6. **Entity delivery.** The serialized Entities are reconstituted on the client-side and the Representation Event Manager is informed that new Entities have been added to the scene.

7. **Entity registration.** As a registered listener of the Representation Event Manager, the X3D Scene Mediator is notified of the new Entities. The Scene Mediator immediately caches references to each Entity’s root node, storing it in a hash data structure for immediate reference when needed.

8. **Entity X3D translation.** The X3D Scene Mediator converts the new Entities into X3D nodes, using the X3D content Factory and referencing the Browser object of the Xj3D Browser to perform the conversion.

9. **Geometry import.** The new X3D nodes, since they contain inline references to their geometry hosted via URL, asynchronously download their geometry using the HTTP port via the Web Server on which the Biolucida Server is running.
10. **Sensor/event registration.** The X3D Mediator calls upon the X3D Event Registrar to register the X3D Scene Event Listener as a listener of collision, proximity, and input device events specific to each Entity. The Scene Mediator also retains references to the Material Nodes and Transform Nodes of each Entity for rapid reference when required.

11. **Appearance initialization.** The X3D Scene mediator sets each Entity’s appearance appropriately and inserts it into the rendered scene on the client side.

---

**Figure 6d. Schematic depiction of the process of adding new Entities to an active 3D Representation**

### 6.3.3 The event and node registration process

A critical piece of functionality implemented in the Biolucida Client is the ability to access, query, and create changes in the scene. Within the X3D Scene Framework, this is accomplished through the SAI system described in the previous chapter. The SAI is used to access the necessary X3D fields and events within the consistent node structure of each Entity (described further in Appendix C) and Contextual Object. However, these fields are not identified when a change or a query must be executed, but rather they are cached when the Entity is first inserted into the scene, using its unique ID as the key. It was found that, especially with large scenes, traversing the scene graph in search of the appropriate Entity and then the appropriate Node within the Entity was too resource intensive to ensure interactive speeds. Under ideal circumstances one may use the SAI to call a reference to a node by using its unique name, or DEF tag. Unfortunately, this operation was not found to be implemented in a way that would guarantee success in Xj3D 2.0RC. Therefore, a Node Accessor object is used to “find” the appropriate Entities and their fields/nodes using the Entity’s root node as a starting point. While each Node Accessor might be implemented differently to account for Representations which implement non-standard Entity node structures, the default class used caches the material, transform, image texture, and touch sensor nodes for instant access. Memory use for this
operation was found to be minimal, since the scene graph must be loaded into memory by default for Xj3D to function properly.

6.4 Example of processes and architecture in action: the ASA Client.

6.4.1 Navigation.

A three-dimensional interactive world has the distinct advantage over more “canned” depictions in that one can position the camera anywhere within the scene to attain a proper perspective view. Given that the Xj3D browser renders graphics at an interactive frame rate, the scene takes on the character of an immersive 3D experience, though this system will most often be used via desktop technologies. Navigation can occur via several different modes: flying, panning, examining (using the world’s origin as the center point), and looking/tilting (remaining stationary but altering the camera’s orientation only). Such interactive exploration makes Biolucida’s 3D Representations very expressive and versatile when used as tokens of communication for spatially intense uses such as with anatomy instruction, surgery simulation, exploration of temporal/spatial hybridization studies, and many more subject areas.

![Figure 6e. The various navigation modes of a Biolucida scene. Icon-based cursors let the user know which navigation mode is active (center and right), functionality inherent in Xj3D](image)

6.4.2 Changes in position and appearance.

After the objects have been inserted into the Representation, the author has the ability to customize the scene to their liking by changing the appearance and position of its contents. Again, use of the SAI factors heavily into the features which allow an author to perform these tasks. To minimize the learning curve for using the system, general 3D design UI and interaction conventions which are inherent in many commercial and Open Source software suites were used for these features. Controls which rely on key strokes to toggle them on and off and select the appropriate axis, along with mouse motions are used to move and position objects. Sliders and other standard UI objects are used to change the various attributes of an object’s appearance. What is different about Biolucida and these
software systems which can be considered to be 3D design systems, at least at a very basic level, is that Biolucida must propagate every change made by the user to the server’s copy of the Representation.

![Figure 6f. Appearance change control UI in the ASA Client.](image)

6.5 Semantic Level of Detail with respect to SAI

SLOD is particularly problematic with respect to appearance when one considers that children must inherit their appearance from their semantic parents when the Representation is in certain states. For example, a visualization may demand that the Heart be 50% transparent and its diffuse color be purple. However, the heart may have no actual 3D representation but instead relies on its children to provide its geometry – in this case it would be all of the valves, the atria, and the ventricles. However, the children may have their own required appearances in this visualization. As the user transitions between levels of detail, the system must be able to “swap” one appearance for another when display the parent or the child. Therefore, every Entity is given three separate material nodes: a “default” appearance node containing a set appearance attributes which were assigned from the values in the model database, a “scene” appearance node which dictates its proper appearance in the current scene, and finally a “current” appearance node which is changeable to enable, among other things, appearance queues for SLOD functions (as well as highlighting and in-client animation execution). The same three-tier representation is used for preservation of transform properties and behaviors between SLOD levels and edits which the author makes to contents in the scene.

![6g. Depiction of the node structure used to implement Semantic Level of Detail](image)
6.6 Server-side synchronization

Why keep a copy of the Representation on the server side current with all alterations of objects within the scene? There are two reasons: transmission efficiency and concurrent access. As the user creates a Representation and makes changes, it would be impractical to have to move the entire Representation and its contents up to the server to save it in the database for subsequent recall, or to share its content with other authors. The other reason for the server-side synchronization is to enable concurrent access by multiple users at one time. As will be discussed later in the text, Biolucida is built using technologies which are designed to enhance collaboration and enable shared experiences. Therefore, Biolucida’s architecture is designed such that multiple users can connect to a single Representation and either experience a shared view of its contents, or have the ability to explore it from different points of view. Propagations to the server are managed by a set of synchronizers which register themselves as listeners for changes in the attributes of Representations and their contents. Such events will set off a command sequence much like aforementioned examples, which enact the same changes at the server.

6.7 Creating dynamic content

Biolucida is designed to create custom 3D content, and given that its environment is an interactive graphics system, animations are a key component of the Representations it allows an author to create. Biolucida has its own abstract model of animations and their atomic actions, which again allows the system to be somewhat graphics-platform independent due to the fact that these animations are simply converted by a Content Factory in the same manner that Entities and other abstractions are translated to the appropriate scene graph syntax. Animation objects are meant to describe a self-contained series of event sequences which can be played from start to finish to convey dynamic information to the viewer, whether it shows a surgical procedure, a time-series variance in data through visualization, or the careful review of anatomical parts as a portion of a complete lesson. Three main data structures compose the animation model within Biolucida:

1. **Animations** – Animations are groupings of Sequences, which all run in parallel when an Animation is started. Animations contain metadata such as a name and a description for purposes of saving and subsequent retrieval to incorporate into other scenes.

2. **Sequences** – Sequences are composed of a series of actions, which execute serially. Like Animations, sequences contain metadata for saving and retrieval.

3. **Actions** – Actions are the atomic objects of animations, they are responsible for enacting changes on a target over a defined period of time. A variety of Actions are available to authors within the Biolucida System. They are:
   a. **Camera Motion** – Changes the camera’s position and orientation over a specified period of time
   b. **Entity Motion** – Changes an Entity’s position and orientation over a specified period of time
c. *Diffuse Color Change* – Changes an Entity’s diffuse color from one value to another over a specified period of time  
d. *Emissive Color Change* – Changes an Entity’s emissive color from one value to another over a specified period of time  
e. *Specular Color Change* – Changes an Entity’s specular color from one value to another over a specified period of time  
f. *Transparency Change* – Changes an Entity’s transparency from one value to another over a specified period of time  
g. *Text Report* – Causes a collection of text to appear in the HUD display, then pauses for a specified period of time  
h. *Delay* – Pauses the Sequence for a specified period of time  
i. *Sound* – Plays a chosen uploaded sound file (for example, a narration)  

### 6.8 “Publishing” the Representation

If Biolucida is designed to encourage more effective communication and collaborative analysis, then it must have the ability to create artifacts which are self-contained and distributable. This requirement was one of the original reasons for giving focus to Web3D technologies. Since X3D and VRML are Open Standards, there are a number of freely available plugins, browsers, and custom applications which are capable of displaying Web3D content. Therefore it would be relatively easy for a collaborator or student to view a “published” world from an author in browsers such as Cortona, BS Contact, Instant Reality, Xj3D, and many others.

There is a difficulty that resides in translating all of the content which Biolucida is capable of producing into standard X3D. While the static elements of the scene are straightforward to translate into indexed face sets, materials, transforms, and other standard nodes, the animations are a bit more difficult. First, a UI object providing a means of choosing which Animation to play must be published along with the rest of the scene’s content. Second, a means of implementing the actions of the Animation without the aid of the SAI must be provided as well.

In order to provide the aforementioned UI when animations are present, the X3D Content Factory is capable of producing a HUD selection panel which displays the name and description of a selected animation and the controls to start it. Execution of the animations themselves relies on the scripting component of the X3D standard. By using ROUTE statements to link each action interpolator or custom script, the action is able to affect its desired target (Entity, camera, etc.) in the way that it was designed to do so. The duration of the action is control by a WorldClock node which issues *isActive* events to custom “Connection Scripts”, which serve to initiate the next Action upon its completion.
Figure 6h. Schematic depiction of the scripting and relationships between nodes when Actions in a Sequence are translated to standard X3D
CHAPTER 7

Using Data to Drive the Visualization Process

7.1 User-driven visualizations vs. data-driven visualizations

In the last several chapters, we’ve described how the Biolucida system constructs 3D scenes, or Representations. These types of 3D Representations were built and customized through actions of the author, and such user-driven Representations are valuable to communicate concepts which exist as mental models but lack adequate means of expression to be externalized. Anatomy lessons are perfect examples. Here, the author is the critical component in translating such ideas into a comprehensible artifact – a 3D animation in this case. This chapter begins our description of a different type of 3D Representation, data visualizations, which use the scene construction processes formerly employed by a human author, but use them in producing data-driven scenes. In the next two chapters, we will discuss the processes behind the acquisition, parsing, attribution, and visual metaphor application which are responsible for creating a complete data visualization.

7.2 Variety and scope of biomedical data

Biomedical research is not only producing massive amounts of data for subsequent analysis by investigators, there are many initiatives to curate, standardize, and make this information available through both query interfaces for users and API mechanisms for software applications. In other words, fodder for analysis in biomedicine has never before been so plentiful and so accessible. As of this writing, Biomed central has indexed 2988 publicly available sources of biomedical research data [10], ranging from gene sequences and pathway information, to gene expression studies and medical images. It follows that a cross-domain visualization system should not only be able to illustrate the largest variety of data, it should also be able to access and process these data as well. Biolucida’s data handling systems are designed with this goal in mind.

We have previously discussed the Biolucida Client’s flexibility in presenting the widest variety of media types to the user within its 3D environment. Images, video, textual data, and 3D models are all rendered for the user within the same environment, according to the design intent by the Representation’s author. These capabilities are supported by the rich environment of Xj3D and the X3D standard. With such capability, the scope of data which Biolucida can handle increases beyond what one would consider adequate for a typical domain specific system. However, this variety of data available to Biolucida brings with it three challenges: (1) the sheer number of potential sources of information make centralizing development of the access system an implausible prospect, (2) the current and growing collection of data sources lack a uniform means of access and format, and (3) the sources of data will evolve over time, changing their means of access and the format in which the data exists. While (1) is a question of the scope of the system, (2) and (3) are problems which have perpetually plagued the data integration field for some time. Rather than constrain the scope of Biolucida to the point where it would become yet another specialized 3D
system, or suggest a new method for standardizing access and account for schema evolution, Biolucida uses its familiar plugin/crowdsourcing approach to address these challenges.

As we mentioned earlier in Chapter 3, the fundamental advantages of crowdsourcing which are relevant to Biolucida are that small groups of stakeholders are able to take ownership of the design and implementation of the application specific portions of the system. In regard to data sources, this entails (1) understanding and being capable of representing the application and data needs of a particular domain, (2) surveying the available sources of information regarding that domain’s area of knowledge, and (3) maintaining valid access to those valued information assets. Given that Biolucida is designed with the intent of serving as a discipline-wide visualization engine for Biomedicine, the aforementioned responsibilities would be unreasonable for any one team to take on. Therefore, Biolucida has adopted a plugin architecture with respect to its data acquisition systems, similar to the manner in which it manages its collection of Representations.

7.3 The Dataset creation process

All Representations within Biolucida are produced from datasets. The Representations which are merely 3D scenes are no different. Rather, their datasets are unpopulated with source records. Biolucida employs a three-step process in populating its datasets: (1) acquisition of data through a Data Source, (2) parsing and normalized storage of the data into an appropriate Container, and (3) propagation and transformation of the data along a valid relation. The result of these three processes is a dataset containing records which can be attributed to concepts (anatomical structures in this case), and a visualization subsequently produced by inserting the Entities into a scene and applying various visual, positional, and behavioral metaphors to them.

7.3.1 The data management process primitives

It is best to describe the architecture of the data management system in order to gain an understanding of the modules involved in the process and their relationship to one another. The data management system is composed of four main components: (1) the Data Sources, (2) the Data Handler, (3) the Data Container, and (4) the propagation/transformation system.

**Data Sources.** Data Sources are essentially wrappers [82] for a resource or service, and are primarily responsible for the retrieval of data to be presented to a Data Handler for subsequent parsing/processing. Biolucida provides a set of basic Data Sources which are capable of retrieving data from a local file, local database, remote document via URL, remote database, and from Web Services (Servlet). The developer is free to extend and customize the functionality of any of these default classes to meet the source needs of their Data Handler. Below is a graphical diagram of the data population process and the components involved.
**Data Handler.** The Data Handler is responsible for the parsing of the data into a standard format for subsequent caching/storage. Data Handlers are by far the most custom piece of any of the components of the data retrieval system, as they are tailored to the specific resource(s) which they are to parse for the system.

**Data Container.** Data Containers are abstractions of persistence services, capable of storing and retrieving records produced by the Data Handler as it parses the raw data from its Data Sources. The Biolucida System uses a factory class to interrogate the resources which are available on the server. Given that there may or may not be a running available database on the Biolucida Server, or that the dataset which is to be stored is beyond the capacity of the working memory of the system, the Data Container Factory chooses the appropriate storage class to use given these parameters. Currently, there are four types of Data Containers available within Biolucida:

1. **Memory array** – Records are kept in memory using a list type data structure and is searched serially when queried
2. **File Container** – Records are written out to a generic file using XML. When queried, the file is searched sequentially from the beginning
3. **Indexed File Container** – Records are written out to a RandomAccessFile, along with metadata that includes pointers to records having indexed values.
4. **Database Container** – When available, a relational database is used to store records, and querying is performed via standard SQL.

**Data Propagation/Transformation System.** Data propagation is a complex process within Biolucida, enabling the system to make inferences about data which can be attributed to concepts which are not found in the original source data. This process mitigates some of the challenges which are brought about from incongruities between terms in
the original dataset, the native concepts in the Biolucida system, and the 3D models which are available within the Biolucida model database. Providing a data-centric Semantic Level of Detail feature where data can be investigated at multiple levels by the user also requires the functionality provided by the data propagation system. The data propagation and transformation processes are discussed in great detail in subsequent sections.

7.3.2 Anatomy of a dataset

The Data Containers are responsible for holding the contents of a Dataset, which is implemented using a simple table motif containing Records and Fields, which fill the same role as their name suggests. Fields contain the metadata necessary for identifying and classifying any datum which populates its appropriate place in the Record, such as name, description and format. The Fields are contained within a Record Manager, which besides serving as the metadata container for the Dataset itself, provides a set of convenience methods for locating the index of desired Fields, querying the size of the dataset, as well as adding and removing columns.

7.4 Semantic attribution: aligning records with anatomical concepts

After source data are acquired and processed into the correct format and stored in a Data Container, the individual records are associated with Biolucida concepts. It is through this process that Biolucida will determine which Entities belong in the scene. Our ability to create an informative visualization of experimental datasets using Biolucida’s object-oriented approach depends heavily on our ability to recognize semantic connections between a record in the dataset and a concept in the Biolucida catalog. Otherwise, it would be impossible to associate data with any of Biolucida’s 3D models, and the system would lack the information required to identify the set of models with which to populate the scene.

Biolucida cannot assume that references to appropriate anatomical structures will already exist as available information in the dataset for three reasons. First, Biolucida is designed to digest arbitrary datasets of which one can make very few assumptions regarding their content. Second, information specifying the anatomical source of a
sample is not a compulsory requirement for prior submittal by researchers in many fields, leading to potential omissions in the data. For example, the MIAME standard [14] governing gene expression studies requires several items of metadata regarding the experimental variables, but does not require the anatomical source of the cell sample. Third, it is a virtual certainty that any anatomical structure referenced by a dataset will require some lookup function to find the equivalent native Biolucida concept for the “foreign” anatomical term. Such lookup functions must overcome three challenges in selecting the appropriate content with which to populate the scene.

1. **Proper concept selection.** The correspondence of anatomical terms in the source data won’t always be 1:1 with the concepts in Biolucida’s catalog. As mentioned previously, a developer will have to embed some term lookup logic inside of a Data Attributor to overcome this hurdle.

2. **Model availability.** Even though an appropriate native concept might be identified, this does not mean that this concept has an appropriate model reference within the Biolucida database. A developer must use Biolucida’s ontological relations (such as mereology, or part-of relations) to solve this issue.

3. **Context provisioning.** Small samples of source data may produce scenes containing the models of obscure anatomical structures which are difficult for any user, besides one who has background in gross anatomy, or worse, a scene may be produced with no valid models at all. This problem is compounded by the fact that the scene will be rendered within a navigable 3D world, where it is possible that the user may be viewing the scene in an unfamiliar orientation where it becomes impossible to identify such obscure structures. Providing context, such as cartographers providing their readers with smaller scale “location” maps inset within larger maps, is pivotal to properly orienting the user. In Biolucida’s case, a greater scope of model inclusion into the scene is used to provide context.

Biolucida contains a framework which implements lookup algorithms, ontological data propagation, and interactive semantic level of detail to overcome these challenges.

### 7.5 An example of the data-driven scene construction process.

It would be unproductive to abstractly hypothesize how a potential developer would deal with the anatomical references of a totally arbitrary dataset that they are attempting to digest and make available to the system. Rather, it is best to focus our discussion on the use-case examples mentioned in Chapter 3 and their potential gene expression datasets. We will discuss how the attribution of data to anatomical structures is performed in context of these data.

To this end, suppose we have imported a set of records composed of the following data:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record ID</th>
<th>Gene Name</th>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
<th>Tissue Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ESR1</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>Cerebrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>VHL</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Lungs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ESR1</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>Left Fibrous Trigone of Mitral Valve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>INSR</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>Blood</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 7a. Example record set imported into Biolucida.*
Each record in our sample dataset is illustrative of four situations which the system may encounter when attempting to “assign” these data to the appropriate anatomical structure which will eventually populate the 3D scene. These situations each use a different strategy for such attribution.

7.5.1 Illustrating the role of ontological frameworks in data-driven visualizations.

The conceptual instance “nodes” which are found in a Biolucida visualization scene are organized into a directional acyclic graph (DAG). The resulting structure not only forms the basis of semantic level of detail, but also a framework for relations from concept to concept where data-related inferences can be made. Graphic scenes are often constructed using mereologies to create its fundamental structure. However, the DAG which forms the organizational structure of a visualization scene can be built on any ontological relationship stored within Biolucida. In fact, a visualization scene can contain any number of hierarchy relations. Here, we offer arguments as to why data propagation via non-mereological relations can be an effective precursor to concept selection, and later, model insertion.

Within a given visualization’s ontological framework, there are nodes populated with 3D models, while others do not have such visual representations. These nodes are either higher-level amalgams of their leaf children (which often have models), such as the spine is an amalgamation of its vertebra, or they are more abstract nodes existing as obscure leaf concepts or isolated nodes of the ontological framework entirely (such as the concept of a high risk operative area of the colon which may not exist within one of the standard ontological relations). In any case, each record which contains a foreign concept term must have a Biolucida-native concept term inserted into the record so that it may be attributed to that concept for the purpose of subsequently building the visualization.

![Data Attribution Process Diagram](image)

**Figure 7c. Graphical depiction of the data attribution process.** The construction of a data-driven visualization entails an alignment between the anatomical concepts noted in the source data, the concepts represented in Biolucida’s reference ontology view, and the set of models to which the system has access.
7.5.2 Native concept selection and insertion

The selection of the appropriate native Biolucida concepts from the foreign anatomical terms found in the source data is an endeavor far too large for a single system deployment considering that Biolucida is designed to interrogate arbitrary biomedical datasets. Therefore, Biolucida’s plugin approach is perfectly matched to the task – where external developers are provided with an extensible framework to allow the implemented lookup algorithm to be specific to the dataset it is designed to interrogate. The data management system developed for Biolucida’s gene expression datasets uses a simple correspondence table, where the foreign terms in the dataset are listed with an appropriate native concept, which is inserted into the produced records at runtime.

7.5.3 Model selection.

Following the identification of native concepts to insert into the source data, Biolucida must then determine which models to insert for the purpose of visual representation. In the event that all concepts are not represented by models found in the Biolucida 3D model database, appropriate action must be taken to ensure these concepts are visually represented in the scene in some manner. There are several different scenarios that the system should be prepared to handle.

1. **Correspondence selection.** Direct correspondence where the anatomical term in the data matches the name of a concept which has a representative 3D model is rare, but does occur. Looking at our dataset in table 7a, record 1 shows that we have data describing that the GMV5 gene is found to be expressed in samples taken from the Cerebrum. The Biolucida system contains a concept with the name “Cerebrum” in its catalog, and also contains an appropriate 3D model in its model database. In such cases, data is attributed to an anatomical instance and the model is simply inserted into the scene.

2. **Mereological selection.**
   a. **Downward selection.** Downward ontological correspondence occurs when the anatomical source in the data corresponds with a Biolucida parent concept lacking an assigned model. Row 2 in the data specifies “Lungs”, and while Biolucida may have a concept called “Lungs”, or “Set of Lungs”, the concept itself does not have its own 3D model. Rather, Biolucida has models corresponding to the concepts “Right Lung” and “Left Lung”. Traditional use of a metrological relation for concept selection will require that Biolucida add the children to represent the parent. In this case, the parent concept is mereologically related to children which have representative models, and therefore the child nodes are inserted into the scene, along with the parent concept as a grouping node, for purposes of semantic level of detail. The records, in this case, are attributed to the parent grouping node.
   b. **“Upward” selection.** Upward ontological correspondence occurs when the anatomical source referenced in the data corresponds with a very low-level (ontologically) entity which either exists as a concept without an assigned model, or is addressed by the developer of the Data Handler in question. This situation is common for anatomical structures noted in datasets that lack either
proper geometric representation, (such as cavities and spaces, such as the optic cavity of the skull), or formal definition (such as regions of colon). In row 3, the required structure, the left fibrous trigone of mitral valve, is a concept within the Biolucida system, but the entity is too small to warrant its own 3D model. In this case, the representative model can be the entire mitral valve, or perhaps the heart itself.

3. **Deliberate Selection.** Situations can arise where the data may reference a concept which either is not related to any native concepts found within Biolucida’s catalog, or the native concept lacks any appropriate geometric representation, such as “blood”. One may also encounter situations where expression experiments will have data points which are associated with structures with no names, such as certain small veins. In these cases, the developer must assign concepts to records in a deliberate manner.

### 7.5.4 Shortcomings of simplified attribution processes

While the aforementioned approaches can produce informative visualizations given a dataset of adequate size and breadth, it also suffers from potential shortcomings. These arise from the simple two-step process of native concept identification followed by mereological model insertion, which can mislead the viewer and produce suboptimal visualizations.

**The visualization may not be representative of the data.** Even though appropriate concepts may be identified for the corresponding anatomical terms in the dataset, simply including only the mereological children of those concepts gives the false appearance that the data apply to those structures, rather than the parent concepts. For example, if we had a dataset which referenced positive gene activity of interest for the bronchopulmonary segments, the model selection algorithm may insert the bronchial tree as well as the lungs. However, this visualization is misleading because it cannot be properly said that the lungs express that gene, since they contain many different types of cells, each with their own expression profiles. Browsing the data via semantic level of detail may mitigate this distortion, but the resulting visualization loses its effectiveness.

**Provenance is unclear.** Another shortcoming of directly selecting concepts and inserting their mereological children into the scene is that the logic behind the model selection is unclear to the viewer. Without such provenance, the value of the visualization is decreased significantly.

**Trivial mereological saturation.** In cases where a selected term is a higher level mereological concept, such as *Nervous System*, the selected child models which will populate the scene include every nerve in Biolucida’s catalog. While such a visualization conveys the right impression of the data on the viewer, it is very unclear at first which structure(s) contain appropriate source records.

**The scene may lack context.** In the case where both concept and model represent very low-level members of a mereological relation, the scene can be limited to small and possibly obscure structures. While it may be clear which structures have attributable data to those who have anatomical training, the greater context of the scene is lost.
7.5.5 An alternative and superior data-driven strategy: data propagation and subsequent scene population

The aforementioned method of constructing visualizations by selecting single corresponding native concepts which will be associated with the appropriate data, followed by the insertion of those concepts’ mereological relatives so that the scene incorporates proper 3D content, has limitations which became quickly apparent following the alpha testing of Biolucida’s early prototypes, described above. An alternative to this simplified strategy is to implement modules which are responsible for propagating the data along select ontological relations after the initial assignment of records from the source data to the “seed” concepts, followed by model selection and insertion. The process of visualization construction that Biolucida implements in its most recent deployment uses data propagation to establish a larger set of concepts with which to seed the scene, followed by the insertion of their more atomic mereological children of which they are composed.

7.6 Data propagation system architecture and execution process

Like many of its other systems, Biolucida uses a modular and extensible approach to implement its Data Propagation abilities. The data propagation is carried out by a plugin object called a Propagation Package that contains individual classes which are each responsible for propagating a single data type along a single relation in the Biolucida catalog.

Figure 7d. Summarized graphical depiction of the data propagation process.

Figure 7d shows a simplified view of the propagation process, where seed concepts have been selected already and imported into the 3D Representation. Records attributed to the seed concepts are propagated forward along a given relation, in this case systemic part-of. Table 7b shows the changes in the dataset which can result from this record propagation process. In this case, new records are created which attribute themselves to the next concept encountered in the relation. There are also new fields introduced which assist in establishing provenance. More
specifically, the *propagation steps* field shows how many “jumps” the data has made to land in this place, while the *propagation source* field notes the origin record ID, and the *transformed* column designates whether the record is the result of a transformation operation. A transformation, discussed later, is a process by which a record’s values are used as input to produce an entirely new field and value to be inserted into the dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record ID</th>
<th>Gene Name</th>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
<th>Tissue Source</th>
<th>Native Concept</th>
<th>Propagation Steps</th>
<th>Propagation Source</th>
<th>Transformed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ESR1</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>Cerebrum</td>
<td>Cerebrum</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>VHL</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Lungs</td>
<td>Set of Lungs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ESR1</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>Left Fibrous Trigone of Mitral Valve</td>
<td>Mitral Valve</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>INSR</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>Arterial Tree</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>HBB</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>Arterial Tree</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>VHL</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Lungs</td>
<td>Respiratory System</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ESR1</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>Left Fibrous Trigone of Mitral Valve</td>
<td>Respiratory System</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7b. Results of data propagation performed on source data from table 7a. In this case the data is propagated along the part-of relation.

Data propagation in this sense was described previously by Halper [45], but mainly focused on this type of process in databases. Halper, et al, suggest methods for propagation focused exclusively on *part-of* relations. However, the *part-of* relation takes on more of the character of an inheritance relation within the world of database design, where propagation of attributes from child to parent and vice versa is more formalized and affords us a more constrained analysis of the rules governing such propagation. The propagation style noted in table 7b follows a mereologically-oriented strategy, which is the least logic-intensive. Due to their expansive scope, domains such as biomedicine require a more expressive means of describing relations. Therefore, Biolucida supports other methods of propagation, both hypothetical (table 7c), and those that have been implemented by the Biolucida prototype, described in chapter nine.

When propagating data in a given field over a non-mereological relation, the process may require a propagation module using modified logic, as the rules for propagating data will undoubtedly change when dealing with novel combinations of data and relations. Relations used for data propagation can vary according to the types of data involved. Some possibilities are listed in table 7c.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Description</th>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research citations about a given anatomical structure</td>
<td>Systemic part-of</td>
<td>Biomedical research often focuses on elucidating insights about <em>function</em> rather than structure and composition. Therefore citation records would best be propagated along a relation that organizes its members as functional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7c. Listing of data types which could produce informative visualizations using a variety of relations.

| Patient records showing locations of penetration wounds | Regional part of | A visualization which seeks to show most common areas to receive stab and gunshot wounds would be concerned mostly with *where* the wounds were located. Using a relation which focuses on spatial areas of the human body would create a more meaningful visualization for answering such *where* questions.

| Toxicity levels of certain bodily fluids | Contains | This type of visualization would deal mostly with concepts such as “blood”, “mucous”, “spinal fluid”, etc., which are concepts that do not fit neatly into a part-of relation. Rather an *is-contained-by* relation could be used to visualize the structures in the body where these fluids are generally found, turning the resulting 3D models into abstractions of the attributed concepts.

| Patient records showing muscles and muscle groups affected by a neurological disorder | Innervation source | A visualization which shows this data might present itself quite well using traditional approaches. However, it may be more informative in a cause-and-effect manner to use the suggested relation as it would illuminate the nerves which are undoubtedly involved in the disorder, adding additional knowledge to the visualization.

7.7 Semantic Level of Detail’s role in data-driven visualizations

We’ve discussed how the ubiquitous levels of granularity in biomedicine are represented within Biolucida’s visualizations as Semantic Level of Detail (SLOD). Since SLOD can be used effectively to manipulate and visually interrogate the anatomical concepts of a given relation, it can also be used to browse data that has been propagated and therefore exists at multiple SLOD levels in the visualization. In fact, the resulting visualization from a propagated dataset would be of limited value if this were not the case. However, such propagation among many levels of concepts brings about an interesting question of relevancy: can (or should) data be allowed to move along a relation indefinitely and should its utility at a given level of propagation be taken into account? It is difficult to discuss possible answers to this question without giving some examples. First, it is prudent to introduce the concept of data transformation.

7.8 Moving from propagation to inference: data transformation

Suppose we are creating a visualization from the dataset originally driven by the data in tables 7a and 7b. If propagation continues, then we will eventually produce records attributed to the “respiratory system” and the entire human body itself. While it may be logically valid to say that the GMV5 gene is expressed (somewhere) within the body because one of its propagation relation children contains a record with a positive expression for GMV5, it is not highly informative at such a high level. However, if new data were introduced as a result of the mitral valve expressing the GMV5 gene when the body node was reached, such as a phenotype or a physiological characterization, the utility of records at that level would increase markedly. This is especially true when one takes
into account that different users may focus on different SLOD levels within the same Representation. Each of the 
users, depending on their domain of expertise, may be interested in different types of data.

Biolucida contains modules which reside within Data Propagators and are responsible for using existing data to 
introduce new fields into the dataset, and to continue the propagation process using these new data. These modules, 
called Data Transformers, are event driven, and cause the spawning of new fields and new Data Propagators when 
specific nodes and data conditions become existent within a given data set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column ID</th>
<th>Gene Name</th>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
<th>Tissue Source</th>
<th>Native Concept</th>
<th>Physiological Function</th>
<th>Propagation Steps</th>
<th>Propagation Source</th>
<th>Transformed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>INSR</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>Arterial Tree</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>False</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>HBB</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>Null</td>
<td>Null</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>False</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>VHL</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Lungs</td>
<td>Respiratory System</td>
<td>Null</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ESR1</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>Left Fibrous Trigone of Mitral Valve</td>
<td>Respiratory System</td>
<td>Decreased blood flow</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7d. Data transformation results during data propagation, spawning physiological function data from expression information in specific bodily structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column ID</th>
<th>Gene Name</th>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
<th>Tissue Source</th>
<th>Native Concept</th>
<th>Physiological Function</th>
<th>Propagation Steps</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Propagation Source</th>
<th>Transformed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>INSR</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Lungs</td>
<td>Respiratory System</td>
<td>Null</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Null</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ESR1</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>Left Fibrous Trigone of Mitral Valve</td>
<td>Respiratory System</td>
<td>Decreased blood flow</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Null</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Null</td>
<td>Null</td>
<td>Null</td>
<td>Body</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Chronic Fatigue</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>True</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7e. Further data transformation results following initial transformations, producing “conditions” from the descriptions of physiological functioning.

Such capabilities which transform data may use inference, signifying that Biolucida can serve not only as a visualization system within specific application domains, but also as a system which implements the basic concepts of translational medicine. Translational medicine is a discipline which studies the flow of information between biomedical disciplines, from molecular studies to clinical care provisioning and further on to policy formation within public health. In the process of bench-to-bedside knowledge propagation, information will serve researchers with much different responsibilities, knowledgebases, and roles. It makes sound logical sense that a system which is
designed to meet the needs of the greater Biomedical research community, such as Biolucida, should be concerned with the relevancy of data to each stakeholder as it crosses cellular, tissue, and system boundaries. Such is the primary justification of data transformation.
CHAPTER 8
Determining Visualization Characteristics: Visualization Schemas

8.1 Introduction

In previous chapters, we’ve described how the Biolucida system creates virtual anatomical scenes, publishes distributable content, and processes data to be associated with concepts/entities for purposes of visualization. Here, we describe the method by which visualizations are created, or more specifically, how Entities with associated data are processed in a manner that alters a number of visual and behavioral attributes to create informative Representations. A visualization process pipeline has been implemented within the Biolucida server system which is responsible for evaluating the data attached to an Entity against customizable rules/conditions which change the appearance, position, behavior, ancillary added content, and even the selection of the proper 3D model itself. This process allows visualizations to be easily customized by not only developers, but also by users at runtime.

8.2 An overview of Visualization Schemas

In following with Biolucida’s modular approach to the implementation of many of its functions, the visualization process pipeline is designed to separate the components which are responsible for the determination of key variables of a visualization from the less artistic processes of selecting the entities and assigning the data before the scene is built. The difference between building a basic virtual anatomical scene and a data-driven visualization is that each entity is evaluated by a non-null Visualization Schema Set, composed of individual customized Schemas. A Visualization Schema implements the functionality necessary to interrogate an Entity’s associated data, and make updates to the Entity’s attributes before its insertion into the visualization scene.

![Figure 8a. Depiction of a Visualization Schema Set](image)
Biolucida defines interfaces and abstract classes for five types of Visualization Schemas, representing the visual and functional attributes which define the look and feel of an atlas-driven visualization.

- **Appearance Schema** - The most commonly used visualization schema is the Appearance Schema, which is responsible for affecting the diffuse color, emissive color, specular color, transparency, shininess, ambient intensity, and texture of a given entity.

- **Behavior Schema** – The Behavior Schema is responsible for applying changes to the dynamic behavior of an Entity, meaning that it adds animations which are started by events such as the initialization of the scene, the user approaching the entity within a critical distance, the selection of the Entity by the user, or the Entity transitioning into/out of view.

- **Transform Schema** – Not all visualizations will use the default transform settings of an Entity added to the scene. The Transform Schema is responsible for applying changes to the position, rotation and scale of an Entity.

- **Contextual Schema** – Some Entities may require that other Entities and ancillary content be added to the scene to either give proper context to the Entity or to be used as additional visual metaphors representing the underlying data. For example, a data-driven visualization which produces a scene populated only by a few small veins and arteries may require that additional organs and bones be added to properly orient the viewer. Another situation which requires the actions of the contextual schema is one where the Entities are given floating 3D “icons” as representations of their attributed data, much like symbols in a map.

- **Instance Depiction Schema** – The instance depiction schema is responsible for the modification of the 3D model representing an Entity in the scene. These modifications can include warping the surface mesh of the model beyond the capabilities of the transform schema, or swapping the model out completely for a selected variant. These actions may be required in situations where the data reflect changes in morphology, such as alterations of 3D entities to produce a visualization showing potential facial abnormalities in children based on genomic information.

### 8.3 The visualization schema process pipeline

In order to initiate a change in a given Entity’s attributes, Visualization Schemas must compare the attributed data of an Entity against a set of conditions which serve as triggers for applying any such changes. These conditions are contained within a data structure called a Value Lookup Table (VLT), held inside each schema instance. The VLT is composed of an ordinal list of condition/value pairs. The contents of the Entity’s attributed data are interrogated, and if a condition evaluates to `true` then the condition’s corresponding value is applied to the Entity. For instance, the appearance schema contains Material objects, which define an Entity’s visual attributes. If any of the appearance schema’s VLT conditions evaluate to `true`, then their associated Materials are applied to the entity.
These conditions, or Value Lookup Entries (VLEs), contain the definition of the field which is to be interrogated (such as the p-Value field for expression in a microarray record) so that its index within the attached records can be determined, along with an operator, and a comparison value. Since the VLEs have been initialized with the definition of the field of interest, they contain knowledge of its data type: textual, numerical, or temporal. The field’s format affects which operators are available for the VLE to use:

- Numerical: greater than, less than, equals
- Temporal: before, after, equals, equals with tolerance
- Textual: contains, starts with, ends with, equals

8.3.1 Relationships between VLTs, VLEs, and values

Each type of Visualization Schema contains a different class of value associated with its conditions. As mentioned above, the Appearance Schema contains Material objects, affecting an Entity’s appearance. The other schemas contain much different value types: the Behavior Schema contains Behavior objects, the Transform Schema contains Transforms, the Contextual Schema contains a delimited list of other required concept IDs, and the Instance Depiction Schema contains customizable mesh-alteration classes which perform more complex operations with methods defined by a standard Java interface.
The aforementioned value types allow a schema to perform a wholesale substitution of an original object (i.e. Material) for a new value object which can be composed of many different attributes, as is the case with Materials, Behaviors, and Transforms. However, these whole-object substitutions may not meet the needs of users and developers who seek to change only specific values within these objects, such as the scale with a Transform and the diffuse color within a Material. Moreover, one may desire to establish more of a continuous influence between the source data and the affected value. We may design a visualization where the red-channel value of a microarray record should become the red value of a Material’s diffuse color (adjusted a bit to remain within the 0.1.0 range, of course). This capability would allow one to avoid constructing discreet objects for every possible value in the source data. VLEs which allow these operations are referred to as parametric VLEs.

### 8.4 Record resolution

An assumption which Biolucida makes regarding the relation between data and VLTs is that there is a single value to be evaluated against the conditions defined within the VLT. While this may be the case for the source data after it has been first attributed to an Entity (though, possibly not if there are multiple sources and/or Data Handlers), data propagation will lead to a potential accumulation of multiple records at higher levels of an ontology due to child nodes inheriting records from multiple parents. In order to simplify the use of the VLT in the visualization pipeline, the developer or user may specify a record resolution operation, which is responsible for producing the single value which will be evaluated. Currently, Biolucida offers these resolution operations: mean, median, minimum, maximum, most common, least common, and amalgamation. The amalgamation operation ensures that the VLE will evaluate all of the values, and if any evaluate to true, then the VLE is triggered to act upon the Entity. This type of operation, however, is incompatible with parametric VLEs.
8.5 Customization of VLEs and VLTs

Like most of the systems which play a primary role in the look and feel of a visualization, the VLT systems are fully customizable. From a developer’s perspective, the VLT system can be extended to include VLEs with enhanced processing capabilities which can allow the conditional evaluation of all records attributed to an Entity, interrogation of multiple fields, and maintenance of state between the evaluation of one Entity to the next. The developer is also able to extend the predefined VLT interfaces to create novel types of VLTs which might affect Entity attributes defined in future releases of Biolucida, such as a time vector associated with Entities in a scene.

Users may control the variables of the visualization through a series of core GUI panels which are designed to allow editing of the VLTs and their constituent VLE/value pairs. Users may select the field of interest within the incoming dataset, specify the resolution operation to use, and manually edit the contents of the VLTs embedded within the Appearance, Behavior, Transform, Contextual, and Instance Depiction Schemas. However, the developer of a particular representation may choose to constrain the user’s ability to edit these settings, and instead embed a predefined set of VLT objects within the visualization schemas.
8.6 Extending the functionality of the VLT system beyond simple data

As each Entity is processed prior to its insertion into the scene, the VLT classes have access to many of Biolucida’s scene and data query mechanisms. Developers who extend the VLT system have the ability, as each Entity’s attributed data is interrogated, to query the current contents of the scene, survey the concepts in the Biolucida catalog and their ontological relationships, and even query external data sources via the Data Handler interfaces. Such extensibility could possibly enable enhanced inference capabilities as the Biolucida system grows.

8.7 Persistence for visualization schemas

Biolucida has been designed not only as a way to produce informative visualizations across the biomedical research domain, but also as a means of producing and evaluating 3D visualization conventions. While two-dimensional data visualization has become a relatively mature discipline with well-known conventions and regular innovation through new representations, 3D data visualization is a much newer and less tested discipline.

The lack of conventions in the 3D visualization world may have much to do with the effort required to produce a 3D visualization scene. Studying visualization heuristics entails creating a large number of visualizations with the intent of comparing their effectiveness in describing the datasets they represent. With the aforementioned high knowledge requirement of working with low-level toolkits such as VTK, and the lack of higher-level frameworks, a researcher faces a daunting task when it comes to the production of any appreciable number of visualizations for such a study.

A number of features within Biolucida are designed to allow it to serve as a rapid scene generation system in order to produce a large number of visualizations for evaluation purposes. In this manner, Biolucida functions as a visualization research tool in addition to a Biomedical data representation and communication system. To further minimize the effort required in producing visualizations, the Biolucida system has been imbued with the ability to save and load visualization schema definitions, so that a researcher only needs to create a visualization definition for evaluation purposes once. This capability also allows the reuse of visualization parameters not only between sessions, but also between users and between different Representations, if allowed by the developer.
Chapter 9
Results and Evaluation

9.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, we have described the software architecture of Biolucida and how the components within that architecture function together to carry out some of the core tasks in the process of building interactive 3D Representations, processing external datasets, and applying visual metaphors to the contents of a scene. In this chapter we describe how these core modules have been extended to implement four distinct visualization systems (as plugins) and address the needs presented in the use cases found in chapter three. We will also discuss the results of several evaluation exercises which were performed to determine the effectiveness and appeal of each plugin or application.

The use-cases described in chapter three were developed through review of literature describing prototype biomedical visualization systems to derive a set of prototypical scenarios where visualization tools are used. For review purposes, the use cases are summarized below.

1. Anatomy education material production. An anatomy instructor uses Biolucida to produce an interactive scene describing the structure and function of the cardiovascular system.
2. Informed consent attainment. A surgeon uses Biolucida to create and deliver portable animations showing the sequence of events in three separate surgical procedures to remove a tumor from the brain.
3. Molecular data visualization. A researcher must produce a visualization of the expression location of a particular cell-surface receptor within the human body.
4. Patient data visualization. Developers desire to deploy a system which allows physicians to review a wide array of patient data within a single interactive visualization.

The development of add-on Biolucida modules to meet the needs of the above use-cases was undertaken as a proof-of-concept to explore how developers would extend the functions of the core system to create domain-specific applications. These use-cases were chosen not only because they are representative of the manner in which visualization systems tend to be applied in biomedicine, but also because together they demand the implementation of a very diverse set of features of which only the most capable of interactive visualization systems could implement.

9.2 Custom Biolucida client systems

Implementing the systems which provide the functionality described by the aforementioned use-cases required the creation of two custom clients and several custom Representations and data-centric plugins, just as was intended using Biolucida’s current architecture.
9.2.1 The Anatomy Scene Authoring Client

The ASA client is the most basic implementation of a Biolucida client. The ASA client is focused on the needs of the educational and communication disciplines within biomedicine, supporting the efforts of educators and professionals who have an interest in developing interactive 3D scenes and animations.

Initialization operations. Upon logging into the Biolucida Server, the client sends a series of commands which set the conditions necessary to begin constructing a scene. First, the client requests the creation of a blank dataset at the server (a requirement for all Representations), and the resulting dataset ID is returned by the server which is cached by the client. Second, the client requests the creation of an ASA-related Representation based on the blank dataset ID. After the creation of the new Representation instance, its unique ID is sent back to the client, along with the X3D content of the blank scene for this type of Representation. The blank scene contains not only the default control and information nodes to allow for some basic functions such as determining the camera’s position and orientation, it also contains a LayerSet node capable of hosting the models which compose a heads-up-display (HUD) control panel. The HUD contains a gyroscopic compass in the form of a human skeleton. The compass mirrors the orientation of the anatomical objects within the scene to prevent the viewer from becoming disoriented.

9.2.1.2 The Interactive Scene Generator (ISG) Representation – A full-featured intelligent scene generator and animation system

This Representation includes the basic features of the Biolucida core system responsible for building an anatomical scene, accessing its contents, and moving the camera. The ISG Representation does not implement any custom modules. It simply uses the modules found within the core client architecture.

Implementation of the abstract 3D representation. For purposes of explaining the unique features of each Representation, it is best to describe each implementation in terms of the required areas of customization described in chapter 5. The ISG Representation implements mostly core functionality, drawing from the standard classes and controls made available to plugin developers, with slight modifications where appropriate.
**User interface.** The ISG implements a collection of default buttons, menu items, panels, and control assemblies within its user interface. These objects are included in the core Biolucida Client and require no alterations to provide their prescribed functionality. These objects include buttons to log in/out, save/load scenes, create scenes, as well as control panels and graphical information displays. In addition to the inclusion of these core GUI elements, the ISG includes a few custom displays which provide the user with additional features, such as an Entity appearance editor, and an Entity selection display.

![Figure 9b. The ISG Representations displaying the cardiovascular system.](image)

**Event logic.** The ISG Representation implements three custom event processing “controllers”, which are responsible for camera manipulation, Entity selection processing, and scene editing.

- **Camera View Controller (CVC).** The CVC is responsible for manipulating the camera into proper position and orientation for canonical views of selected Entities. Responding to presses on the numerical keys 1-6, the controller moves the camera to the front, rear, top, bottom, right, and left views of the currently selected Entity. Proper distance between the camera and the centroid of the selected Entity is calculated using the Entity’s bounding box data, stored on the Biolucida Server.

- **Pin Placement Controller (PPC).** The PPC is responsible for placing labels, which show an Entity’s concept name, on the Entities within the scene. The labels “float” in space, occupying positions beyond the periphery of the bounding box of an amalgamation of all models contained within the Biolucida catalog. Each label is connected to its respective anatomical structure by a single line, or pin, running from the centroid of the 3D model to the base of the label. Placement of each label is established using the bounding box of all possible models describing the human body. The label is placed slightly beyond the periphery of the bounding box using a calculation which sets the amount of offset left/right and up/down based on where the centroid of the model is located compared with the maximum extent of the x and y coordinates of the body’s bounding box.
• Entity Placement Controller (EPC). The EPC allows the user to move and rotate Entities within the scene when an alteration of the position and orientation from the default value is desired. The EPC is activated using the keys “g” and “r” to grab (move) and rotate an Entity, respectively. When activated, this controller registers itself as a listener of mouse motion events, followed by the establishment of a connection with the `set_translation` and `set_rotation` fields of the Entity’s (scene) transform node. The controller updates the Entity’s position and rotation by translating the motion of the mouse, attenuated for the camera’s distance from the Entity, into successive updates to the transform’s translation and rotation fields. Changes in position and rotation can be constrained by a single axis by pressing the x, y, and z keys when the EPC is active. Axis proxies in the form of primitive shapes are added to the scene, centered at the Entity’s centroid, as visual cues to assist the user.

• Entity Identification Controller (EIC). The EIC receives Entity selection events from the Entity interaction event manager, extracts the concept name from the event object, and updates the text content of the Entity Selection Display, allowing the user to see the name of the Entity that they have selected.

![Figure 9c. Biolucida scene showing pin placement](image)

**The default Semantic Level of Detail controller.** The core Biolucida client includes a default Semantic LOD controller which is responsible for responding to keystrokes that cause the focus of the client, in terms of the currently selected Entity, to move up or down along the chosen relationship representing Semantic Level of Detail. This capability allows the user to manipulate Entities in groups of varying level of granularity to achieve a desired look and feel of the scene.
Evaluation – Task-based user evaluation to test usability and suitability for users who lack 3D software experience. While the ISG may be functional from an alpha testing perspective, it requires evaluation by users to establish a target audience’s potential satisfaction with its use. Biolucida was designed to be used by researchers, clinicians, and educators who have little training in 3D design and animation. The software design strategy behind the ISG’s development is to create an interactive scene builder which is easy to learn and requires no background in the 3D design software packages which have saturated their respective markets for the past 10 years. Solutions such as Inventor, Maya, 3DS Max, Solidworks, and Catia, which are found in the engineering, manufacturing, and architectural fields, require a great deal of training to utilize effectively.

The use of professional 3D design systems requires specialized software skills and equipment [93], the cost of which (both in time and funding) is often beyond the level of investment to which physicians and researchers will commit. Expert personnel tend to be available only to project teams at large institutions and/or to groups who are well-funded. Even in cases where such resources are available, commercial systems tend to be designed with the financial potential of the market, rather than innovation, in mind. Licensing restrictions, limited access to APIs and libraries, and a superfluous catalog of capabilities designed to meet the needs of those with the deepest pockets are among the many issues with using a commercial system for research purposes. On the other hand, one can always turn to the variety of open systems which the academic and progressive software development worlds have produced. However, these systems can require a larger time investment since their documentation and training materials are often inadequate or hard to come by, and learning by trial-and-error is difficult because these systems are highly complex because of their large feature sets, such as in the case of Blender.

The goal of producing a system which has a low barrier to entry and can be operated by users with little or no graphics training, calls for a usability assessment by two groups which differed markedly in their level of training in 3D design systems. Two groups of ten users each (randomly chosen from 20 candidates) were selected for this study. The first group was composed of subjects who were actively employed in a technical design profession which requires the use of 3D software. The second group was composed of professionals from the allied health field, specifically massage practitioners. The second group was selected not only because of a confirmed lack of
exposure to 3D design software, but also because a familiarity with anatomy provides each user the domain knowledge to utilize the software to complete the assigned tasks building anatomical scenes.

The subjects were each given a brief orientation in the use of the software, and subsequently asked to perform a series of tasks designed to test the breadth of the ISG’s capabilities. The subject’s screen activity was recorded and each user was asked to “think aloud” while executing each task, providing a cursory account of the subject’s cognition during their activities. After the completion of all requested tasks, the subjects were asked to fill out a System Usability Survey [15] form, containing ten Likert-Scale items designed to assess a subject’s satisfaction with the software system. A copy of the task list and the questionnaire can be found in Appendix D, and the results of the evaluation can be found in Appendix E.

The user evaluations revealed that the Biolucida system offers a great deal of promise as a means of delivering 3D communication and analysis applications to novice 3D users. Analysis of the SUS item scores (Appendix E) revealed that the Biolucida prototype had a mean usability rating of 71.6, when compiling the scores of all users. While this score is only slightly above the average score of 70 for a large sample of SUS evaluations [5], it is promising for a prototype of Biolucida’s complexity and novelty. There were slight differences between the two survey groups. However, these differences were not statistically significant.

A more qualitative assessment of notes taken during the evaluation, taken from the think aloud activities revealed several interesting insights. It seems difficulties arose mostly from the users’ understanding of the concept terms used to identify models to be placed in the scene and to be manipulated in the required animations. These difficulties were more prevalent than those arising from any unfamiliarity with Biolucida’s user interface design. Another prevalent difficulty which all users encountered was with the various methods of navigation. Users were unfamiliar with terms such as “examine” and “tilt”, in reference to manipulation of a 3D camera.

9.2.1.3 The Procedural Animation (PA) Representation – A full-featured intelligent scene generator and animation system

The second use case described in chapter 3 refers to a surgeon constructing several animations of surgical procedures, and creating a distributable artifact that can be viewed without the use of the original authoring software. To meet the needs described in this use case, the PA Representation was created. The PA Representation is capable of constructing a scene using the same functionality as the ISG Representation, with three additional capabilities. The PA Representation includes an animation construction module which allows the user to create dynamic content within a scene, constructed by stringing together the atomic actions outlined in Chapter 6. The PA Representation also allows an author to import external 3D content into the scene beyond that described within Biolucida’s concept catalog, such as surgical instruments and equipment. Lastly, the PA Representation has the ability to “publish” a scene, complete with all of its constituent animations, into a standard VRML/X3D file which can be read by any browser meeting the appropriate Web3D conformance levels.
**Event logic.** The PA Representation contains the same event processing controllers that are found within the ISG Representation, plus an additional controller to handle the insertion of an “instrument” within the scene, designed to represent a surgical tool or other implement which the author can use as a pointing or “picking” device, much like a mouse cursor. The design intent here is to provide the user with an illustrative prop with which they can better explain the procedure. The controller is activated by a single key command, at which point it inserts a selected model, representing the illustrative instrument, into the scene. The controller then registers itself as a listener of mouse motion events and moves the instrument in response to the user’s movements.

![Figure 9e. The PA Representation using a syringe as the instrument pointer.](image)

**User interface.** The PA Representation includes a few additional user interface panels in its ancillary options area, all implemented within Biolucida’s core set of user interface modules. The animation editor manages the animations, sequences, and actions which compose the dynamic content of a scene. There are also a series of inventory panels which are responsible for the collection of viewpoints, waypoints, paths, and courses within the scene. These objects serve as points and collections of points which can define motion for the camera or Entities over the course of an animation.

![Figure 9f. PA user interfaces allowing the construction of animations by managing discreet actions.](image)

**File output.** The export of a VRML/X3D file is made relatively simple due to the fact that the same content factory used to translate Entities into the appropriate syntax for rendering within the Xj3D browser window is used to write
the entire scene to a file. However, there is a modification made to the scene before such a final translation occurs. Entities transmitted between the server and the client generally rely on inline shapes, where the geometry is referenced by URL, but the exported VRML/X3D file must be self-contained to be an effective communication token. Therefore, all geometry information is first inserted into the Shape object of each Entity before the translation is completed and the resulting file is downloaded. If animations are present, then an interactive panel is inserted into the HUD display of the scene containing selection controls and a “start” button to begin the animation.

Figure 9g. Output X3D File with semi-transparent animation selection panel.

Evaluation – Heuristic evaluation to establish the usability of more complex interfaces. The PA Representation uses much of the same user interaction techniques implemented by the ISV Representation. Therefore, a user acceptance study would seem repetitive. It has been found that not only are expert reviews of software interfaces effective, but also that the free-form discussion they elicit can offer insights which fail to arise from tightly controlled task-focused user studies, especially during exploratory phases of development [130]. Five experts will typically find about 75% of the usability shortcomings in a given system [112]. Heuristic Evaluation [98], originally developed by Jakob Nielsen, is designed to evaluate the design of interfaces based on a set of general interface heuristics which are well known by software usability. In keeping with these guidelines, five usability experts were recruited to perform a heuristic evaluation on Biolucida’s animation authoring interfaces, in hopes of identifying areas where the interfaces could be troublesome or confusing. Because of the complex nature of the animation construction user interface system, it seemed most informative to focus an evaluation on the ease of use of those particular panels, especially since their design departs from standard 3D animation software conventions.

Many commercial and Open Source 3D animation software packages use a keyframe model of animation, where the author makes cumulative changes to the entire 3D scene, specifying the point at which the changes are to be completed along a timeline. The animation software then interpolates between the original and the altered scene, creating dynamic content which embodies the transitions between the states of the content of the keyframes. Biolucida uses a similar concept, but attempts to simplify animation authoring by limiting the changes to the discreet actions which affect only singular targets.
The heuristic evaluation exercise utilized a team of five individuals currently employed as usability experts at a local industrial design firm which receives a significant portion of its yearly revenue from contracts involving the design of user interfaces to be implemented in a variety of software systems and consumer electronic devices. The participants were given a brief demonstration covering the features of Biolucida which allow a user to create custom scenes and to publish animations. After the demonstration, a discussion ensued in which the following were highlighted as areas of improvement in Biolucida’s user interface design.

1. **Lack of consistency in control “widget” appearances.** One item mentioned several times by the expert panel focused on the consistency of the look and feel of the standard controls in the various panels and menu bars throughout the system. Some buttons have only text, while others have an inconsistent iconography applied to them.

2. **No task-oriented linear flow reflected in control panel organization.** The expert panel revealed that there exists no grouping of UI elements in Biolucida which support the main categories of tasks which the user performs, such as “populate scene”, “customize scene”, and “publish”. It was suggested that users will expect control objects which are logically related to be physically grouped together, and that these groups should exhibit a linear flow to accomplish the task for which the system was designed. For instance, there exists no “add model” within the scene inventory panel, even though the two elements are intimately related.

3. **High level UI elements are too generic to be important.** Biolucida’s main toolbar currently contains controls responsible for signing in/out, saving/loading a scene, etc.. The panel felt that these functions have little relation to the main tasks performed by the user, and should therefore be demoted while other UI elements should occupy this top-level toolbar.

4. **Generic terms do not yield an understanding of tasks performed.** In an effort to help maintain Biolucida’s generalizability, UI elements were designed with descriptive text which does not commit the system’s semantics to any one application. For example, in order to add an anatomical model to a scene, the user selects a button entitled, “Add Scene Instance”. The panel thought these and many other terms should be re-written to be more domain-specific and therefore, more intuitive.

5. **No “expert” mode.** While many of the recommendations of the group were based on a novice user’s expectations, it was also mentioned that expert users will have different preferences and should therefore be accommodated by employing a dual-mode design. Such an “expert” mode may rely more on key strokes and scripting commands rather than UI elements, reserving more screen area for the scene versus the controls.

6. **Navigation should employ buttons.** The expert panel commented that novice users will most likely fail to understand the navigational terms used in the Biolucida interface, such as “fly”, “pan”, and “examine”. It was also mentioned that iconography should be employed to promote understanding.

Interestingly, it was not the animation construction interfaces which drew the experts’ attention, but these more general concerns. Overall, the expert panel was pleased with the novel nature and functionality of the system,
and encouraging discussion revealed that Biolucida currently appears to be, from a look-and-feel perspective, not far from the quality of many early-stage commercial systems which the firm has encountered.

9.2.2 The DataGen Client (DGC)

When Biolucida is used to create data-driven visualizations, the development focus moves from including interfaces and enhanced user-interaction event logic to the implementation of Data Handlers, Data Attributors, Propagators, and Visualization Schemas. To support the functionality required to meet the needs of the researcher desiring to visualize the site of expression for a particular cell surface receptor, the SDV representation and a collection of data-related plugin objects were created.

9.2.2.1 Server-side components

The DGC is designed to issue commands which initiate a number of server-side processes that are responsible for building datasets, attributing records to anatomical concepts, and instantiating visualization schemas. The user controls this process through a set of user interfaces which are presented prior to the visualization of a 3D scene, unlike in the workflow established in the ASA client.

![Figure 9h. The Datagen Client interface which allows an author to set the parameters for the extraction of a dataset which forms the basis for a subsequently produced visualization.](image)

**Data Handlers.** Three data handlers were developed to acquire and process gene expression data which would subsequently drive the visualization process. Expression data can exist in a number of formats, and reside in different places. In order to demonstrate Biolucida’s breadth of features which it offers the developer, the data handlers were responsible for processing of three unique data sources, accessed via local file parsing, HTTP connection, and by means of an API.
**HuGE Index Data Handler.** The HuGEIndex project [48] contains the expression profiles for thousands of genes across twenty anatomical structures, and more are currently being added. Expression data was manually acquired using the HuGEIndex.org website’s query interface and unified into a single .csv file for subsequent parsing by the data handler. The HuGE Index dataset contains an arbitrary score reflecting the level of expression of each gene ranging from 0 to roughly 10,000. The expression data can be used to compare samples and genes, since the same consistent procedure is used to translate expression levels to this “score” in every case.

**Array Express Data Handler.** As opposed to other gene expression data sources, ArrayExpress [107] implements a much more rigid set of standards for its experimental datasets. MAGE-ML [89], or Microarray Gene Expression Markup language which was originated by the MGED working group [146], is a formal standard describing microarray results. It is the product of fusing a gene expression-specific schema, or document type definition, with MAGE-OM, an object model describing microarray experimental data. Databases utilizing this representation method require less file-parsing work from their users, as Java classes for the extraction of information are openly available. Several MAGE-ML files which describe gene expression in normal human tissues were downloaded to the data directory of the Biolucida server for subsequent parsing.

**NCI Gene Expression Handler.** The NCI Gene Expression data handler is designed to handle a dataset composed of a network-accessible database containing the data described by NCI’s normal tissue gene expression database. The dataset contains the expression profiles of 18,927 genes, taken from 158 tissue samples, and therefore contain references to anatomical concepts, used for data attribution. The data were downloaded from the NCI website and inserted into a csv file which was subsequently processed by a simple set of Java methods which inserted the data into the awaiting tables, hosted on a PostgreSQL database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Gene Expression Data Type</th>
<th>Anatomical Structure Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HuGE Index DB</td>
<td>Arbitrary score from 1 to 10,000</td>
<td>Common tissue terms such as “stomach”, and “brain”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Array Express MAGE-ML</td>
<td>Expression flag of “up” or “down” with a p-Value</td>
<td>Unrestricted term set which can be of arbitrary origin, decided by researcher; can be omitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCI Gene Expression DB</td>
<td>Heatmap score of -2.0 to 2.0, higher score means higher expression level</td>
<td>A constrained set of twenty five terms, much like the HuGE Index anatomical references</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9a. Descriptions of datasources used for the Biolucida prototype of the DGC client

### 9.2.2.2 Compatible data visualization Representations

Data visualization Representations offer limited authoring capabilities and focus more on simply allowing the user to explore the scene and investigate its contents after it has been delivered to the client. Each Representation is described by its RepresentationDescription class, identifying the necessary fields which are required to be in the
source dataset in order for the Representation to have access to the data it needs to fully execute its visualization schemas. If a Representation is compatible with the currently loaded dataset, then it is offered to the user as a potential selection for visualizing the dataset after it has been parsed and loaded into the system.

9.2.2.2.1 The Simple DataViz (SDV) Representation

The SDV Representation has the most limited set of implemented core features of any representation. Selecting Entities and requesting the expansion of the ancillary options panels will produce no results. Therefore, the SDV presents a scene to the user, which is designed only for exploration. Though the user still has the ability to switch navigation modes, the scene defaults to the “examine” mode. The SDV representation was produced to be used as a means of testing the effectiveness of visualization schemas, where the scene, and the appearance, spatial characteristics, and behavior of its contents are to serve as sufficient representations of the underlying data, without the help of Biolucida’s other interactive displays.

![Figure 9i. The SDV and DBV Representations showing positive gene expression for a given queried gene name.](image)

9.2.2.2.2 The Data Browsing Visualization (DBV) Representation

The DBV Representation implements more functionality than the SDV Representation in that it offers the user a data browsing panel within the ancillary option panel array. This UI feature allows the user to select an Entity, and view the source data attributed to that Entity, as well as review all records within the dataset. The table display applies text formatting to differentiate propagated and transformed values from those derived from the source data.

Evaluation – Focus group discussion of the effectiveness of the data visualization Representations, and of the visualization schemas. A focus group was selected from members of the Structural Informatics Group, a University of Washington informatics research team which develops applications which manage, query, and visualize information in an effort to meet the needs of the Biomedical research community. A demonstration was given using random datasets and the representations described above, showing Biolucida’s visualization workflow and the use of the interactive visualizations which are produced as a result.
Discussion of Biolucida’s capabilities yielded generally positive feedback, and several key areas were highlighted as potential points of improvement slated for future development. These suggestions included:

1. **Better navigation controls.** The focus group felt that the navigation controls within Biolucida were unintuitive and that the system was missing certain camera controls which would be most helpful for novice users. These controls include a “fit to scene” command, where a user could establish a position and orientation where the view frustum included all models within the scene, and a “straighten up” command which would position the camera upright, yet looking in the basic direction of the original view.

2. **Leveraging external content via URL-based objects.** Even though Biolucida has the capability of including a wide variety of content in its current prototype state, it should allow the referencing of external information sources via URL. Such sources can point to narrative information which is relevant to the imported data and to the anatomical models within the scene, or such information may leverage the full functionality of web services, semantic technologies, and other information sources offered by the Web.

3. **Simpler client initialization process.** There was consensus among the group that a simpler method of starting the client must be made available to the user. Launch methods such as JNLP or alternative deployments using browser-based technologies seemed preferable to the current standalone Java prototype.

After general feedback on the Biolucida system was collected, the focus group was shown a series of visualizations using different Visualization Schemas in an effort to explore effective means of presenting 3D data visualizations. The schemas used differed slightly in the manner in which gene expression data were illustrated. A random data generator, implemented as a custom Data Handler, was used to populate a dataset containing the same fields as the NCI gene expression dataset. The visualization schemas were designed to interrogate the gene expression flag (true or false) of each record, and when appropriate, use the p-value of the expression finding for values. In each case, anatomical structures which contained no data or a p-Value of higher than 0.10 were colored black.

- **Color-based visualization schemas.** Color-based visualization schemas were implemented to apply a red shade to the appropriate color field when the expression was found to be negative, and green when the expression was found to be positive. The p-Value was used to modulate the intensity of the color.
  - **Diffuse schema.** Appropriate color was applied to the Entity Material’s diffuse color field
  - **Diffuse with transparency schema.** Appropriate color was applied to the Entity Material’s diffuse color field, while the p-Value was used to modulate the transparency.
  - **Emissive schema.** Appropriate color was applied to the Entity Material’s emissive color field
  - **Specular schema.** Appropriate color was applied to the Entity Material’s specular color field.
After viewing the aforementioned visualization schemas, the focus group found diffuse color to be the most informative retinal attribute used as a visual metaphor for data representation. The other appearance attributes exhibited shortcomings when used in visualizations, which the focus group highlighted in their discussion:

- Transparency proved to be a useful visual metaphor when applied to models with relatively simple shapes, such as the femur. However, interpretation of its meaning was difficult when applied to more complex shapes, where a single model may exhibit undulations which require the viewer to peer through more than three layers of transparency within the same entity, as in the case of the small and large intestine models.
- Specular and emissive colors were less useful than diffuse colors because specular highlights appeared very weak, while emissive colors clearly overpowered other visual attributes.
- Color gradients were useful only when composed of appropriately spaced discreet levels, since focus group users had trouble identifying differences in levels of red and green when the displayed color ranges were divided into more than four levels. This comparison was especially difficult for focus group members when performed in sparsely populated scenes and applied to entities separated by larger distances in space.

Unfortunately, the following additional schemas were prepared for viewing and subsequent discussion by the focus group, but time limitations did not permit their inclusion. These visualization schemas, therefore, will be most likely used in future work:

- **Behavior-based visualization schemas.** Entities were given behaviors which represented whether the gene expression was found to be positive or negative. Entities with positive values were given a pulsating behavior, and entities with negative expression values were given a rotating behavior. P-value was used to control the speed of the behavior.
- **Hybrid behavior/color/transparency schema.** Entities were given the same coloration as in the case of the diffuse schema, but the positives which displayed a p-Value of below 0.03 were given a pulsating behavior, and transparency was linked to the number of records attributed to the Entity.

### 9.2.2.2.3 Display of heterogeneous media in a single environment: The Medical Record Visualization (MRV)

The MRV is a Representation which brings together all of the elements of the previously presented data visualizations. It also incorporates more data types into the scene and provides some additional functionality to meet the needs of the clinician described in the fourth, and last, use case scenario. The MRV is composed of a data handler which imports patient data to be visualized using a reduced set of atlas models, and a random medical image.
data selector which supplies a range of image types to supplement the content of the data handler, thus mimicking the breadth of content found in a real medical record that might be reviewed by a clinician.

**The Practice Fusion Data Handler.** In November of 2010, Practice Fusion (an electronic medical record provider) released a dataset composed of de-identified demographics, diagnoses, prescriptions, allergy data, and chart information for use by researchers in a number of medical fields. As a publicly available dataset, it can be downloaded from Microsoft’s data market website. The data handler is responsible for randomly choosing a particular patient id, and extracting the necessary information described in table 9b associated with that patient.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>The random id of the patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>The age of the patient, calculated from their birth year to the time when the visualization is produced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>The gender of the patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>Systolic blood pressure reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>Diastolic blood pressure reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>Body mass index of the patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>Body temperature of the patient, in degrees Fahrenheit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICD-9</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>The ICD-9 code for the physician’s diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>The physician’s diagnosis, in free text form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prescription</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>The prescription assigned, if any</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9b. Data extracted by the Practice Fusion Data Handler

**Randomized Medical Image (RMI) Handler.** A patient’s medical record will undoubtedly contain a number of types of media besides the text-based data described in table 9b. These data can include voxel-based DICOM images such as CT and MRI scans, auditory data, movies such as ultrasound footage, and flat images such as X-ray films. A visualization system capable of presenting such information to a user must support the management and rendering of all of these types of data. Fortunately, the Xj3D browser embedded within Biolucida offers such support.
The RMI Handler simulates an association between a set of medical images and the Practice Fusion dataset by randomly selecting a DICOM image to display alongside the atlas visualization of the patient data. This style of presentation serves mainly to demonstrate the capability of displaying radiological image data within the same scene as the atlas-base visualization. However, there are a variety of ways given the capabilities of the SAI and Biolucida’s event handling logic, of displaying 3D medical imagery within a visualization. This is especially true when one considers that voxel data can be translated to surface-based models by a number of established algorithms and third-party utilities. Figure 9l displays 3D medical image data display strategies within previous implementations of Biolucida Representations.

Figure 9l. Multiple ways of displaying DICOM images within Biolucida: as serial slices displayed within the volume (left), as models from a 3rd party process through isosurface generation (center), and as an image stack with transparency (right).
Chapter 10
Discussion and Future Work

10.1 Revisiting biolucida’s purpose

Biolucida was designed with the intent of serving as a visualization system to meet the broad needs of the Biomedical research community. It was constructed to provide a toolset for producing interactive content used to enhance the communication and comprehension of experimental datasets, clinical skills and procedures, anatomical knowledge, and many other types of information.

The intention behind the creation of such a broadly targeted technology is that it should provide both domain experts and external developers with a toolkit that would form the foundations for an innumerable number of derivative applications. These core systems provide necessary common functionality to these derivative visualization applications, such as: a communication framework, user interface tools, rendering systems, scene manipulation utilities, data processing pipelines, and visualization workflow management. With these core assets, developers or domain experts need invest only a small fraction of the amount of time it would take to deploy entirely new applications.

10.2 A review of the prototype applications developed as plugins to the core Biolucida system

The plugin modules described in chapter 9 demonstrate Biolucida’s extensibility as a visualization application platform. Each derivative application was evaluated in a different manner to determine its effectiveness and to yield different insights which will inform future development efforts. Additionally, the applications provided opportunities to pursue related research, such as evaluating the effectiveness of visualization methods in 3D scenes.

10.2.1 Discussion of the evaluation results

The three evaluation exercises designed to examine different aspects of Biolucida (user-based, heuristic, and focus group) produced not only common insights which will inform the direction of future work, but also helped to further describe the strengths inherent in and challenges faced by the current prototype that is offered as a broad-use 3D biomedical 3D visualization system.

All three evaluation exercises highlighted 3D navigation as an area of desired improvement in the current prototype. This finding is not surprising given that proper implementation of navigation techniques is a well-documented challenge in 3D systems. However, novel methods for representing the modes of navigation, whether through iconography or animation, must be properly investigated if this challenge is to be overcome. It will be more revealing to evaluate Biolucida using other display technologies (such as head-mounted displays, and CAVE systems) to ascertain whether users have the same challenges when using more 3D-oriented equipment.
The user evaluation was designed not only as a validation of the basic interfaces provided within the core client, but also as a comparison of two user groups – one with substantial familiarity with 3D design software, and one with only knowledge of the relevant domain content, or more specifically, anatomy. The two user groups were chosen to be representative of two types of stake holders. The allied health subjects represented the graphics naïve researchers, educators, and clinicians who would use Biolucida to produce interactive content to help to communicate their own concepts and ideas. The 3D designers represented animators and 3D modeling professionals who might be brought into a project to produce these artifacts. The logic behind comparing the evaluation results of the two groups is that it might provide insights about whether or not graphics naïve domain experts can perform 3D design and animation just as well as a 3D content professional, if given the same amount of training on a system like Biolucida.

While the mean usability score among the allied health practitioners was higher (74) than the 3D designers (69.3), the difference was not statistically significant and therefore it suggests that both groups were equally satisfied with their experience in using the prototype system. This finding gives us a faint picture of the level of comfort each group experienced while using the software, but it does not speak to their levels of competence in executing the required tasks. The time of completion of the task list is a much better measure of such aptitude. A comparison of the two user groups yielded a slight difference in completion times of the set of requested tasks, an average of 27.5 minutes for the 3D designers and 24.2 minutes for the massage practitioners. Like the SUS scores, these differences were not statistically significant, so one could say that each group performed the set of tasks with similar speed.

The above findings suggest that users who lack familiarity with 3D software are likely to be able to operate the Biolucida prototype just as well as if they had been exposed to similar software systems already available. This finding is bolstered by a more in-depth analysis of the difficulties encountered by the users as they operated the software. Reviewing the narrative elements produced by the think aloud activities revealed that a majority of the points at which the users paused or encountered difficulties arose from an unfamiliarity with the anatomical concepts used to describe the models in Biolucida’s inventory. The allied health practitioners had fewer troubles with such semantics than the 3D software experts. This suggests that a familiarity with the application domain may be more important than a familiarity with the operation of the visualization software system itself. This fact can form an argument against the compulsory procurement of expert software services when 3D communication and analysis is required.

A larger question to ask here is whether Biolucida and its plugins can be implemented and used effectively by researchers, educators, and clinicians. Given these users’ limited time and resources, the learning curve of the Biolucida system must not be steep, and the time to develop plugins must be minimal. Otherwise, we will have created no viable alternative to the substantial investment of becoming familiar with the very complex commercial packages used for producing animations, nor will we have reduced the tendency of developers to engineer solutions to biomedicine’s visualization problems from the ground up.
Biolucida was designed to approach a very daunting task – to serve as a generalizable 3D visualization system for the Biomedical field. This challenge produced a wide variety of use-cases and their related requirements. However, in an effort to gain an understanding of whether the Biolucida’s feature set is broad enough to support the application needs of future informaticists, the focus group described in chapter nine was asked to list the types of applications to which they would most likely apply Biolucida’s capabilities. It was thought that this type of exercise may yield a forward-looking view of tomorrow’s development community needs, versus the literature search described in chapter 3 which serves as a historical account of what biomedicine has required of its 3D software tools. The following types of applications were described by the members of the focus group.

1. **Medical education.** Anatomy instruction was an obvious domain of application for the Biolucida system. The group focused on the value, however, of customizing the content found in the catalog of 3D models, as no system will ever offer a totally complete catalog of models for all possible situations.

2. **Radiological aids.** The group discussed the value of using a 3D system to serve as an atlas aiding radiologists and their students in achieving proper orientation and to help identify anatomical structures.

3. **Spatial reasoning.** Visualizations such as those involving mapping activation areas of the brain were discussed. It was mentioned by one participant that an advantage which Biolucida offers in this area of application, again, is its ability to use any model set required – such as different “average” brain models for use in comparing data from multiple patients. A key feature discussed, which Biolucida has not yet implemented, is modeling time in its Representations. Such a feature would allow Biolucida to be used as a developmental biology data visualization system, showing spatially distributed phenomena over progressive stages of development.

4. **“Personalized medicine” display.** The focus group described several applications designed to visualize patient medical record data. Such applications would digest chart information and medical history and present visualizations to either the patient or the provider for enhanced comprehension or communication.

5. **Illustrating ontology concepts.** Ontologies, such as the FMA, would benefit from having a visualization engine which can instantiate concepts included in a view or in the results of a query as a 3D scene.

Analysis of the features required by the aforementioned applications reveals that Biolucida supports most of these functional needs. However, Biolucida does not currently offer Representations which include a dimension of time. This will most likely remedied in the next release of the software, and only requires that concepts be identified by both terminology and by time, such as is the case with organ models derived from developmental biology atlases.

The provisioning of features alone will not guarantee the adoption of a software framework by developers. There are characteristics of libraries, frameworks, and extensible applications which determine the amount of effort, likelihood of success, and potential risk in deploying a software solution. In order to shed some light on what factors may influence the adoption of Biolucida within the software engineering community, the focus group was also asked to discuss factors which placed a library or application framework in their favor when developing applications which leveraged such resources. The group listed the following factors.
1. **Proper licensing.** While not an architectural feature of any software system, the manner in which it is offered for use by a community, university, or company is an important political factor which will inevitably affect whether or not it is used in a project. For reasons of flexibility and indemnity, non-viral Open Source licenses such as LGPL are preferred.

2. **Comprehensive documentation.** Documentation which describes not only the architecture of the software, but also details its methods and provides adequate examples was a cited as a critical component of a usable software library.

3. **Robust operation.** Software which has been adequately tested and its operation validated, instills the confidence necessary for its inclusion in mission-critical systems.

4. **Wide adoption.** Software which has already been included in a variety of systems carries with it a sense of reliability and appeal.

5. **Large user community.** Software which not only is in use in a number of applications authored by a large group of developers, but is also supported by an active population of contributors, is more likely to continue its viability.

6. **Modular architecture.** Libraries which have a modular architecture allow developers to include portions of their functionality rather than requiring the packaging of potentially unnecessary code and resources leading to unnecessarily large deployments.

7. **Properly managed dependencies.** Libraries which contain other dependencies must provide proper documentation and straightforward methods for managing such resources through development utilities such as Maven.

While many of the software attributes discussed by the focus are outside the development scope of this project, such as licensing strategy and the fostering of a community, they highlight the importance of efforts that lay beyond effective software design and implementation. Clearly, Biolucida will require significant logistical support to become widely used should it be released as a production system.

### 10.3 Forward-looking research topics and design developed from further analysis of the atlas motif from the perspective of GIS

Biolucida has the capability of creating visualizations populated with arbitrary concepts and their associated 3D models. Given this unrestricted and flexible design, Biolucida is capable of constructing many types of visualizations beyond those presented in this work. Biolucida’s visualization capabilities allow for the production of graphs, plots, and abstract 3D illustrations to represent its underlying datasets. However, we chose to give atlas-based visualizations special focus in this work because of their effectiveness, expressivity, common-appeal, and relevance to much of the informatics work carried out in biomedicine today.

We must keep in mind that biomedical atlas visualizations are relatively new and it is therefore difficult to establish conventions and guidelines for these types of representations given the limited history of work in this discipline. On
the other hand, GIS has focused exclusively on this type of visualization for over fifty years [127]. By analyzing the commonalities between GIS and Biomedical atlases, we can gain a better understanding of forward-looking design guidelines, conventions that inform proper implementation, and important research topics for the future.

10.3.1 Placing biomedical atlas visualizations within the context of GIS

The term “atlas” has been used within biomedicine to describe a range of works from a collection of anatomical illustrations to an abstract set of images showing locations of genetic loci on a chromosome. Yet, mentioning the term *atlas* beyond the domain of the natural sciences conjures up ideas originating from cartography, where compendiums of maps have been assembled for more than 700 years to serve as a convenient repository of information to allow navigators and historians to perform calculations or communicate ideas more effectively. Maps have been one of the most commonly used communication artifacts since the beginnings of human history. It is no mistake that many of the natural sciences, Biomedicine included, have adopted the motif to use as a form of visualization. Maps are basically representations of real places and the things located within them, with varying levels of abstraction. This representation is combined with external data to create informative visualizations. There are a number of advantages that maps, or atlas-based visualizations, grant to both the author and the reader.

1. Many visualizations are already based on illustrating real objects, therefore atlas-based visualizations can leverage a large collection of existing content and achieve instant comprehension. Though geographic maps can represent physical features of the earth in a number of different ways, interpretation of these features usually requires minimal guidance since these features exist in a spatial representation modeled after our own reality. It is an advantage whenever a visualization can capitalize on existing mental models which govern the identification of its own symbology. The visualization of real objects is common in a number of scientific disciplines, especially in biomedicine. The fusion of medical image modalities and the display of *in situ* hybridization studies are a few examples of visualizing data as representations in terms of real anatomical structures. Since these methods have been practiced in biomedicine for decades, both methods of content production and a familiarity with these modalities support the development and use of atlas-based visualizations. Attaching data to the modeled structures, then, leverages this familiarity to create a comprehensible artifact, establishing a “triple linkage” between the reader’s world, the subject which is illustrate, and information applicable to that subject [151].

2. Map content, when used as a substrate for visualization, need not be application-based and can therefore be repurposed many ways. “Maps make present the cumulative labor of the past” [152], providing painstakingly acquired geographical data which represents both the earth’s physical features and abstract concepts such as political boundaries. GIS practitioners can use these provided data to build novel visualizations without the need of reproducing such spatial foundations for themselves. Map data is used for a large number of types of visualizations regardless of what information is to be displayed or how it is to be used. For instance, maps of the ocean floor have enough common features, whether they are used for submarine navigation or for scientific exploration, that they can share the same topographic source.
Biomedical map data is no different. The framework of the human body and model organisms can, and should, be used as a common visualization framework for a variety of data.

3. Use of atlases for visualization provides a common frame of reference for the integration of data and for collaborative analyses. Authors have made the argument that atlases are good examples of early heterogeneous data integration [95], not only because of their interrelated visualizations, but also because of the variety of data that can be attributed to the areas that they represent. Because of their use of real-world concepts such as location and time, maps provide an effective structure for data integration because their content is directly referenced across a wide variety of information resources. For instance, public health data of disease outbreaks may contain the county or town of the residences of individual cases, which is easily referenced in a map. Other datasets may also contain references to place and time, and upon combining such information, one has effectively leveraged a map as a framework for data integration. Universally referenced concepts such as place and time (Biomedicine uses the concept of anatomical location to serve as “place” in a map) also provide researchers with a common frame of reference on which different analyses can be organized to support integration and collaboration. For example, a map of an area can visually combine a collection of data points to create a weather simulation, which can be subsequently combined with electrical grid data to show predictions of geographically distributed energy usage. Creating both simulations may represent a daunting task for a single researcher, but the map provides two specialists with a means of combining their insights to produce new data. While GIS has taken full advantage of such a common framework, biomedicine has only scratched the surface with projects like EMAGE.

The following sections elaborate on the above statements, consider additional questions within each topic, and discussing in detail some valid areas of investigation which can serve as areas of future work.

10.3.2 The use of a range of content in atlas-based visualization: the real, the approximate, and the high utility of the iconographic

The notion of comparing Biolucida’s visualizations (and the atlas-based visualizations of other systems) to geographic maps and atlases inevitably spawns a discussion of accuracy of representation. After all, the popular perception of maps is that their primary responsibility is to accurately depict the spatial dimensions and physical features of the earth’s surface. This belief highlights a hidden assumption that one should use the most accurate representations possible when creating a map.

The perception of accuracy trumping all other attributes of a map extends to content derived from CT and MRI scans. It is true that 3D medical images represent accuracy, reality, and a single truth. Biolucida, however, uses a surface-based modeling approach for the production of its visualizations for purposes of content availability and optimization of graphic display. One might say that to use visualizations which feature anatomical structures built in 3D modeling software seems fallible, and that one should build visualizations on voxel-based content such as in
the case of the EMAGE and Allen Brain Atlas systems. This view, however, is an exceedingly simple view of the role of maps as visualizations, and of the purposes of those visualizations.

10.3.2.1 Abstractions can be more effective than exact depictions within visualizations

When viewed within the context of both biomedicine and GIS, atlas visualization should not always be designed as a representation of real experience. On the positive side, a visualization can be better than reality in many ways. Any well designed artifact that conveys information to a user limits the amount of information to that which is necessary for the task at hand. Maps serve as great examples. A roadmap may represent the surface of the earth, but it differs greatly from a satellite photo in that it omits certain entities, such as topographic features, and includes non-real data elements such as the names of streets or symbols representing various services. Obviously, a lost driver would prefer such an abstraction to a satellite photo. Biolucida’s visualizations have the expressive power to represent reality, yet offer a level of customization that allows for creating an appropriate abstraction [8].

10.3.2.2 Both geographical maps and biomedical images are subject to error

Though geographical maps focus on accuracy, they are still subject to error. Cartography has always labored to achieve representations which most accurately depict real features of our world, but mapping a spherical structure onto a flat surface leads to unavoidable approximations. Projections of spherical surfaces onto flat paper have concerned cartographers throughout history, and have represented a substantial barrier to accurate representation and analysis of size, distance, and other attributes. Various methods to mitigate the interpretive inaccuracies have been developed, such as the Mercator and the Secant projection. There are, however, tradeoffs with every method. Selection of such a method is dictated by a priority list of what is important to preserve, and this list is determined by the purpose for which the map is used.

Atlas-based biomedical visualization is no different from cartography with respect to potential errors in the accuracy of its anatomical representations. General inaccuracies can arise directly within the scanning and 3D tiling process, where Hemmy referred to CT and MRI scan measurements containing errors with twice the magnitude of caliper measurements on the same samples [52]. Errors can also arise when attempting to fuse multiple image modalities or register scans from multiple subjects. Errors within systems such as EMAGE, where an author is responsible for physically “painting” the experimental data, can arise simply through human error – a source that is difficult to identify. One might ask, then, is the resource-intensive use of voxel-based data worthwhile, when the perception of accuracy is not necessarily substantiated? Furthermore, do visualizations which use such modalities give the viewer a false sense of precision? These are valid research topics to investigate, but beyond the scope of this work.

10.3.2.3 Atlas-based visualizations as subjective content, hypotheses, and social constructs

Maps are generally regarded as representations of the world, when in fact they represent social constructions, complete with bias, opinion, and fallibility. Maps do not show always show an objective reality and often exhibit inherent biases. For instance, everyone knows where various residences are, but a map is a socially constructed
view of the township they are considered part of, which may be in dispute [96]. By integrating data with the spatial features of maps, the viewer connects abstract, contested, or proposed phenomena to other aspects of reality which are not questionable, such as the illustration of a disputed fence line superimposed on a satellite photo of the land it divides. “Maps serve interests because they selectively represent the information acquired in the past. They are not wholly reconstructing the past, but are effective abstractions of it.” [151].

The false sense of precision that accompanies illustrations using seemingly accurate voxel-based scans and superimpositions are one example in which a viewer can be misled by what is portrayed in a biomedical visualization. Visualizations can certainly contain biases and hypotheses combined with factual representations. For example, the fusion of fMRI images from many subjects to an atlas describing a “common” human brain contains the hypotheses of a registration algorithm which requires intimate knowledge of its strengths and potential for errors to fully understand the significance of the resulting images.

**10.3.2.4 A discussion of information and evidence in relation to accurate and iconographic visualizations**

The GIS community has engaged in ample discussion regarding the classification of knowledge in terms of a hierarchy. Norman, et al [87] has been heavily cited as the first research to apply the classifications of data, information, evidence, knowledge, and wisdom. While it may seem arbitrary to discuss such a classification scheme here, it does provide some interesting perspectives on atlas-based visualizations. The classification scheme highlights the philosophical difference between overlay and attributed visualizations, and more specifically, surface-based versus voxel-based data.
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The difference between visualizations which rely on an overlay approach, such as the ISH images combined with an outline map of a model organism’s anatomy, and Biolucida’s visualizations which use an attributed approach to associate data with concepts/models in an object-based sense, mimics the differences between information and evidence, as discussed by Norman et al. Norman claims that data is raw information, such as a temperature at a given time and place. Data becomes information when the data is given context, such as when a temperature/place/time is viewed within the context of the current weather within Washington State. Evidence is viewed as information which is collected, evaluated, and organized into a comprehensible compilation. This
suggests that there is human intervention or automated processes involved in the transition between information and evidence. For example, the aforementioned ISH visualization can be thought of as information, since it involves a single source of data (the ISH image) combined with a contextual artifact (the atlas). On the other hand, when curators invest effort in interpreting ISH images, denoting the site of expression for particular genes and storing that information into a database, it becomes evidence. While Biolucida is capable of visualizing information, its primary purpose is to display evidence to create its attributed visualizations.

Because Biolucida primarily uses a surface-model based atlas as a visualization framework, the wholesale association between records in a dataset and the concepts to which they refer creates visualizations which display evidence, or information already collated and associated with the rendered scene. Users are free to browse the dataset to investigate the provenance of the associations, but the end result presented to them is the product of information processed by either Biolucida’s data-attribution modules or by evidence production processes at the source of the dataset. In either case, these associations convert Biolucida’s atlas models from spatial reference-frames for the analysis of raw data, into symbols, or iconography. While the anatomical structures used in the scene still have spatial significance, the fidelity with which a visualization must represent them is significantly lower than in a rendering such as an ISH visualization. The anatomical models used in such an iconographical need only be recognizable to the viewer and show fairly accurate spatial representation for the granularity that the visualization represents. Using this type of visualization carries with it two advantages: iconography is (1) more representative of the type of visualized information, its accuracy, and provenance, and (2) more generalizable than information-analysis visualizations.

10.3.2.5 Domain-specific applications are still relevant for the analysis of information to produce evidence

Our earlier analysis of the visualization applications created to date within biomedicine revealed a large number of systems that were very domain specific, and not constructed in a manner to allow much extensibility beyond the specific tasks for which they were designed. However, it is clear that many of these systems were designed as analysis applications for evaluating information to produce evidence, a role which Biolucida is not designed to fill at the moment. Rather than consider these systems as full data visualization platforms, we feel that they are best regarded as data analysis applications, and as such allow users to populate databases with evidence, serving as resources for higher-level visualization applications such as Biolucida. As data-analysis software, there will always be a place for applications like these within the tool set of any given domain.

10.4 Future work: research endeavors informed by the concepts of distributed cognition

The idea of working together is a much more powerful concept than the phrase suggests. The efficient collaboration of many minds and artifacts can produce a more powerful system than those same minds working independently. The human mind has not changed in its capabilities for thousands of years, yet the evolving social structures through which we work have cast the illusion the humankind is in fact becoming more intelligent. In reality, our distributed cognitive systems have enabled us to reduce the scope of an individual’s information space, while increasing the
complexity of the system as a whole. Higher levels of cognition are achieved via a distributed cognitive “workaround”, which produces a higher level of cognition without the necessity of augmenting our individual processing capabilities. Scientific research is a prototypical example of distributed cognition, because it is based on distributing cognitive effort over time, over people, and over artifacts.

Edwin Hutchins pioneered the concept of distributed cognition in his seminal work *Cogition in the Wild* [59], a cognitive anthropological account of pilotage aboard a navy vessel. Hutchins’ ethnographic study revealed several components of a distributed cognitive system which operates efficiently. First, efficient means of communication must be present. If there is no way to effectively communicate information, distribution of cognitive activity becomes impossible. Second, a clear understanding of where certain information can be obtained must exist among all parties involved. Comprehension of the inputs and outputs is required for the efficient operation of such a network. Third, the volume and complexity of the information that any one node handles cannot saturate its capacity for processing. Distributed cognition most often occurs in situations where one person cannot possibly perform all cognitive tasks required to accomplish whatever goal the situation dictates.

Karin Knorr Cetina described an environment similar to Hutchins’ ethnographic study, but in a scientific setting in her book *Epistemic Cultures*. Cetina studied the processes and culture of scientific research in two very different domains: high energy physics (HEP), and molecular biology. Cetina describes, without previous knowledge of Hutchins’ theory, distributed cognition between the members of research teams performing large-scale experiments using the CERN accelerator in Geneva, Switzerland. The scale of the projects undertaken at CERN, like many within HEP, are beyond the intellectual expertise of a single researcher. Therefore, distributed cognition is an integral part of HEP research culture. Biomedicine, however, presents an entirely different situation.

Cetina noted a much different structure within the typical molecular biology laboratory which seems more akin to a collection of isolated small projects. In molecular biology, Cetina found that a single researcher tends to “own” a project or experiment. While much of clinical medicine is based on teamwork and distributed cognition, a majority of “wet bench” biologists function in their own operational silos. Most laboratories are run by a primary investigator, supervising a team which is composed of individuals who are responsible for their own day-to-day research protocols, which are isolated endeavors from their peers’. Though researchers may communicate through intimate and national-scale meetings, or via publication, the phenomenon of distributed cognition as seen in other disciplines is often almost absent.

Only recently has biomedicine endeavored to undertake projects of similar scale to those seen at CERN. The Human Genome Project and the Human Brain Project are examples of large endeavors where scale and integration of results may push for processes, tools, and practices which enable distributed cognition. To overcome this tendency in biomedical research so that we can make our community more productive, we must design tools to facilitate the adoption of distributed cognition. In support of its promotion across the biomedical sciences, future endeavors to improve Biolucida’s functionality will be guided by Hutchins’ three requirements: (1) effective communication, (2) awareness of information sources, and (3) reduction in cognitive load.
10.4.1 Effective communication: collaborative visualization through shared worlds

Hutchins’ first requirement of an efficient distributed cognitive system is that members within a group are able to communicate effectively, whether by means of direct communication, or via some artifact. As we our discussed earlier, the field of biomedical research is fast becoming a digital world, populated with many types of research tools – software applications of all scopes and sizes which save their users time and effort. However, tools that exist in a vacuum are not necessarily as effective as they would be if they were networked applications, enabling the kind of communication to which Hutchins is referring.

Biolucida is designed to allow its Representations, or scenes, to maintain state on the server. This means that multiple clients can connect to the same Representation and experience a common visualization. The system currently allows such concurrent connections to take place, but “peer” clients may only connect to the scene and interact with its constituent models in the state they were in at the time of their initial connection. There currently exists no means of transmitting updates on the server originating from the primary author, or possibly from connected collaborators, back to all of the currently connected clients. It is a priority that this functionality be implemented to encourage collaborative analysis of visualizations, and to conduct research on the effects of viewing a visualization as a shared virtual world.

10.4.2 Supporting information resource awareness: plugin resource centralization

It is a powerful feature that Biolucida has implemented which allows for a variety of plugin objects to extend its capabilities, enabling a number of derivative applications, visualizations, and data sources to be created. However, it is unclear how administrators of the Biolucida servers will be able to find these plugins, verify their authenticity, and develop an understanding of their functionality. It is our intention to research ways in which other popular frameworks, toolkits, and standalone applications manage and inform users of the ecosystem of plugins that extends their capabilities. After gaining an understanding of which methods are most successful, a prototype management system will be created, tested, and deployed to Biolucida’s future user community.

10.4.3 Reduction in cognitive load by specialization: Linked server domains

While Biolucida’s atlas-based approach is an effective method of providing extensible integrative visualization platform for the biomedical sciences, it must employ strategies discussed in chapter 7 for mitigating the perpetual issue of a lack of content and concepts which any incoming data may reference. In short, no one can implement an atlas that models the entire world and every organism found in it. Moreover, no group or project team could model an organism at every possible level of granularity.

Enabling effective distributed cognition entails each “participant” taking a role no larger than they can handle. Therefore, if Biolucida server teams are to begin representing a vast sea of biomedical knowledge, they best do so using a policy of specialization, where each server is responsible for representing a manageable subdomain of an organism. For example, rather than have a single server manage a concept catalog which describes the entire human
body, perhaps there could exist a collective group of systems, each of which manage an organ system, or region of
the body. With each server having partial knowledge of an entire organism, systems of communication and
referencing would have to be implemented where each server may develop an awareness of the conceptual domains
of other servers, and may also reference the content located on those systems.

Specialization can mean much more than the scope of concepts which a Biolucida server seeks to manage, for it is
within this idea that there is an opportunity to explore biological semantic level of detail in a whole new way.
Consider the possibilities of a set of servers managing concepts at the cellular, tissue, anatomical structure, and
whole organism level. If a means of seamlessly moving between visualizations dealing with differing levels of
granularity modeled on different systems were properly implemented, a most interesting set of interactive
visualizations could be created to support more than just research, education, and communication within
Biomedicine. It is through the implementation of such conceptual level of detail that a bench-to-bedside flow of
knowledge may manifest itself in the form of visualizations, to be used by the translational medicine research
community.
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### APPENDIX B

#### Biolucida Client/Server Commands and Scene Access API

The following tables describe both commands which can be issued by a client and processed by the Biolucida server, as well as the API methods which can be called by a novel Representation to access and manipulate a 3D scene.

**Client to Server Commands**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scene Authoring Commands</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addInstances</td>
<td>Adds instances to a Representation</td>
<td>The unique IDs of the concepts to be inserted, along with the Representation ID of which the instances are to be inserted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changeInstancePosition</td>
<td>Changes the position of an Entity or contextual object within a Representation</td>
<td>The instance ID, and the new position of the instance, in x,y,z format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changeInstanceColor</td>
<td>Sets the diffuse color of an Entity to a new value over a period of time</td>
<td>The instance ID, the desired value in RGB format, 0.0-1.0, and the period of time for the change to take place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setInstanceColor</td>
<td>Instantly sets the diffuse color of an Entity or contextual object to a new value</td>
<td>The instance ID, and the desired value in RGB format, 0.0-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changeInstanceRotation</td>
<td>Changes the rotation of an Entity or contextual object over a period of time</td>
<td>The instance ID, the new desired rotation value for the Entity, in x, y, z, radians format, and the period of time in which the change is to take place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setInstanceRotation</td>
<td>Instantly sets the rotation of an Entity to a new value</td>
<td>The instance ID, the new desired rotation value for the Entity, in x, y, z, radians format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changeInstanceTransparency</td>
<td>Sets the transparency of an Entity or contextual object to a new value, occurring over a period of time</td>
<td>The instance ID, the new transparency value, from 0.0 to 1.0, and the period of time in which the change is to take place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setInstanceTransparency</td>
<td>Instantly sets the transparency of an Entity or contextual object to a new value</td>
<td>The instance ID, and the new transparency value, from 0.0 to 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setInstanceMaterial</td>
<td>Sets the Material object of an Entity to a new value</td>
<td>The instance ID, and the instance ID, and the serialized the Material object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updateSchemaSet</td>
<td></td>
<td>The Representation ID, and the serialized Schema Set object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uploadResource</td>
<td>Uploads a resource to be utilized in a Representation, such as a sound file, texture, movie, or contextual model</td>
<td>The file path of the resource to be uploaded, and the integer code for the type of resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setGlobalInstanceScale</td>
<td>Sets the scale used for all Entities in a given scene/Representation</td>
<td>The Representation ID, and new scale value in x,y,z format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setInstanceScale</td>
<td>Sets the scale factor used for a given Entity</td>
<td>The Representation ID,instance ID, and the new scale value in x,y,z format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postContextualContent</td>
<td>Uploads a 3D model resource for use as</td>
<td>The Representation ID for which</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Content Authoring Commands</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updateCameraAnimation-Metadata</td>
<td>Updates the name and description of the Lesson object or camera animation.</td>
<td>The Representation ID, serialized Item Profile describing a “lesson” or camera animation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setCameraAction</td>
<td>Sets the value of a given action to the desired object within an animation</td>
<td>The Representation ID, animation index, sequence index, action index, and the serialized action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updateCameraActionMetadata</td>
<td>Updates the name and description of the action found within a camera animation or Lesson object.</td>
<td>The Representation ID, animation index, sequence index, action index, and the serialized Item Profile object describing the action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addCameraSequence</td>
<td>Inserts a new Sequence into a given Lesson or camera animation.</td>
<td>The Representation ID, animation index, and the serialized Sequence object to be inserted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updateCameraSequence-Metadata</td>
<td>Updates the name and description associated with a given Sequence object, found within a Lesson or camera animation.</td>
<td>The Representation ID, index of the animation, index of the Sequence, and the serialized Item Profile object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addCameraAction</td>
<td>Adds an action to a given camera animation or Lesson</td>
<td>The Representation ID, index of the animation, index of the Sequence, and serialized Action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addCameraAnimation</td>
<td>Adds an entire Animation to the Representation</td>
<td>The Representation ID, and the serialized Animation object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>removeCameraAnimation</td>
<td>Removes an Animation from the Representation</td>
<td>The Representation ID, and the index of the animation to be removed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>removeCameraSequence</td>
<td>Removes a sequence from an Animation within the Representation</td>
<td>The Representation ID, the animation index, and the sequence index.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>removeCameraAction</td>
<td>Removes an action from an Animation within the Representation</td>
<td>The Representation ID, and the action index.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moveCameraAction</td>
<td>Moves an action from one index within a sequence to another</td>
<td>The Representation ID, Animation index, Sequence index, Action index, and destination index.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addWayPoint</td>
<td>Adds a Way Point to the Representation</td>
<td>The Representation ID, and serialized Way Point object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updateWayPoint</td>
<td>Updates a Way Point’s data</td>
<td>The Representation ID, Way Point ID, and serialized object with new data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addViewPoint</td>
<td>Adds a View Point to the Representation</td>
<td>The Representation ID, and the serialized View Point.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updateViewPoint</td>
<td>Updates a View Point’s data</td>
<td>The Representation ID, View Point ID, and serialized object with new data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>removeWayPoint</td>
<td>Removes a Way Point from the Representation</td>
<td>The Representation ID, and Way Point ID.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>removeViewPoint</td>
<td>Removes a View Point from the Representation</td>
<td>The Representation ID, and View Point ID.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addCourse</td>
<td>Adds a Course to a Representation</td>
<td>The Representation ID, and serialized Course object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updateCourse</td>
<td>Updates a Course’s data</td>
<td>The Representation ID, Course ID.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>removeCourse</td>
<td>Removes a Course from a Representation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addPath</td>
<td>Adds a Path to a Representation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updatePath</td>
<td>Updates a Path’s data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>removePath</td>
<td>Removes a Path from a Representation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addLabel</td>
<td>Adds a Label to a Representation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updateLabel</td>
<td>Updates a Label object’s data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>removeLabel</td>
<td>Removes a Label object from a Representation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Representation Management Commands**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>createRepresentation</td>
<td>Creates a Representation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disposeActiveRepresentation</td>
<td>Dispose of the currently active Representation, and release the resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>downloadRepresentation</td>
<td>Downloads a Representation, in its XML form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saveRepresentation</td>
<td>Saves a Representation to the Biolucida database, for subsequent recall and use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loadRepresentation</td>
<td>Loads a previously saved Representation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>createRepresentationViaDescription</td>
<td>Instantiates a Representation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getSavedRepresentationsCatalog</td>
<td>Get a list of the saved Representations in the Biolucida database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deleteRepresentation</td>
<td>Removes a saved Representation from the Biolucida database</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Custom Content Use and Management**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>getUserContentCatalog</td>
<td>Gets a catalog composed a Animations, Sequences, and other author-generated content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getSavedAnimation</td>
<td>Retrieves a previously saved Animation from the Biolucida database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saveAnimation</td>
<td>Saves an Animation to the Biolucida database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getSavedWayPoint</td>
<td>Retrieves a saved Way Point from the Biolucida database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saveWayPoint</td>
<td>Saves a Way Point to the Biolucida database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getSavedViewPoint</td>
<td>Retrieves a saved View Point from the Biolucida database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getSavedCourse</td>
<td>Retrieves a saved Course from the Biolucida database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saveCourse</td>
<td>Saves a Course to the Biolucida database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getSavedPath</td>
<td>Retrieves a saved Path from the Biolucida database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>savePath</td>
<td>Saves a Path to the Biolucida database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getNewSceneContent</td>
<td>Retrieves new content associated with a Representation which was added or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>changed in some way since the last update was performed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getUpdatedInstanceIDs</td>
<td>Retrieves a list of instance IDs which were updated since this request was</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>last made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Dataset Manipulation and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>createDataset</td>
<td>Creates a blank dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getAvailableDataHandlers</td>
<td>Retrieves a list of Data Handler descriptions which are currently available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in the Biolucida system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getDataPreview</td>
<td>Gets a fixed-size subset of the contents of the Dataset on the Biolucida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getAttributedData</td>
<td>Gets the data attributed to a given Entity within a specified Representation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getDataSubset</td>
<td>Gets a small subset of the contents of the Dataset found on the Biolucida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instantiateDataHandler</td>
<td>Initializes an instance of a Data Handler, and assigns it to a given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>performExtraction</td>
<td>Initiates the data extraction operations in all Data Handlers assigned to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updateDataHandler</td>
<td>Updates a Data Handler’s attributes to values selected by the author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getCurrentFieldSet</td>
<td>Retrieves the descriptions of all fields found in the Record Manager in a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>given Dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getAppropriatePropagator-</td>
<td>Retrieves a list of appropriate Propagator Packages, given the available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packages</td>
<td>fields in the current Dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updatePropagatorPackage</td>
<td>Updates a given Propagator Package’s attribute values to those selected by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addPropagatorPackage</td>
<td>Adds a Propagator Package to a given dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uploadDataFile</td>
<td>Uploads a data file to the Biolucida server, making it available for future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uploadTemporaryDataFile</td>
<td>Uploads a data file to the Biolucida server for use during the current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>working session only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getDataFileCatalog</td>
<td>Retrieves a list of the files currently available as data sources on the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biolucida server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**System Administration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Commands**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>createEntity</td>
<td>Creates a concept within the Biolucida catalog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>createAppearance</td>
<td>Creates a Material type within the Biolucida database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deleteAppearance</td>
<td>Removes a Material type from the Biolucida database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updateAppearance</td>
<td>Updates a Material type within the Biolucida database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uploadNewConceptAssociatedShape</td>
<td>Creates a new concept, along with its associated Shape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>associateMeshWithShape</td>
<td>Creates an association between a Shape entry and a Mesh entry in the Biolucida database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updateFromReferenceOntology</td>
<td>Updates the internal Ontology storage within Biolucida via a selected reference ontology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>createConcept</td>
<td>Creates a concept in the Biolucida database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deleteConcept</td>
<td>Removes a concept within the Biolucida database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updateConcept</td>
<td>Updates a concept’s information within the Biolucida database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deleteConcept</td>
<td>Removes a concept from the Biolucida database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>createConceptRelation</td>
<td>Creates an ontological relation between concepts within the Biolucida database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>removeConceptRelation</td>
<td>Removes an ontological concept-to-concept relation from the Biolucida database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>associateTextureWithAppearance</td>
<td>Creates an association between a texture entry and an appearance entry within the Biolucida database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>associateAppearanceWithShape</td>
<td>Creates an association between a Shape entry and an Appearance entry in the Biolucida database</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**General Query Commands**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example (when applicable)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>getRepresentation</td>
<td>Retrieves the serialized version of a Representation for reconstitution at the client</td>
<td>The Representation ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getAllConcepts</td>
<td>Retrieves a list of the concepts and their descriptions</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getRelations</td>
<td>Obtains the list of relation IDs contained within the Biolucida server</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getAppearance</td>
<td>Retrieves the Material type in serialized XML format</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getRelation</td>
<td>Retrieves the XML serialization of a relation in the Biolucida system, including concepts and their relations among each other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getInstance</td>
<td>Retrieves an Entity instance from a Representation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getCompatibleRepresentationsCatalog</td>
<td>Retrieves a list of Representations compatible with the Dataset of interest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getClientSideRepresentationClass</td>
<td>Retrieves the client-side class of a Representation, to be instantiated on the client side via reflection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# 3D Scene Access and Manipulation Commands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Entity Manipulation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addEntity</td>
<td>Adds a series of Entities to the scene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>removeEntity</td>
<td>Removes the currently selected Entity from the scene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setEntityPosition</td>
<td>Changes an Entity’s position instantaneously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setEntityRotation</td>
<td>Changes an Entity’s rotation instantaneously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setEntityScale</td>
<td>Changes an Entity’s scale instantaneously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changeScale</td>
<td>Changes an Entity’s scale, animating the change over a period of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rotateEntity</td>
<td>Changes an Entity’s rotation, animating the change over a period of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moveEntity</td>
<td>Changes an Entity’s position animation the motion over a period of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isolateEntity</td>
<td>Highlights an Entity and sets all others semi-transparent, deactivating their touch-sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deisolateEntity</td>
<td>Brings all Entities in the scene to the foreground, setting their Materials’ attributes to their “scene” value and activating their touch sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>showEntity</td>
<td>Restores an Entity to its scene-based appearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hideEntity</td>
<td>Makes an Entity totally transparent and deactivates its touch sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>highlightEntity</td>
<td>Changes an Entity’s appearance to that of the default highlight material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dehighlightEntity</td>
<td>Returns an Entity to its scene-based appearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setAmbientIntensity</td>
<td>Sets the ambient intensity value of an Entity’s Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setEnableTexture</td>
<td>Switches the Appearance used by an Entity to that of the texture-based Material node contained in the Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setDiffuseColor</td>
<td>Changes an Entity Material’s diffuse color to a desired value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setEmissiveColor</td>
<td>Changes an Entity Material’s emissive color to a desired value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setShininess</td>
<td>Changes an Entity Material’s shininess to a desired value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setSpecularColor</td>
<td>Changes an Entity Material’s specular color to a desired value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setTexture</td>
<td>Changes an Entity Material’s texture to a desired graphic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setTransparency</td>
<td>Changes an Entity Material’s transparency to a desired value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setMaterial</td>
<td>Changes an Entity’s Material to a supplied Material instantaneously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>applyMaterial</td>
<td>Changes an Entity’s Material to a supplied Material over a period of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setTouchSensorEnabled</td>
<td>Toggles an Entity’s touch sensor on and off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setEnableEntityRotationControl</td>
<td>Toggles an Entity’s rotation control, which manipulates its orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scene Manipulation Commands</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clearScene</td>
<td>Removes all Entities and Context Objects from the scene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bringAllEntitiesToForeground</td>
<td>Brings all Entities in the scene to the foreground, setting their Materials’ attributes to their “scene” value and activating their touch sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setEnableAllTouchSensors</td>
<td>Toggles the activation of all Entity’s touch sensors on/off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setHighlightMaterial</td>
<td>Sets the default highlight Material to the supplied Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sendAllEntitiesToBackground</td>
<td>Makes all Entities semitransparent and deactivates their touch sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setUniversalScale</td>
<td>Sets the scale for all objects in the scene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setUniversalEntityScale</td>
<td>Sets the scale of the transform containing the Entities in the scene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setUniversalEntityTransform</td>
<td>Sets the position of the transform containing the Entities in the scene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>replaceWorldWithNewContent</td>
<td>Swaps the content of the current world for what is supplied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Camera Manipulation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moveView</td>
<td>Moves the camera to the designated position and orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lookAt</td>
<td>Moves the camera to a position and orientation where it is pointed at a selected object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moveCamera</td>
<td>Moves the camera to a designated position over time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rotateCamera</td>
<td>Rotates the camera to a designated orientation over time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moveAndRotateCamera</td>
<td>Moves the camera to a designated position and orientation over time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>switchToFrontView</td>
<td>Moves the camera to the “front” of an object, viewing the object from an optimal distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>switchToLastUserView</td>
<td>Moves the camera to the saved camera position and orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>switchToLeftSideView</td>
<td>Moves the camera to the “left” of an object, viewing the object from an optimal distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>switchToRightSideView</td>
<td>Moves the camera to the “right” of an object, viewing the object from an optimal distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>switchToOverheadView</td>
<td>Moves the camera to the “top” of an object, viewing the object from an optimal distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>switchToRearView</td>
<td>Moves the camera to the “rear” of an object, viewing the object from an optimal distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>switchToUndersideView</td>
<td>Moves the camera to the “underside” of an object, viewing the object from an optimal distance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Contextual and Temporary Object Manipulation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>moveContextualObject</td>
<td>Moves a contextual object to a desired position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addEntityPin</td>
<td>Adds a label which identifies an Entity via a connecting line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>removeEntityPin</td>
<td>Removes a pin associated with an Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>removeContextualObject</td>
<td>Removes a Contextual Object from the scene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rotateContextualObject</td>
<td>Changes a Contextual Object’s rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moveClipPlane</td>
<td>Changes the position of the scene’s contents relative to the world’s cut-plane, which can be toggled on/off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addAxes</td>
<td>Add a contextual model of axes into the scene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addGhost</td>
<td>Adds a “ghost” of an Entity into the scene, which is basically a semi-transparent grey rendition of the Entity, used for animation transitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addXAxis</td>
<td>Adds the model representing the X axis only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addYAxis</td>
<td>Adds the model representing the Y axis only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addZAxis</td>
<td>Adds the model representing the Z axis only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addCameraGhost</td>
<td>Adds a ghost-like rendition of a camera, used to visualized viewpoints from a 3rd person perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>removeCameraGhost</td>
<td>Removes a camera ghost from the scene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>highlightContextualObject</td>
<td>Sets the material of a contextual object to that of the default highlight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insertImageStack</td>
<td>Inserts a slice-based image stack for visualization within the scene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setImageStackSlice</td>
<td>Sets the displayed image within an image stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setLabelVisible</td>
<td>Toggles the visibility of a label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setPathVisible</td>
<td>Toggles the visible display of a path in the scene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setViewPointVisible</td>
<td>Toggles the visible display of a View Point in the scene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setWayPointVisible</td>
<td>Toggles the visible display of a Way Point in the scene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setCourseVisible</td>
<td>Toggles the visible display of a Course in the scene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setEnableClipPlane</td>
<td>Toggles the world clip plane on/off</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Query Commands**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>getClipPlanePosition</td>
<td>Get the current position of the clip plane relative to the rest of the scene’s other contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getClipPlaneRotation</td>
<td>Get the current rotation of the world clip plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getEntityPosition</td>
<td>Get the current position of a given Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getEntityRotation</td>
<td>Get the current rotation of a given Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getEntityScale</td>
<td>Get the scale of a given Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getGhostPosition</td>
<td>Get the current position of a given Contextual Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getGhostRotation</td>
<td>Get the current rotation of a given Contextual Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getGhostScale</td>
<td>Get the scale of a given Contextual Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getCameraLinearDistance</td>
<td>Get the distance between a given point and the current position of the camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getCameraOrientation</td>
<td>Get the camera’s current rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getCameraPosition</td>
<td>Get the camera’s current position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getContextualContent</td>
<td>Get the specified Contextual Content object (by ID)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getContextualContentPosition</td>
<td>Get the specified Contextual Content object’s current position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getContextualContentRotation</td>
<td>Get the specified Contextual Content object’s current rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getContextualContentScale</td>
<td>Get the specified Contextual Content object’s current scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getSelectedEntity</td>
<td>Get the currently selected Entity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX C

Default Entity X3D Node Structure

The following hierarchical structure represents the standard X3D node tree used as the Web3D compatible implementation of the default “Entity” in a Biolucida 3D representation, visualized by the Xj3D browser.
APPENDIX D
User Evaluation Task List and SUS Questionnaire

The following is a list of tasks which each subject was asked to perform in the user evaluation exercise, described in chapter 9. Subjects were given a brief tutorial on the use of the Biolucida software and subsequently asked to complete a series of tasks, while adhering to a “think aloud” protocol. Following the exercise, subjects answer the SUS items described below.

Task List

1. Create a scene containing the heart, lungs, and circulatory system
2. Add all of the nerves in the catalog
3. Add the major organs contained in the thorax
4. Add the set of ribs and the spinal column
5. Select each set of ribs and make them semi-transparent
6. Zoom in on the heart and lungs
7. Move the left set of ribs aside so as not to obscure the left lung
8. Create an animation where the lungs change color to blue, followed by the heart, and then the arterial tree
9. Publish the animation in a Web3D file

SUS Questionnaire

1. I think that I would like to use this system frequently.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree 1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Strongly Agree 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. I found the system unnecessarily complex.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree 1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Strongly Agree 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. I thought the system was easy to use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree 1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Strongly Agree 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree 1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Strongly Agree 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. I found the various functions in this system were well integrated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree 1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Strongly Agree 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree 1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Strongly Agree 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree 1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Strongly Agree 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8. I found the system very cumbersome to use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. I felt very confident using the system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX E
SUS Questionnaire and Task Time Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question Number</th>
<th>Time (min)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3D Design Software Users</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Massage Practitioners</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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